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ABSTRACT
Che study deals with the development of a process to assess the
needs of teachers in creating learner-oriented environments. It is a
research-based study which hypothesized that as teachers are exposed
to the process and goals of learner-oriented environments, likewise
their awareness of need for creating such learning environments would
be heightened.
The procedure utilized for heightening the awareness for the
teacher participants consisted of six structured exposure processes,
each centered on a specific theme.
The teachers in the study were from seventeen K-8 parochial
schools in four states, of urban, suburban and rural locations. The
study was administered from a University setting with the investiga-
tor making no direct in-person contact with the participants. The
investigator was to determine whether teachers' awareness of their
viii
needs for creating individual learner-oriented learning environments
could be heightened. Eighty-eight participants were pre-tested, were
forwarded a thematic "packaged" process each week for six consecutive
weeks, and then were post-tested to determine whether awareness for
need to change to learner-oriented environments had occurred.
The pre- and post-test instruments administered were: (1) The
Roland S. Barth, "Assumptions About Learning And Knowledge"; and
(2) The (untitled) Cassidy Instrument, created by the investigator.
In addition to formal data from pre- and post-tests, the investi-
gator provided Log Sheets for informal data from the participants
relative to each of the six thematic packages. Each teacher recorded
his or her reactions weekly, plus completed an overall evaluation of
the total process.
Findings from the study included:
1. The formal statistical data revealed that no change
in attitude resulted from exposure to a process of
learner-oriented teaching methods.
2. Several teacher participants registered positive
reactions to the study as a total process and indi-
cated the practicality and desirability of its use
in the future.
3. The informal data provided guidance for the process
or one similar to be used in the future in the pre-
or in-service programs.
ix
The investigator’s summations from the study indicate potential
for the process-oriented procedure for approaching school reform on
a teacher initiated change as contrasted to the top-down mandated
approach. The study provided possibilities for teachers to reassess
their current practices on a volunteer basis and to make changes in
keeping with their initiative.
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CHAPTER I
DESCRIPTION OF THE STUDY
Introduction
There appears to be two definite schools of thought in society
today concerning the quality of educational service being rendered to
youth. There are those at one extreme who would prefer to fight than
change. They believe the present educational quality to be of value
and rationalize that the dropout rate and the disenchantment with
education to be the fault of the parents and students. The status quo
defenders cite the growth of the country as the result of quality
schools. That group has no problem with the fact that the format,
process or goals of education remain practically unchanged in a society
that has moved from carriages to supersonic planes for transportation;
from horseback riders to coaxial cables as a means of communication;
and from a country of rural habitation to one which currently hosts a
density of population that ranges into hundreds of thousands of people
in the central cities.
The extreme school of thought involves those who would do away
with the school systems of the country. They tend to believe that the
wounds inflicted upon the attendees which result from the sorting and
labeling techniques, the imposition of a single culture on a diverse
2population, the mandatory aspect of a system which inflicts middle-
class values on all comers and the inequities in the sytem warrant
nothing less than its complete destruction.
The study acknowledges the multitude of problems and inconsis-
tencies m the present system of education and searches for a way to
look at change for the present problem-ridden system to one which
respects the diverse populations and the needs of the youth. The
present study believes it is the right of every child to be good at
something and to be able to feel right about himself or herself.
Toward that end, the study researched a way to lead teachers to
realize the need to move toward learner—oriented learning environments
for each child.
Over the years, public education has attempted to bring about
changes which should have redounded to the learner's benefit. Some
have succeeded. The majority of the attempts, however, have failed.
The flaws in the attempts for change as recorded in the literature
appear most frequently to be assessed as faulty implementation. The
study concerns itself with attempting to bring about change in the
educational system through a volunteer effort from the key people in
the school system—the teachers. It utilizes a low-key approach based
on the hypothesis that as teachers became better acquainted with the
process and goals of individualized learning, the teachers experience
an attitudinal change, thereby taking the lead in changing their own
classroom learning environments.
3Roland Barth says "... the teacher who consciously and
deliberately decides what to do in his or her classroom in light of
many alternatives will be more likely to evolve a successful, con-
sistent, philosophy and style than will the teacher who has little
choice."'*'
Pursuing Barth's idea of offering teachers alternatives to their
teaching style, the investigator developed a process for creating
flexible learning experiences. The process was to assist teachers to
increase the knowledge and understanding of philosophical and practi-
cal principles on which desired change is based.
Statement of the Problem
A major problem in education today is that change is imposed upon
teachers instead of being self-initiated. The researcher cannot accept
the pattern as an unalterable situation and prefers to believe that
\
people are what they are, partly because of a prescriptive oriented
educational system which has been mandated upon them. The system tends
to reward conformity and to raise serious questions about those who
fail to conform. The highest priority of the study is to alter the
monolithic pattern of the past with a more flexible system by allowing
diversity on the part of both learner and teacher for the future. Its
Roland S. Barth, Open Education and American Schools (New York:
Agathon Press, Inc., 1972), p. 176.
4bias Is that we need a program of education which accepts and digni-
fies the uniqueness of each student and teacher and deals with expert-
ence which closely adhere to John Dewey’s philosophy of education as
living life itself in contrast with our present preoccupation with
preparing people for life.
Though the schools' emphasis has been on conformity, thus sti-
fling creativity in the learner and teacher, it must be kept in mind
that the world has constantly changed. Furthermore, many of those
changes have been brought about by some of the products of the
schools. Therefore, the study seeks to learn what leads some people
to change, and others to battle change?
The lines between the change agents and the status quo seekers
are not clearly drawn. The roles appear to vary and become somewhat
inconsistent depending upon the immediate circumstances; i.e., some
teachers frequently change their personal habits but consistently
cling to the status quo when in their classrooms.
It is the investigator's contention, however, that traditional
teachers, after having been exposed to alternatives to their present
teaching practices, will want to change to a more individualized
environment or other reasonable patterns of learning in their class-
rooms. The investigator further contends that the desire to change
will result in a concurrent attitude change or awareness heightening
as a result of exposure to teaching alternatives.
In the context of awareness heightening through an exposure
5process, teachers were sought to participate in a planned thematic
process which emphasized specifically learner-oriented education. The
study was tailored to teachers in K-6 grades in parochial schools.
Nonetheless, the investigator contended that the findings would be
applicable to any typical K-6 schools.
The exposure process called upon them to make judgments about the
techniques and goals of learner-oriented environments, about assump-
tions, and about certain value-type decisions. Those exposures con-
sisted of a planned process (explained further in the Methodology)
and were aimed at increasing the teacher's awareness of his or her
needs of changing the teaching-learning environment to a more learner-
oriented one. Following the completion of the exposure process, the
same assessment instruments were again administered.
Significance of the Study
Studies of mandated change are frequently found in research.
There is a definite need, however, for more data on the change process
coming from a reasoned need by the teacher as contrasted with that
which is "administration" initiated and mandated. The study was
planned to provide some evidence to show that teachers would change
their attitude toward traditional teaching practices when provided
with convincing, non-threatening methods and procedures for meeting
the individual needs of children in a classroom situation.
6Limitations of the Study
The study is somewhat limited by the fact that it was conducted
in seventeen schools and thereby reflects to some degree the local
schools' attitude and support for or against learner-oriented environ-
ments. Likewise, the results may reflect the state's attitude toward
learner-oriented environments, since the study transcended four state
lines.
Another limitation is the fact that the study dealt with ele-
mentary school teachers. The findings should be predictable for other
similar elementary teacher groups but may not hold for teachers in
grades 9-12.
The study was conducted in a parochial school setting and that
distinction will have to be made known when projecting the findings
to other similar K-6 teacher groups.
It was anticipated that there would be varying degrees of
encouragement from the various school administrators in the project.
Some administrators would allow time and space for dialogue and work-
ing on the study. In other schools, teachers were no doubt "on their
own.
"
The emphasis of the study was an awareness heightening process.
No independent measures of actual change were provided. Teachers
who participated in the exposure process self-administered the pre-
Cprocess) and post- (process) test. Other than these self-report
instruments, no other measure of actual change was administered or
7could be ascertained.
Another limitation to the study was the degree of change par-
ticipating teachers had experienced prior to the awareness heightening
process. A high degree of agreement expressed on pre-test instruments
made it impossible to show increase of score on the post-test. There-
fore, "No Change" did not necessarily indicate non-agreement with the
philosophy of the study.
Finally, through the use of the mailing system, the process was
of necessity impersonal. The investigator's personal contact with
each school may have been beneficial to the study; this, however, was
not possible. Though all packages and Log Sheets were sent and were
returned by first class mail, the method of delivery was only as
speedy as is the U. S. postal service.
Definition of Terms
To facilitate the readability of the study, the following terms
are identified. Others are defined when they initially appear.
A learner-oriented environment in the study is one where learning
is a personal matter that varies for different children, proceeds at
many different rates, develops best when children are actively engaged
in their own learning, takes place in a variety of settings in and out
of school, and gains intensity in an environment where children—and
childhood—are taken seriously.
The thematic exposure process in the study consisted of a series
8methods, situations, and techniques planned to enable the teachers to
change their attitudes and teaching toward a more child-centered
learner-oriented philosophy.
The seventeen parochial schools in the study are elementary
schools operated by the Stella Niagara, New York Franciscan Sisters
(of which the investigator is a member). The schools are located in
Buffalo, New York; Charleston, West Virginia; Columbus, Ohio; and in
the Highland and Monmouth areas in New Jersey. The schools are served
not only by Catholic Sisters, but by Catholic and non-Catholic male
and female teachers.
Methodology
A letter of invitation (Appendix C) was sent to elementary
teachers from the twenty-one elementary schools staffed by the Stella
Niagara Franciscan Sisters, located in Buffalo, New York; Charleston,
West Virginia; Columbus, Ohio; and in Monmouth County, New Jersey.
Twelve cities and towns were represented, including teachers from
urban, suburban, inner-city and rural areas. Teachers from seventeen
schools volunteered to participate in the study.
Instrument
The Roland S. Barth Instrument, "Assumptions About Learning and
Knowledge," supplemented by an instrument created by the investigator
9self
—administered bv the *. .y n participating teachers. Barth designed
his instrument to reveal salient attitudes teachers have about chil-
dren, learning and knowledge. The Barth section of the pre- and post-
tests is basically an introspection into the philosophical beliefs of
teachers. The second instrument (the Cassidy Instrument) was also
administered as pre- and post-tests and was designed for the teachers
who had revealed their philosophical attitudes on the Barth Instrument
to register on a more practical level their reactions to the realities
of classroom arrangements and the teaching-learning practices utilized
in their daily routine.
After the participants were exposed to the six planned thematic
processes, they again self-administered the identical pre-tests plus
a series of evaluative questions planned to enable them to identify
those aspects of the thematic exposure process, ranging from most
effective to any negative feelings which they may have sensed.
\
Exposure Process
«
The exposure process consisted of a series of six planned
sessions. Each of the six sessions had a specific theme. The follow-
ing are examples of readings, activities, and discussions listed under
each of the themes
:
(1) Understanding the philosophy of learner-oriented
environments
the reexamination of one's own educa-
tional theories and practices of educa-
tion
— of children and childhood
on the nature and process of education
(2) The role of teacher
— a changing role
relating to students
teacher and child responsibility
— freedom, responsibility, decisions
(3) Organizing the classroom
— a starting point
— preparing for change
9
structure in a learner—oriented classroom
— order and meaningful options
(4) Integration of disciplines
— integrated curriculum and integrated day
— play and creativity
— the three r's
(5) Physical aspects of the classroom
— preparing for change
— a planned environment
— arranging the room
— materials
— housekeeping
(6) Evaluation and recordkeeping
— school records
11
— class records
individual children’s work
— parent conferences
The themes or packages sent weekly to teachers were designed to
include fifteen characteristics of learner-oriented environments taken
from readings and personal observations in learner-oriented classrooms.
They are as follows:
Cl) Maintain a balance of learning experiences between
large group, pupil teams and individuals (minimum
of whole class instruction)
.
(2) Plan a variety of activities progressing simulta-
neously
.
C3) Utilize flexible scheduling; children engaging in
activities for varying periods of time.
(4) Create environment rich in materials, commercial
and homemade.
(5) Provide freedom for children to move about, con-
verse, work together, and seek help from one
another
.
(6) Design opportunities for children to make deci-
sions about their work and develop responsibility
for setting and meeting educational goals.
(7) Minimize use of rigid prescribed curriculum;
provisions for children to investigate matters of
concern to them.
(8) Integration of the curriculum, eliminating iso-
lated teaching of each subject.
(9) Emphasize experimentation and involvement with
materials.
(10)
Keep learning groups flexible, formed around
learner interests as well as academic needs;
organized by students and teachers.
12
(U>
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^
ere of acceptance of childrenand respect for their diversity. >
(12) Give attention to Individual Intellectual
emotional, physical and social needs.
(13) Value creative activities as part of the curricu-lum.
(14) Deemphasize grading and marking where feasible.
(15) Work for honest and open relationships between
teacher and student, and between student and
teacher; teacher avoidance of exploiting
authority
.
Each of the six planned sessions (exposure process) consisted of
one to two hours in length and were specifically focused on one of the
performance criteria previously outlined.
At each session, teachers participating in the exposure process
were presented, via the mails, a variety of situations created by the
investigator to which they were requested to react. It was stated
that preferably the participants would gather and discuss their
reactions in small groups; however, it was hoped that teachers work—
\
’
ing singly or in pairs would likewise benefit from the exposure
process sessions. All teachers were requested to keep Log Sheets of
their reactions and include comments and suggestions. Maintenance of
the Log Sheets was thought to be critical for learning about both the
process and the participants.
Organization of the Dissertation
Chapter One includes an overview of the problem, significance and
13
limitations of the study, a list of relevant terms used, and a brief
preview of the methodology.
Chapter Two encompasses a review of pertinent literature and
research on the issue of change in education.
Chapter Three contains the rationale for the needs assessment,
a section explaining the research design and the sample for the study.
An explanation to the Barth and Cassidy Instruments is given in Chapter
Three, along with a detailed explanation of the methodology used in the
exposure process.
Chapter Four consists of two major parts. The first is an analy-
sis of the formal pre- and post-test data of the Barth and Cassidy
Instruments. The second part of the chapter elaborates on the less
formal information from the Log Sheets.
Chapter Five contains a summary of the study results, presents
conclusions and offers personal observations, as well as recommenda-
tions for further research.
14
CHAPTER II
REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE
One thing that is new is the prevelence of newness, the
changing scale and scope of change itself, so that the
world alters as we walk in it, so that the years of a
nan s life measure not some small growth or rearrangement
or moderation of what he learned in childhood, but a
great upheaval.
Robert Oppenheimer, Physicist
Introduction
The chapter outlines and describes the references in the litera—
Lore which render credibility and insight to the state of the issues
in question. There are two summary statements that give some indica-
tion of the findings of the review of the literature: (1) While there
is some despair among critics of education about the impact of change
on the service of education, there is also some light of hope, hope
that school professionals will deal in greater ways with the individual
needs of learners.
The so-called "romantic critics" (Holt, Dennison, Kozal, Kohl,
Herndon) have forced us to examine the schools as never before and to
consider changes that are fundamental and realistic for our times.
They discard the paraphernalia of lockstep assignment, test, and tech-
nology, and emphasizing the need for warm relationships between
15
teacher and child, between child and child, and between school and
society; (2) Concerning change among teachers, the literature seems
conclusive in its findings that reform will "take hold" seriously only
when teachers are responsible for defining their own educational
prohlems, delineating their own needs and receiving help on "their own
turf." Change among teachers must be self-initiated, not mandated,
for it to have any lasting effect.
Change and Society
Fabun s studies conclude that twenty-five percent of all the peo-
ple who ever lived are alive today; that ninety percent of all the
scientists who ever lived are living now; the amount of technical
information available doubles every ten years; throughout the world,
about 100,000 journals are published in more than sixty languages, and
the number doubles every fifteen years.'*'
Society is told these things, but people do not always act as if
they believed them. Alvin Toffler maintains that at best people
"attempt to plan for change by making simple straight-line projections
of present trends, which result in unreadiness to meet the future when
2it arrives. In short, society suffers from 'future shock'."
^Don Fabun, The Dynamics of Change (Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey:
Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1970), pp. 3-4.
2
Alvin Toffler, Future Shock (New York, New York: Random House,
Inc., 1970), p. 409.
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Most people react to major changes with considerable reluctance
and usually find the experience painful. People's attitude and
behavior have formed an Image of the way things "should be." There is
an "established order" of things, which vehemently resists change.
For many, "the entire stake of security and status," says Marshall
McLuhan, "is in a single form of acquired knowledge, so that innovation
for them is not novelty, but annihilation."
3
As Dostevsky said, "taking a new step, uttering a new word, is
, 4
what people fear most."
Or Eric Hoffer: "We can never be really prepared for that which
is wholly new. We have to adjust ourselves, and every radical adjust-
ment is a crisis in self-esteem. ... It needs inordinate self-
confidence to face drastic change without inner trembling." 3
Hoffer continues: "We are more ready to try the untried when what
we do is inconsequential. Hence the remarkable fact that so many inven-
tions had their birth as toys. The first machines were mechanical toys,
and such crucial instruments as the telescope were first conceived as
playthings.
In the book, 1*111 O.K.—You’re O.K.
,
psychiatrist Thomas Harris
Marshall McLuhan, Understanding Media (Englewood Clifss, New
Jersey, 1970), pp . 3-4.
4
Fabun, 0£. Cit .
,
p. 9, quoting Feodor Dostevsky.
3Eric Hoffer, The Ordeal of Change (Harper and Row, 1967), p. 81.
6
Ibid.
,
p. 83.
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gives three reasons which make people want to change. One is that
they hurt sufficiently. "They have invested in the same slot machines
without pay-off for so long that they are finally willing to stop
paying or move on to others. Their migraines hurt. Their ulcers
bleed. They are alcoholic. They have hit the bottom. They beg
relief. They want to change.” 7 A second reason Harris gives for peo-
ple wanting to change is a slow type of despair, or boredom. The per-
son has gone through, life saying ”So What?” until he finally asks the
ultimate "So_ What?" He is ready to change. A third thing that makes
people want to change is the sudden discovery that they can. 8
Change or fear of change often comes about by something that is
awakened within us. To many people, Paulo Friere and "conscientizacao"
are synonymous, especially for readers of Pedagogy of the Oppressed
.
Conscientizacao is often translated as "consciousness raising," or
"awakening of conscience." Paulo Friere believes that true freedom is
obtained by taking risks. He says that people are sometimes not aware
of their fear to achieve security, which they prefer to the risk of
liberty. Human beings camouflage their fear sometimes unconsciously
—
by presenting themselves as defenders of freedom and give their doubts
and misgivings an air of profound sobriety as befitting custodians of
freedom. By confusing freedom with the maintenance of the status quo,
^Thomas A. Harris, I’m O.K.—You’re O.K. (New York: Avon Book
Publishers, 1969), p. 85.
8
Ibid.
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so that if conscientizacao threatens to place that status quo in
question, it is thereby seen as constituting a threat to freedom
itself.
^
William Glasser worked with people who are not free: young women
in reform school. CHe later changed his role as reform school psy-
chiatrist to elementary school psychiatrist.) His book, Schools
Without Failure
,
has won national acclaim, while at the Ventura
School for Girls, Glasser employed the use of Reality Therapy in which
a person is made to feel responsible for his or her actions, and so
helped choose alternate actions or a better course of behavior. The
keystone to Reality Therapy is when a person makes a value judgment
anci a C P,fitment to change his or her behavior; no excuse is accept-
able for not following through.
Glasser believes that his therapy could possibly be used on a
larger scope and would be much more effective in changing the ills of
society than some of our present practices. It was used successfully
in the school he served for delinquent girls.
^
Change and the Educational Institution
"The only universal law is that change is inevitable," is
yPaulo Friere, Pedagogy of the Oppressed (New York, New York:
Herder and Herder, 1972), p. 20.
"^William Glasser, Schools Without Failure (New York: Harper and
Row Publishers, Inc., 1969), p. 23.
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attributed to Albert Einstein. This appears to be an accurate view
of the world about us, but the investigator questions, from the cur-
rent status of education, if the Einsteins, Hoffers, Dostevskys,
McLuhans and Toffers are talking of change in all but the educational
arena?
Too often change in education has been elusive and meaningless.
This is not to discredit those who strive to alter the process of
learning to keep pace with a changing world, but one must ask, are
not schools basically the same today as a half century ago? Placed
typical school, one who screens out the new hardware, open space
and commercialized materials would easily recognize the same depart-
ments, class periods, grades and teaching systems. Scribner and
Stevens maintain, "Students still follow the prescriptions or they
fail; principals still control life inside the school walls; students
still compete against each other for success; most learning is still
confined inside the school and does not extend into the world beyond:
1
parents still remain outside the decisions that affect their children
and their schools. In spite of all the reforms . . . the money
spent . . . failure too has endured.
Allen Graubard continues in much the same vein: "More money
doesn’t make the schools more successful in important ways: the kids
don’t get less bored, the poor and minority youth don't find their
•^Harvey B. Scribner and Leonard B. Stevens, Make Your Schools
Work (New York: Simon and Schuster, 1975), p. 21.
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life chances enhanced by new buildings with decorator colors and
opaque projectors." 12
From hundreds of platforms on Commencement Day, young men and
women are told that they go into a rapidly changing world
; that they
live amidst unprecedented new opportunities; that they must continue
the innovations which have made and will continue to produce an ever-
improving society in an ever-improving world. Yet, these same young
people are coming from school systems described by Congressman
Puc inski in The Courage to Change that "have survived virtually intact
over the past fifty years." 11
Education’s change process is stymied by the most massive stereo-
type of all society's institutions. The mere fact that our entire
society has attended the schools places a handicap upon the change
process in education. There is an "established order of things" in
the service of education. All society "knows" what schools must be
like, as each remembers what his or hers was like. And each has his
or her own stereotype of what the schools of today should reflect.
Change any single aspect of that fond memory (for time heals all
wounds) and a major issue is created. Education's problems with
change are further exacerbated by the absence of any concensus of
*1 O
Allen Graubard, Free the Children (New York, New York: Random
House, Inc., 1972), p. 92.
13Roman C. Puc inski and Sharlene P. Hirsch, The Courage to Change
(Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey: Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1971), p. 4.
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ree on
What constitutes becoming educated. However, the failure to agr,
a single best way to educate all people may be our greatest strength.
One wonders what could be more destructive to the cause than a single
purpose universal school system?
Mario Fantini, a well-known school reformer, sees the standard
public school system as most people know it, as being less acceptable
to the majority of its users. "In fact, we have a critical mass of
discontented educational consumers (students and parents) for whom
the public schools are no longer a viable choice. They are demanding
reform at a time when education is crucial to their own survival and
to that of society. Unless reform is realized soon, the entire fabric
of our real society will be in serious trouble. We are entering a new
age of education but we have entered with an outmoded institution to
meet its obligation to society, groups, and the individual." 1^
^lr AJ-ec Clegg, widely acknowledged as one of the giants of
®rl ^ ls^ education, wrote among other things, Revolution in the British
Primary Schools
. He wrote a description of what the British (ele-
mentary) school system was before the "Revolution." It is repeated
here in part. Although a lengthy quote, it’s value as a comparison
to American schools seems worthy of the length.
The work the child did tended to matter more than what hap-
pened to the child as a consequence of his doing it. What
14Mario Fantini, The Reform of Urban Schools (Washington, D. C.:
National Education Association, 1971), p. 8.
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a child 'knew' mattered more than the kind of
was growing to. person he
Authority was
admonitions
:
out of line,
make a noise.
Do as I say.
often misused; children were hemmed in by
Don^t talk. Don't move around. Don't get
Don't ask questions. Don't fidget. Don't
Listen to me. Look at me. Do as I do
.
They denied children their right to learn by choosing
and discriminating and forming judgments themselves.
They created conditions in which it was impossible for
children to make mistakes and then we congratulated our-
selves because they didn't make them.
As a system of education, it 'worked,' but it tended to
work with the most gifted. Those for whom it worked
least were often improperly judged dull and uncapable.
•
The general pedagogical principal was: 'This is what
you have to do; this is how you have to do it; do it and
I will mark it to see if you have done it correctly*
then I will reward you or punish you accordingly.'!^
It does not require a highly imaginative person with any small
amount of experience in an American classroom to see clearly the pain-
fully true similarities.
Postman and Weingartner summarize in brief a list of grievances
of resistance to change in public schools in a revealing way:
The institutions we call 'school' is what it is because
we made it that way. If it is irrelevant, as Marshall
McLuhan says; if it shields children from reality, as
Norbert Wiener says; if it educates for obsolescence,
as John Gardner says; if it does not develop intelligence,
as Jerome Bruner says; if it is based on fear, as John
Holt says; if it avoids the promotion of significant
Sir Alec Clegg, Revolution in the British Primary School
(Washington, D. C.: National Association of Elementary School
Principals, National Education Association, 1971), p. 46.
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As evidenced above, critics have spoken loudly of what is not
happening in schools today. Despite the negatives, one can recognize
that some good things are beginning to happen in schools today.
It was with the hope that some teachers want to change, and are
beginning to make very real, albeit moderate, gradual, sometimes token
changes in their classrooms, that the investigator embarked on a needs
assessment study. It was hypothesized that as teachers become exposed
to the processes and goals of learner-oriented education, likewise the
awareness of their need to create such learning atmospheres would be
heightened
.
Change Towards Learner-Oriented Environments
John Dewey maintained that "education is not a preparation for
II^e
»
it is life itself." Scribner and Stevens say, "If education is
to be life itself, it follows that becoming educated should be an
integral part of living, and school should fit into the lives of
^Neil Postman and Charles Weingartner, Teaching As A Subversive
Activity (New York, New York: Delacorte Press, 1969), p. xiv.
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students and their families-which is quite different from being
Imposed on in their lives." 17
The Investigator further believes that teachers must begin to
heighten their awareness to the importance of accepting each child as
an individual. Educators need to begin to think about permitting
each learner to select from a multitude of options that could effect
a substantial change. It is the contention of the writer that educa-
tion would rise from its current state of disenchantment by the many,
to a process of greater positiveness, if the schools accepted the role
of brokering a multitude of options within a range from which learners
would select their preferences
.
John Holt seems to agree, and maintains that "children learn
independently, not in bunches; that they learn out of curiosity, not
to please or appease the adults in power and that they ought to be in
control of their own learning, deciding for themselves what they want
to learn and how they want to learn it." 1 ®
r
A. S. Neill boldly states his view of children: "My view is that
a child is innately wise and realistic. If left to himself without
adult suggestion of any kind, he will develop as far as he is capable
of developing." 1 ^
17 Scribner and Stevens, Op. Cit
.
,
p. 30.
1 8
John Holt, How Children Learn (New York: Dell Publishing
Company, 1970), p. 107.
19
A. S. Neill, Summerhill : A Radical Approach to Child Rearing
(New York: Hart Publishing Company, 1960), p. 4.
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The six-year-old in the classroom today will be thirty-years-old
at the dawn of the twenty-first century. This child, growing up now
in a changing world, will live as an adult in a time when many of our
cherished concepts may prove to be incorrect or irrelevant, and where
uncertainties will probably proliferate. What kind of educational
programs should be provided for the elementary school child today so
that he or she can be helped to meet the problems and challenges of
such a complicated future? Is there really a set body of knowledge
that the student must cover to be able to cope with life in the year
2000 ?
Learner-oriented curriculum has many historical roots. In fact,
many of the basic attitudes are consistent with the rhetoric that
fills the literature of education such as the philosophies of
Pestalozzi
,
Maria Montessori, Friederich Frochel and John Dewey, as
well as more contemporary works of Jean Piaget, Jerome Bruner, John
Holt, Joseph Featherstone
,
Herb Kohl, George Dennison and James
Herndon.
Some who are critical of learner-oriented education complain that
basic skills or the three r's are ignored, or badly taught. Kenneth
and Rita Dunn speak to this problem: "The learner-oriented curriculum
explores the more integrative qualities of knowledge, skills, apprecia-
tion, and understanding, rather than maintaining the division of
knowledge and skills into various kinds of subject matter; i.e., read-
ing, mathematics, social studies, music and art. Integration of
26
As radical as Holt and Neill may sound, they seem in tune with
what John Dewey wrote seventy-five years ago in a short essay
entitled "The Child and the Curriculum." He wrote, "... the child
is the starting point, the center, and the end. His development, his
growth rs the ideal. To the growth of the child all studies are sub-
servient. Personality, character, is more than subject-matter. Not
knowledge or information, but self-realization, is the goal. Lit-
erally, we must take our stand with the child and our departure from
here. It is he and not the subject-matter which determines both
quality and quantity of learning.
If educators agree with Dewey, that the child is the "starting
then the curriculum in schools today must be child—centered
,
individualized, or learner-oriented.
Noted educator, Dwight W. Allen, in an essay entitled "Curriculum
for the 80 1 s ," states that "in a world of diversity and change, a cur-
riculum that prescribes the same course for all students can have no
relevance to their lives, to their individually divergent paths of
growth, nor to society as a whole." He continues: "If we are short
on alternatives for our students, can we expect them to create the
21
momentous alternatives that will be necessary to keep America alive?"
2®John Dewey, The Child and the Curriculum and The School and
Society (Chicago, Illinois: University of Chicago Press, 1915),
2nd Edition, pp. 7-8.
^Dwight W. Allen, "Curriculum for the 80' s," Scholastic Teacher ,
January, 1969, pp. 13-16.
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learning, its wholeness, is seen as an essential base for personaliz-
ing the educational process. Such a view does not negate the need for
basic skills. These skills are fundamental but never in isolation
from other learning experiences."^
Vito Perrone, a staunch supporter of an individualized approach
to learning, speaks of the positive direction learner-oriented class-
rooms seem to be taking children. "Classrooms that foster initiative
and responsibility; address themselves to what is known about chil-
dren, childhood and learning; extend children’s intellectual growth;
prepare them for dealing confidently with new problems: and are more
humane have to be promising. An orientation toward schooling that
can give back to young people initiative potency, and a desire to
learn is urgently needed. Within that context, open education repre-
sents a positive direction."
How and where does a tradition-bound teacher start to change his
or her teaching style? Slowly, gradually and moderately are key
words.
The approach to individualized learning varies from teacher to
teacher, from community to community, and from class to class; each
22Rita Dunn and Kenneth Dunn, Practical Approaches to
Individualizing Instruction: Contracts and Other Effective Teaching
Strategies (West Nyack, New York: Parker Publishing Company, 1972),
p. 35.
23
Vito Perrone, Open Education: Promise and Problems
(Bloomington, Indiana: Phi Delta Kappa Educational Foundation, 1972),
p. 27.
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class remaining open to the
Lillian Stephens says, "the
needs of its own students. "In a sense
classes may be viewed as part of a con-
If
tinuum; each class progresses slowly and unevenly on many fronts,
from traditional to increasingly open."^
It is necessary, however, to recognize that there are certain
basic beliefs upon which learner-oriented education is based and
certain characteristics of the classroom in which it is practiced.
In a more recent book, Kenneth and Rita Dunn insist on the sound-
ness of the philosophy of individualizing learning. They say:
Individualization is more than a philosophy, more than an instruc-
tional process, and more than a means whereby both the teacher and
the student become responsible, cooperative human beings who are both
dependent upon and accountable to each other and themselves. Indi-
vidualization is the recognition that for each student, whether child
or adult, learning is a pervasive, developmental process that often
varies, often completely
.
r
John Holt recalls his first experience in beginning to "open"
his fifth grade classroom: "I began the year with a fairly tradi-
tional class structure. Soon I introduced what I called a read or
work period, in which students could read whatever they wanted, or do
9 /
^Lillian S. Stephens, The Teachers* Guide to Open Education
(New York: Holt, Rinehart and Winston, Inc., 1974), p. 13.
25
Rita Dunn and Kenneth Dunn, Educators Self-Teaching Guide to
Individualizing Instructional Programs (West Nyack, New York: Parker
Publishing Company, Inc., 1975), p. 19.
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any ocher kind of schoolwork they wanted. Very gradually „e began to
push out the boundaries of this period. Some would ask to draw, or
do a puzzle, or write a letter. I would say, 'Yes.' Later, someone
might ask to play checkers, or chess, or talk into the tape recorder,
or to listen to music over the earphones. Or, 'Can so-and-so and I
have a conversation?' I would say, 'Fine, if you can do it quietly
enough not to bother other people.' Most of the time they could. And
so we developed the free period. It became the best part of the
school day
.
Based on the gradual approach which Holt recommends, the investi-
gator planned the core of the study to be the "exposure process," or
the six weekly packages of readings and activities each participating
teacher received. The six different themes are based on a different
aspect of individualized learning on an elementary school level.
Slowly, gradually, moderately" were key words emphasized throughout
the exposure process. Proponents of learner-oriented education remind
us that teacher and child must feel comfortable with the change, how-
ever minor it appears.
For complete readings on each of the thematic processes, please
refer to Appendices F, G, H, I, J, and K.
26John Holt, Freedom and Beyond (New York:
Company, Inc., 1972), pp. 87-88.
E. P. Dutton and
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Change and the Teacher
Earlier in the chapter, psychiatrist Harris was quoted saying
people change because they are "fed up." Paulo Frlere said people
change because they undergo a consciousness raising—they are made
aware of something better.
Whatever the words we use for change "conscientezacio "we've
had it," or simply "we have experienced an awareness heightening that
something else is better than what we presently have," one thing is
certain, change happens from within. Lasting change cannot be man-
dated*.
In their book, Innovation Without Renovation
,
Richard and Jane
Morton insist, "meaningful, lasting changes in the schools come about
when the innovation meets a need and when teachers have had a part in
the planning and the implementation. Changes that result from admin-
27istrative dictates are neither effective or lasting."
William Glasser holds that until teachers become concerned over
the ineffectiveness of the traditional approach, nothing will change.
He continues, "Teachers who recognize the problem and would like to
change their teaching approach, are powerless to do so without involv-
ing students. Gradually teachers must stop using facts, the best
answers, and memories as weapons; instead work with students in a
27
Richard J. Morton and Jane Morton, Innovation Without
Renovation (New York: Citation Press, 1974), pp. 14-15.
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cooperative effort to wrestle with relevant issues." 28
Glasser often hears: "These suggestions are great, but „e will
never get them going here." 2 ? He maintains the attitude that is next
to impossible to change in the status quo.
Frustration leading to change is also alluded to in Postman and
Weingartner book. Teaching As A Subversive Activity . "In order for
perception to change, one must be frustrated in one's actions or
change one's purpose. Remember too that no one can force anyone to
change his perceptions. It might take a lifetime for anyone to create
the conditions that would permit these teachers to modify their per-
ceptions. This is especially true for the teacher whose response to
a student's plea for love, shouted back, 'It's not my job to love my
pupils it s my job to teach them.' And how, one wonders, does he
think you 'teach them'?" 2 ^
Herbert Kohl describes his experiences of attitude change:
"Twelve years ago, I abandoned traditional ways of being a teacher,
because my students didn't respond to them. Most of my students were
black and by the time they reached fifth and sixth grades had been
designated failures by the school. However, I saw the kids faces,
listened to them talk, watched them at play, and couldn't perceive
28
Glasser, Cit
.
, pp. 112-113.
2
^Glasser, Ibid .
30Neil Postman and Charles Weingartner, Teaching As A Subversive
Activity (Dell Publishing Company, 1969), p. 62.
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any failure. In the confines of my classroom, I witnessed them
begin to learn, to create, to become excited by the Intellectual and
artistic power they developed, and I sensed that there was something
deeply wrong in the whole school." 31
In her book. Beyond Customs, Charity James speaks of the anxiety
teachers experience as they begin to work more flexibly and to inter-
act more freely with students.
They are vulnerable not only to external pressures but tointernal doubts and hesitations. This is hardly surpris-
ing in view of the changed relationships and learning
expectations involved, but the experiences often come as
a surprise so it is a situation of considerable tension/or many teachers. On the other hand, they feel if they
do not change their ways, they are failing their students
and themselves. As one said to me, ’My personal values
are changing, so my work with the kids must change,
mustn t it? On the other hand, when they do change, they
are haunted by increasing anxieties: Are they letting
the children down? Is any real learning going on? Some-
times the cause of this anxiety is that those same inner
changes, although compelling, are not firmly based enough
to sustain the changes in ways of working with children
that their very urgency inspires. Sometimes learning
expectations are little changes: teachers want to develop
more creative and exploratory work but are not prepared
to relinquish the familiar landmarks of a fixed curriculum.
Sometimes there is an underlying fear of failure and many
are well aware that if an innovation failed, it is the
teacher’s fault, whereas if a conventional program does
not produce acceptable results, the fault is ascribed to
the child. Often teachers feel guilty. Perhaps they are
enjoying themselves, or because they are breaking away
from long habits of relative dependency and obedience. ^2
^Herbert Kohl, Half the House (New York: E. P. Dutton and
Company, Inc., 1974), pp. 3-4.
32
Charity James, Beyond Customs: An Educator’s Journal (New York:
Agathon Press, 1974), pp. 58-60.
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James summarizes: "It is a way of life, a way of perceiving
children and oneself, a risk deliberately taken. In the long run, it
is a source of profound personal satisfaction, but for many teachers,
the reward is not immediate; it comes only as they develop a new per-
33
sonal style.
According to Carl Rogers, individual change in attitude should
result in teachers who have the ability to
:
— Listen to students;
Accept the innovative, challenging, creative ideas
which emerge in students, rather than reacting to
•
their threats by insisting on conformity;
Pay as much attention to his/her relationship with
his/her students, as to the content material of
the course;
— Work out interpersonal frictions and problems with
students, rather than dealing with such issues in a
disciplinary or punitive manner;
— Develop a more equalitarian atmosphere in the class-
room, conducive to spontaneity, to creative think-
ing, to independent and self-directed work. 3^
Theodore Sizer best summarizes attitudinal change: "The tradi-
tional American liberal response to problems of changing institutions
will succeed less and less, for the issues are not ones of arrange-
ment, but of attitude. Changing the structure without changing the
33Ibid.
o /
4Carl Rogers, Freedom To Learn (Columbus, Ohio
Merrill Publishing Company, 1969), p. 312.
Charles E,
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individuals who constitute that structure is ineffective." 35
Summary
To summarize the chapter, three observations about the litera-
ture are noted. First, American schools, especially but not exclu-
sively the public school system, have experienced cosmetic type
changes over the last half century. Changes to benefit the learner
are critically needed in most every school across the nation. Second,
learner-oriented education, begun gradually and moderately by tradi-
tional teachers who are sincerely interested in improving their teach-
ing style, offers hope for benefits to each learner. It does not
demand expensive materials, nor more space, nor more people to begin.
It does result in greater teacher satisfaction and child enjoyment of
learning. Third, change in schools brought about by mandate, judging
from past experiences, will not be effective nor lasting; teachers
must experience an attitudinal change. They must personally choose
(.in this case) learner-oriented education over traditional classroom
teaching styles and believe it to be a positive improvement over their
present teaching practices. Based on these three observations, the
present study was designed to heighten the awareness of teachers'
needs for creating learner-oriented environments.
3 5Theodore R. Sizer, Places For Learning, Places For Joy:
Speculations on American School Reform (Cambridge, Massachusetts
:
Harvard University Press, 1973), p. 145.
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CHAPTER III
METHODOLOGY
Rationale for the Needs Assessment
The chapter details the rationale for heightening the awareness
of persons involved in a needs assessment. It spells out the method-
ology used in the study. The study places a high priority on the ele-
ment of one’s level of awareness of the need for change as a requisite
for effecting change from within the individual. Little research has
been recorded on the subject in the field of education. Of the con-
temporary writers, Roland Barth, author of Open Education and the
American School
,
relies heavily on the notion that the only worthwhile
changes in education are those which emanate from the teacher. Barth's
work, especially his "Assumptions About Learning and Knowledge," 1
proved to be the most compatible for use in measuring attitudinal
changes for this researcher.
Principal Barth says, the "facilitative principle gives the
teachers opportunities to make choices and to confer with others, in
the belief that the teacher who consciously and deliberately decides
^Roland S. Barth, Open Education and the American School (New
York: Agathon Press, 1972), pp. 18-48.
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what to do in his or her classroom, in light of many alternatives,
will be more likely to evolve a successful, consistent, philosophy
and style than will the teacher who has little choice." 2
The researcher concurs with Barth and has attempted in this
chapter to document a process developed while working with teachers
and principals to heighten the teacher's awareness of his or her
desire to alter his or her teaching environment.
The researcher hoped to expand the teacher's horizon to see
alternatives within his or her own abilities for creating more flexi-
ble learning experiences and to enhance his or her knowledge and under-
standing of the philosophical principles on which desired changes are
based. It was further hoped that as a result of the process teachers
would see the need to better understand and to become more comfortable
with the move from an environment of a single structure dealing with
all learners at the same time (mass instruction style) toward a struc-
ture dealing with each learner; from teacher-imposed discipline to
self-discipline; from a curriculum based on teacher stipulated sequence
of content areas to one which is unique for each learner. The teacher
begins to consider a role shifting from one where he or she dominates
the learning process to one which encourages each student to learn at v
a rate or pace commensurate with his or her individual ability.
The hypothesis of the study stated: "As teachers become exposed
2
Ibid.
,
p. 176.
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the process and goals o£ learner-oriented environments, their aware-
ness of their needs for creating such a learning atmosphere would be
heightened
.
M
The teachers in the study were processed through six planned
exposures to learner-oriented education. The researcher designed
the exposure process in the format of: (1) a list of objectives;
(2) a reading of the theme for that particular exposure (Teachers had
a listing of the six themes in advance.); (3) an exercise to complete:
(4) an optional exercise (Optional activities were supplied to be
accomplished only on the initiative of the teacher who had a desire
to go beyond the issues of learner-oriented classrooms which were
presented. They usually involved the cooperation of another teacher
or of students to help them complete the activity.); (5) their written
reaction to the reading; (6) reaction to the exercise (Reactions to
both reading and activity were done on Log Sheets provided by the
researcher.); (7) bibliography; (8) recording of the amount of time
spent on the package; and (9) an indication of how the process was
completed, i.e., large group, small group, alone.
Research Design
In the Fall of 1975, the investigator was appointed Coordinator
of Education for twenty-six schools (twenty-one elementary and five
secondary) served by Stella Niagara Franciscan Sisters, of which the
investigator is a member. The appointment was to begin school year
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1976-77. It seemed entirely possible and indeed feasible for the
Study to take place in those schools where the researcher was later to
be the coordinator. Selection of teacher participants was made by
inviting all elementary teachers in the twenty-one schools to partici-
pate. Seven junior high teachers asked to participate and were wel-
comed to join. Inviting all teachers prevented any chance for the new
coordinator to be involved in a process which divided the staff. Like-
wise, to many educators, learner-oriented education makes good sense:
therefore, the effort was to be positive. Those early assumptions
were somewhat confirmed as eighty-eight teachers out of a possibility
of two-hundred and one teachers volunteered their participation for
the two-month process.
Late in January 1976, the investigator wrote a letter to the
Provincial Superior of the Sisters who served those schools. (See
Appendix A.) An explanation of the study was given and a letter of
endorsement was asked if such could be provided. Within a week, two
letters were received. One letter was to the investigator giving full
endorsement to the study and permission to contact principals in each
of the twenty-one schools. A second letter was a copy of one sent to
each of the principals, encouraging their participation and support of
the study. (_See Appendix B.)
Upon receipt of the letters of endorsement, the investigator then
sent a letter to each principal and a separate letter to each teacher
explaining the study and inviting their participation. (See Appendix
C.)
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All principals were invited to participate (especially if they
were a K 6 teaching principal). It was explained that information
would be sent each principal on a FYI (for your information) basis.
There was to be no obligation for the principals to participate in the
study; however, they were invited to do so.
It was explained to the teachers that the information sent to
them was theirs to keep. Only the Log Sheets on which each teacher
was to react regarding each of the six processes were to be returned.
Returned stamped envelopes were provided for all responses for the
convenience of participants and school principal.
At that juncture, principals were asked to ascertain the number
of teachers interested in participating in the study. A return post-
card was provided for the reply.
Within a month’s time, principals from seventeen out of twenty-
one schools responded, indicating the interest of eighty-eight teach-
ers out of a total eligible group of two-hundred and one.
At the onset of the study, the possibility of the investigator
visiting the schools seemed a good idea. If a visit to each school
was not practical, then perhaps a visit to a central area in each of
the four states would be a possibility. This would have afforded the '
teachers and the investigator an opportunity to meet, ask questions,
seek clarifications, and in general get to know one another better.
However, because of lack of time in the school year (it was already
March) and because finances were limited, the visits did not
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materialize. Furthermore, the
contacts via mail, duplicated
fewer variables and hopefully
investigator reasoned that identical
processes and directions would produc
strengthen the findings.
e
Sample
Teachers invited to participate were from the twenty-one elemen-
tary schools staffed by the Stella Niagara Franciscan Sisters, located
in Buffalo, New York; Charleston, West Virginia; Columbus, Ohio; and
in Monmouth County, New Jersey. Teachers from seventeen schools
volunteered in the study. Twelve cities and towns were represented,
including teachers from urban, suburban, inner-city and rural areas.
The names of the particular schools in the study, their geographi-
cal location, and the number of teachers from each school who agreed
to participate are shown in Table 1 on the following page.
Table 1 also furnishes a breakdown of data for each of the seven-
teen schools and its participants. By surveying the table, one can
determine the number of lay teachers and Religious teachers or Sisters.
table also indicates the number of teachers who stayed with the
study through completion of the post-test.
Instruments
The search for a suitable instrument to use for measuring attitude
change was intensive. Prior to the study, the researcher reviewed the
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TABLE 1
SCHOOLS, LOCATION, SAMPLE INFORMATION, AND EXPOSURE PROCESS DATA
Religious
Teachers
Lay
Teachers
Completed
Pre-Test
Completed
Pre-Test
and
Post-Test
SCHOOL LOCATION
NEW YORK:
Stella Niagara Stella Niagara,
Education Park New York 0 2 2 1
St. Peter School Lewiston, New York 3 0 3 0
St. Benedict School Buffalo, New York 3 0 3 3
St. Ann School Buffalo, New York 3 1 4 4
St. Lawrence School Buffalo, New York 0 1 1 0
St. Michael School Warsaw, New York 2 2 4 2
St. Joseph School Gowanda
,
New York 1 [3F 5 5
jlM
NEW JERSEY:
St. Mary School New Monmouth
,
2 13 15 13
New Jersey
Our Lady of Perpetual Highlands
,
Help New Jersey 0 6 6 6
St. Agnes School Atlantic Highlands,
New Jersey 0 2 2 2
OHIO:
Pope John XXIII School Columbus
,
Ohio 3 4 7 6
Trinity Elementary School Columbus, Ohio 2 2ffcir 4 2
St. Anthony School Columbus , Ohio 3 IlM y 7
St. Rose School New Lexington, Ohio 0 4 4 4
St. Bernadette School Lancaster, Ohio 2 5 7 2
Al/B
TABLE 1—Continued
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WEST VIRGINIA:
St. Anthony School
Sacred Heart School
Charleston
,
West Virginia
Charleston,
West Virginia
0 6 6
0 6 6
24 62F 88 68
Sisters 2M
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processes for making changes in business and industry, surveyed coi-
lege groups to determine why they made simpie changes in hair, dress
and living styles. The search revealed that Roland Barth’s work in
assumptions about learning and knowledge more closely paralleled the
researcher's needs than other possible adaptations. It was necessary,
however, to create other attitudinal reactions for the study and that
effort is hereby referred to as the Cassidy Instrument (reviewed later
in this Chapter)
.
Roland Barth's instrument began as a research paper while he was
a graduate student at Harvard University in 1971. It was later pub-
lished in Phi. Delta Kappa in October, 1971.
3
In 1972, the instrument
became part of the first chapter of his book Open Education and the
4American School
.
Barth recalls when he began to think in terms of implementation
as well as research; of practice as well as theory, which prompted
his change in the direction of open education. He was aware of the
\
problems some educators had experienced in searching for the new, the
different, the flashy, the radical, and the revolutionary. He argued
that he knew that those who adopted levels, i.e., "non-grading,"
"team teaching," etc., or other bandwagon attempts, were more cosmetic
than real. He found educators who were quick to assimilate new ideas
o
Roland S. Barth, "So You Want To Change To An Open Classroom,"
Phi Delta Kappa
,
LXX (October, 1971), pp. 97-99.
4
Barth, Op . Cit .
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into their cognitive and operational framework, often distorting the
ideas or practices from the original conception without recognizing
either the distortion or the assumptions violated. This seems to
happen partly because the educator has taken on the verbal abstraction
of a new idea without going through a concomitant personal reorienta-
tion of attitude and behavior. Vocabulary and rhetoric are easily
changed, while practices, people and institutions often remain little
affected. Changes must be consciously made if they are to have a
lasting effect. Description without analysis will not suffice. 5
Barth's "Twenty-Nine Assumptions" are intended to move the par-
ticipant from the realm of ideology, cult, mystique, or technique to
a more rational realm of a coherent theory or philosophy. Barth's
instrument was designed to reveal salient attitudes teachers have about
children, learning and knowledge. Responses to each of the twenty-
nine items were recorded on a five-point scale (strongly agree, agree,
no strong feeling, disagree, strongly disagree). (See Appendix E.)
Barth's Instrument ("Assumptions About Learning and Knowledge") was
chosen specifically as a pre-test for this study because of its poten-
tial for giving teachers an opportunity to learn more about a child-
centered integrated education and about oneself front taking a position
with respect to the twenty-nine statements.
The Barth instrument examines two dimensions of the educational
Barth, 0£. Cit
. ,
pp. 3-5.
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point of view: (1) the process whereby a person becomes educated
(learning)
;
and (2) the nature of that which is learned (knowledge)
.
The post-test administration of "Assumptions About Learning and
Knowledge" after two months of the exposure process was supplemented
with evaluative questions planned to identify aspects of the exposure
process which were judged to be most effective.
Prior to the study, the investigator administered the Barth
instrument in three pre-service elementary methods courses taught to
undergraduate students at the University of Massachusetts, School of
Education. It was interesting to note the responses of a number of
pre-teachers. They responded to the questionnaire in a way that
their "traditional" teachers of elementary school days would have been
proud: Traditionally. Many saw themselves as the teachers they remem
k®^ed in their own elementary school experience.
Along with Barth s instrument
,
a shorter (Cassidy) instrument
designed by the investigator was administered to accompany the Barth
pre- and post-tests. The eight-question instrument developed by
Cassidy required less than ten minutes to complete. (See Appendix
E.)
Procedure
The three parts of the procedure mentioned briefly before are:
the pre-test, the exposure process, and the post-test.
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The Pre- and Post-Tests
The pre- and post-teats consisted of two sections which were
administered twice. Those sections included the Barth and Cassidy
Instruments. A third section included in the pre-test consisted of
demographic information needed for the study. A third section
included in the post-test was the evaluation section, which provided
the teachers with an opportunity to identify aspects of the exposure
process which they perceived to have been most effective. The eighty-
eight teachers who volunteered to participate in the study received
the pre-test package in March, 1976. As was true of all other aspects
of the study, the pre-tests were self-administered
. The orientation
for the self-administered pre-tests consisted of the letter to the
Principals and the teachers from the investigator. (See Appendix E.)
All teachers were promised anonymity in their responses. They were
invited to assume and identify Log Sheets with a pseudonym if they so
chose. The option of anonymity was maintained throughout the entire
study.
The Exposure Process
For six weeks following the distribution and completion of the
Pre-test, the teachers were exposed to a planned process which called
upon them to read and react to techniques and goals of learner-oriented
environments. The exposure period consisted of a planned process and
was designed to increase the teacher’s awareness of his or her needs
for creating learner-oriented teaching.
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Each of the six sessions considered a specific theme. The
themes were designed to familiarize particle™ - uartic pating teachers with the
following performance criteria:
Cl>
Environment
^
raCt ^CS ° £ °^ted Classroom
Thls exposure was designed to encourage eachteacher to re-examine his or her assumptions as
ey re ated to how, why, when and under which{situations children learn best. Hopefully, it
would assist each of the participants to better
comprehend and give greater value to reshaping
the learning program more toward the direct needs
of the learner than holding to past practices and
customs which may have more closely followed a
prescriptive type of program.
•
(2)
Role of Teacher:
i lanned lo help each teacher better under-
stand and accept his or her role as diagnosti-
cian, and, resource specialist. To envision them-
selves as enablers or learning managers or as
facilitators. Its purpose was to move the teacher
away from a heavy emphasis on the teaching process
to the role of accountability being accountable
for each child; a learning process at a level and
at a rate commensurate with each individual's
unique ability.
(3) Classroom Structure and Organization:
Planned to help teachers realize that struc-
ture and organization in a learner-oriented class-
room is neither random nor unplanned. On the
basis of this exposure process, teachers hopefully
learned that children need structure that provides
a sense of order and meaningful options in order
for them to establish direction for learning.
(4) Integrated Curriculum:
Planned to help teachers learn to organize
ways for exploring the more integrative qualities
of knowledge, skills, appreciation and understanding.
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HopefuUy, from this exposure teachers betteriewed the wholeness of the integrations of learn
educat ional^rocess
£°r personali2l
"6 the
(5) Physical Aspects of the Classroom:
arra™»d\eXP0SUre WaS planned > organized and
desS class
33315* teachers better understand andsire rooms organized to meet the needs ofthe learners in them than conforming to a stereo-type gleaned from experience.
(6) Evaluation:
... ^
anned
.
t0 helP each teacher become familiar
with the various methods of evaluation and record-keeping both by the teacher and the student which
covered wide ranges of skills, abilities andinterests.
Each of the six sessions of the exposure process require one to
two hours to complete.
The study encouraged participants to discuss their reactions in
small groups. However, in cases where teachers had to choose between
working alone or not participating in the study, he or she was
encouraged to participate at a time and place best suited to his or
her needs. All teachers were asked to maintain on Log Sheets their
reactions to the reading, activity and discussions and to include any
further comments and suggestions. Exposure process packages and Log
Sheets were sent to the teachers weekly. First-class return envelopes
were enclosed for the convenience of the teachers. It was suggested,
but by no means required, that a teacher in each school volunteer or
be designated to gather the Log Sheets each week and return them to
the investigator. This was done to assure prompt return, but also to
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prevent the Log Sheets from piling up at the schools. It served as a
reminder to return the mailings each week. Each individual was free
to return his or her own materials if he or she was of the least con-
cerned about protecting anonymity. A post-test followed the sixth
exposure process. (See Appendix L.)
The three parts, i.e., pre-test, six exposure processes and the
post-test, comprised the total experiences in the study which were
given to support or negate the hypotheses.
Analysis of the Data
Three kinds of data resulted from the study. Pre- and post-test
data were put on computer cards for analysis. The SPSS (Statistical
Package for Social Sciences) available at the University of
Massachusetts Computer Center, was utilized.
A second source of data was made available through the exposure
process. Each of the six packages of the process contained a two-
part reaction section: (1) reaction to the reading; and (2) reaction
to the exercise. These reactions were recorded on Log Sheets provided
by the investigator. (See Appendices F, G, H, I, J, and K.)
A. third source was the demographic sheet. This information, such
as: degrees held, age, sex, years teaching experience, teaching
^Norman H. Nie, C. Hadlai Hull, et al., Statistical Package for
Social Sciences (New York: McGraw-Hill Book Company, 1975).
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assignment, geographic area and number of students per class
collected to assist the investigator in analyzing the data.
was
Comment on the Process
Each of the six exposure packages consisted of ten parts:
CD letter of introduction; (2) a list of objectives; (3) a reading
on the theme; (4) an exercise to complete; (5) an optional exercise;
C6) reaction to the reading; (7) reaction to the exercise; (8) bib-
liography; (9) recording of time spent on the package; and (10) indi-
cation of number of participants completing the process together.
Each participant was requested to react weekly (#6 and #7 above)
on the Log Sheets which were returned to the investigator immediately.
That technique provided the researcher with a complete file on each
teacher and a valuable amount of resource material for compiling the
data for the study as well as a working knowledge of how the study
was progressing.
Summary
The Barth and Cassidy Instruments representing philosophical and
practical aspects of teaching were administered as pre- and post-tests
to eighty-eight teachers in seventeen schools in four states.
Following the pre-test, teachers were exposed to a six-week
process designed to heighten the awareness of the participants to the
50
need for creating learner-oriented environments in their classrooms.
The process was built around six thematic packages, one of which
arrived at the participating schools each week.
In addition to the formal data obtained from the pre- and post-
tests. the investigator provided hog Sheets for informal data rela-
tive to each of the six packages. Each teacher recorded his or her
reactions weekly on the Log Sheets, plus completed an overall evalua-
tion of the total process.
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CHAPTER IV
ANALYSIS OF THE DATA
Introduction
The purpose of the chapter is to report the findings of the study.
The hypothesis, which is "as teachers become exposed to the process and
goals of learner-oriented environments, likewise the awareness of
their needs for creating such a learning atmosphere will be heightened,"
is reviewed as the instrument's results are presented.
Chapter Four consists of two major parts. The first is an analy-
sis of data based on the pre- and post-test results. The second part
of the chapter elaborates on the less formal information from the
teacher reactions on the Log Sheets.
\-
The Exposure Process
The criteria for creating learner-oriented environments incorporat-
ing an exposure process were presented to eighty-eight participants via
six "packaged" sessions. One package was mailed each week. The six
weeks of "process exposure" materials were preceded and followed by
tests. Thus, over a two-month span, the participating teachers serving
over 3,100 children read and reacted to the following six themes or
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packages of learner-oriented education: ( 1 ) Understanding the
Philosophy of Learner-Oriented Environments; (2) The Changing Role of
the Teacher; C3) Organizing a Learner-Oriented Classroom: (A) Integra-
tion of the Disciplines; (5) Physical Aspects of the Learner-Oriented
Classroom; and (6) Evaluation and Recordkeeping.
The participating teachers were requested to record their reac-
tions on Log Sheets which were provided by and returned to the
researcher. The thirteen Log Sheets from each of sixty-eight teachers
completing the study provided valuable first-hand sources of informa-
tion.
Demographic Data
Concerning the teachers vrho agreed to become participants in the
needs assessment process, sixty-eight (seventy-seven percent of the
total participants) completed both the pre- and post-tests as well as
the Log Sheets for the exposure process.
The pre-test population consisted of eighty-six female and two
male teachers in levels or grades Early Childhood Education (ECE) and
Kindergarten (K) through eighth grade. Originally, the study was
planned to involve only ECE and K through sixth grade teachers. How-
ever, seven junior high teachers volunteered, and they were encouraged
to participate. Four of the participants were also teaching princi-
pals, One participant in the study, a Follow Through Supervisor for
Buffalo, New York public schools already a promoter of learner-oriented
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education, was interested in "learning some new things to pass along
to her teachers.”
Each of the seventeen schools involved in the study were paro-
chial schools. All the teachers who participated were not, however,
members of a Religious Order. Sixty-four of the teachers, sixty-two
women and two men, were lay persons; whereas the remaining twenty-
four participating teachers were Sisters.
The study experienced a 22.7 percent drop-off during the
process. Twenty teachers, after having completed the pre-test,
neglected to return the post-test. (See Table 1 in Chapter Three.)
The data compiled for computer reading (SPSS program provided by
the University of Massachusetts) was from the sixty-eight teachers who
submitted all information from the exposure process.
Table 1 in Chapter Three provides information on participating
schools and teachers. It is of interest to note, out of seventeen
schools, teachers from fifteen schools remained with the process
until completion.
A composite exhibit of pertinent information and characteristics
of the participants is shown in Table 2 on the following page.
An interesting point regarding the sixty-eight participants of
pre- and post-tests is that the "average" teachers was female, in her
early thirties with six years of teaching experience holding a
Bachelor's Degree. She taught a class on a primary level, numbering
between twenty-one and twenty-five students in an urban location.
ly
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Analysis of the Results
The researcher hypothesised that the teacher, after a thorough
exposure to learner-oriented methods of teaching, would experience a
"consciousness raising" or awareness heightening to the needs of
individual learners in his or her classroom. He or she would hope-
fully experience a need to orient his or her teaching to the needs
of each child.
Major Research Question
Did teachers indicate a greater awareness of need for creat-
ing learner-oriented environments after the exposure
process?
In order to answer the major research question, the investigator
ascertained the total mean score responses of each respondent for
both Barth and Cassidy Instruments. For the study, respondents with
a mean score ranging from 1.0 to 2.9 were considered to have expressed
i
positive attitude toward learner-oriented education. On the other
hand, respondents with a mean score ranging from 4.0 to 5.9 were
considered to have expressed negative attitudes toward learner-
oriented education. Hence, for the purpose of the study, the total
mean score response for all respondents had to register 2.9 or lower
in order for the expressed attitude to be positive and facilita-
tive.
Table 3 shows the Barth Instrument results.
SUMMARY
OF
MEAN
SCORE
RESPONSES
TO
THE
BARTH
INSTRUMENT
—
PRE-
AND
POST-TESTS
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The following information was assembled from Table 3 ("Summary
of Mean Score Responses to the Barth Instrument - Pre- and Post-
Tests") :
— 86-3 percent of the respondents in the pre-test and 89.4 per-
cent in the post-test had a mean score in the range of 1.0 to 2.9.
13.6 percent of the respondents in the pre-test and 10.6 per-
cent in the post-test had a mean score within the range of 3.0 to
3.9, representing a neutral response.
— None of the respondents had a mean score within the combined
mean score response range of 4.0 to 5.0, which represented negative
and strongly negative mean score response.
The total mean score for all respondents was 2.0 (positive
response category) in both pre- and post-test results.
It could be concluded that the expressed attitude of the partici-
pating teachers responding to the Barth Instrument is positive (posi-
tive response category)
. A greater awareness of need for creating
learner—or iented classroom environments after the exposure process
did not result.
Table 4 (^'Summary of Mean Score Responses to the Cassidy
Instrument Pre- and Post-Tests") shows the Cassidy Instrument's
results. The following information was determined from that table:
— 43.9 percent of the respondents in the pre-test and 40.9 per-
cent in the post-test had a mean score of 1.0 to 2.9 (a decrease of
3 percent)
.
SUMMARY
OF
MEAN
SCORE
RESPONSES
TO
THE
CASSIDY
INSTRUMENT
—
PRE-
AND
POST-TESTS
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- 34.8 percent of the respondents in both the pre- and post-
tests had a mean score response range of 3.0 to 3.9 (neutral response
category)
.
*
- 21.2 percent in the pre-test and 24.4 percent in the post-
test registered mean scores in the 4.0 to 5.0 response range repre-
senting negative or strongly negative responses.**
- The total mean score for all respondents on the Cassidy
Instrument was 3.7 in both pre- and post-tests (neutral response
category)
.
The greater number of negative mean score responses on the
Cassidy Instrument may have resulted from the more practical "real
life" aspects of learner-oriented classrooms which were given as
examples (questions) on the Cassidy Instrument.
The expressed attitude of the participating teachers responding
to the Cassidy Instrument was neutral (no strong feeling) in both pre
and post-tests. However, since no increase in mean score resulted
,
the answer to the major research question regarding the Cassidy
Instrument is negative.
When test scores from both the Barth and Cassidy Instruments
were combined, the result was 2.85 (positive response category) in
*Note the larger percent of neutral mean score to the Cassidy
Instrument than to the Barth Instrument.
& kNone of the respondents to Barth's Instrument had a mean score
within the 4.0 to 5.0 range.
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both the pre and post-tests. Again, no change was indicated. The
answer to the major research question was again negative. Once hav-
ing been exposed to the process and goals of learner-oriented class-
rooms, teachers did not indicate a need to create such learning
environments in their classrooms.
Takxng a closer look at the major research question, the invest!-
gator sought to determine whether change had occurred in any specific
areas of the instruments. Variables of age, teaching assignment,
geographic location and academic degrees were examined within the
results of both the Barth and Cassidy Instruments. The inspection
revealed that teachers expressed positive attitudes toward change in
some areas but were neutral or negative about change in other areas.
An explanation of the categories into which the instruments were
subdivided and data gleaned from a closer scrutiny of each of the
instruments follows.
The Barth Instrument
Barth s Assumptions About Learning And Knowledge" is comprised
of twenty-nine assumptions or statements. Barth separates the twenty-
nine assumptions into two basic categories: (I) Assumptions About
Children's Learning, and (II) Assumptions About Knowledge. He further
divides the first category (Learning) into five areas: (1) Motivation;
(2) Conditions for Learning; (3) Social Learning; (4) Intellectual
Development; and (5) Evaluation, thus resulting in two main divisions
with five subdivisions to the first category. Please refer to the
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arrangement of Barth's categories on the following page. (Note that
the "Assumptions" appear in abbreviated form.)
Cross-Tabulation of Barth's Categories
Cross-tabulation of pre- and post-test composite data from the
above-mentioned categories were classified as "Increased Score,"
"No Change," or "Decreased Score." (See Table 5.) The first two of
Barth’s categories, CD Motivation, and (2) Conditions for Learning,
had the highest percentage of "Increased Score," 45 percent and 33 per-
cent respectively.*
The next four categories, (3) Social Learning, (4) Intellectual
Development, (5 ) Evaluation, and (6) Knowledge, registered high per-
centages of "No Change," 69 percent, 67 percent, 72 percent and 60
percent respectively.
Table 5 also indicates average response scores for each of five
possible responses to Barth's twenty-nine statements. For example,
under the Social Learning" column, one can see that nine teachers
registered the highest possible response ("Strongly Agree") in the
pre-test. The average response for those nine teachers on all Barth
statements concerning social learning was "Strongly Agree." They were
already "at the ceiling" in their pre-test responses. Therefore,
*An "Increased Score" did not necessarily indicate a teacher's
agreement response on the Barth Instrument. It was possible to
register an "Increase Score" of a teacher changed from "Strongly Dis-
agree" to "Disagree." Change had occurred, but perhaps not to full
agreement on a statement.
BARTH'S SIX CATEGORIES:
ASSUMPTIONS ABOUT LEARNING AND KNOWLEDGE
Assumptions About Children's Learning
A. Motivation
1. Children innately curious
2. Exploratory behavior self-perpetuating
B. Conditions For Learning
3. Child naturally explores if not threatened
4. Self-confidence related to learning
5. Rich environment facilitates learning
6. Play not distinguished from work
7. Children have competence and right to make
decisions
8. Child will learn if given choice
9. Child will choose activities of high interest
10. Child fully involved having fun learning
C . Social Learning
11. Child will often choose to collaborate
12. Child will share what is important to him
D . Intellectual Development
13. Concept formation proceeds slowly
14. Child developed at own rate and style
15. Similar stages but at own rate and in own time
16. Growth and development through concrete experiences
17. Verbal abstractions follow direct experience
E. Evaluation
18. Verify solution through materials used
19. Errors part of learning process
20. Measurable qualities not most important
21. Objective measures may have negative effect
22. Learning best assessed intuitively by observation
23. Best evaluation of a child is over long time
24. Best measure of a child is his work
Assumptions About Knowledge
25. Education is what man is; not what he knows
26. Knowledge does not fall into disciplines
27. Structure of knowledge is personal
28. Little or no knowledge is essential for everyone
to know
Knowledge resides in knower; not in public expression.29.
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post-te3t responses could not Indicate a "better" response.
The "Knowledge” category indicated the greatest number of teach-
ers (24 percent) whose average response scores decreased when pre-
and post-test results were cross-tabulated. Other categories ranged
from 10 percent to 16 percent decreased scores.
Variables of Age, Teaching Assignment, Geographic
Location and Academic Degrees
The following variables were examined in each of the six catego
ries of the Barth Instrument:
The age variable was considered in three ranges:
— teachers aged 21 to 29 (29);
— teachers aged 30 to 49 (16);
— teachers aged 50 and above (23).
Teaching assignments variables were as follows:
i
— teachers of K, 1st, 2nd (34);
— teachers of 3rd, 4th (18);
— teachers of 5th, 6th, 7th, 8th (16).
Geographic locations variables were:
— teachers in Urban areas (23)
;
— teachers in Suburban areas (23)
;
— teachers in Rural areas (12);
— teachers in Inner City areas (10).
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held variables were:
- teachers with High School diploma and some
college credits (10);
teachers with Bachelor's Degree (51);
teachers with Master's Degree (7).
Results of Summary response scores of the six Barth instrument
categories may be found in Appendix M and on Tables 8A, 8B, 8C, and
8D.
Inspection of the tables in Appendix M reveals the following
information for Barth's six categories:
Motivation
Of twenty-eight teachers, aged twenty-one to twenty-nine,
twelve or 43 percent increased their score from pre- to post-test.
— Fifty-two percent of Kindergarten, first and second grade
teachers increased their score in this category.
Fifty-two percent of Urban teachers increased their mean
i
scores.
Compared with teachers holding Bachelor's and Master's degrees,
six out of ten teachers increased their score.
Condition for Learning
Forty-one percent of the teachers, twenty-one to twenty-nine
years old, increased their scores from pre- to post-test in the
"Conditions for Learning" category.
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- Teachers in grades three and four showed the highest per-
centage of increased scores.
— Inner City teachers also showed a 50 percent increase of
summary responses.
— Degree status made no appreciable difference in this cate-
gory.
Social Learning
— Of the sixty-eight participants, 13 percent were "at the
ceiling" on the pre-test.
r- Among geographic locations, teachers in Inner City schools
showed the greatest increase in mean scores with four out of ten.
Degree status, age and teaching assignment showed no differ-
ence in this category.
Intellectual Development
The twenty-one to twenty-nine age group showed the greatest
number of increased scores (34 percent).
Fifty percent of Inner City teachers increased their score in
this category.
Again, degree status and teaching assignment seemed to indicate
no difference in scores.
Evaluation
— Forty-nine out of sixty-eight teachers showed no change in
their summary mean scores in this category.
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- Eight teachers decreased their scores; eleven teachers
increased their scores
.
- None of the four variables seemed to make a difference to
teachers responding to questions in the Evaluation category.
Knowledge
— Again, a majority (forty out of sixty-eight) of teachers
showed no change in their post-test responses.
-- Age, teaching assignment, geographic location or degree
status seemed not to make a difference.
— Seven were already at the ceiling in the pre-test.
The Cassidy Instrument
The category concept as applied to the Barth Instrument was
likewise applied to the Cassidy Instrument. Each of the sixteen
responses (two responses for each of the eight statements) are
separated into four areas of categories: (1) Learner-Oriented;
(2) Integrated Curriculum; (3) Freedom of Movement; and (4) Evalua-
tion.
Statements on the Cassidy Instrument are shown in abbreviated
form on the following page. (Barth and Cassidy Instruments are found
in their entirety in Appendix E.)
Cross-Tabulation of Cassidy’s Categories
The Cassidy Instrument of a more practical nature featured eight
classroom or teaching situations. Each situation described the
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UNTITLED CASSIDY INSTRUMENT —
FOUR CATEGORIES
I. Learner-Oriented
1-A. Large group instruction
1-
B. Student teams
Taught respect for authority
5-
B. Atmosphere of trust
. Integrated Curriculum
2-
A. Set schedule
2-
B. Variety of activities
4-A. Prescribed curriculum
4-B. Integration of curriculum
6-A. Art, music, as extras
6-B. Creative activities valued
III
. Freedom of Movement
3-
A. Assigned places
3-B. Children move about
8-A. Teacher as authority
8-B. Honest open relationships
IV. Evaluation
7
-A. Weekly testing
7-B. Minimum grading
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extreme possibility,
of one to seven) their
Respondents were to mark on a continuum
degree of comfort with each situation,
giving two responses to each of eight questions, or sixteen
"answers .
"
(range
thus
Each of the sixteen Cassidy Instrument responses were categorized
under four headings: (1) Learner-Oriented; (2) Integrated Curriculum;
(3) Freedom of Movement; and (4) Evaluation. Pre- and post-test
responses of the sixty-eight teachers were analyzed under these four
headings
.
Table 6 on the following page exhibits composite results of
cross-tabulation of the sixty-eight teachers summary mean scores under
these four categories.
"Increased Scores," "No Change," and "Decreased Scores" can be
located below each column on Table 8. (See Appendix M.)
The category showing the greatest number of increased scores is
in Learner-Oriented" with 25 or 37 percent. However, the same cate-
gory also showed the greatest number of teachers who registered "No
Change" in their mean scores: thirty-one teachers, or 46 per-
cent.
Teachers whose average positive answer was either (1) "Host
Comfortable," (2) "Comfortable," or (3) "Usually a Part of My Teach-
ing Style," for each of the four Cassidy categories are found on
Table 7A on page 71.
SUMMARY
OF
MEAN
SCORE
RESPONSES
TO
FOUR
CATEGORIES
OF
CASSIDY
INSTRUMENT
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TABLE 7
A
AVERAGE POSITIVE RESPONSES OF CASSIDY INSTRUMENT
Learner-Oriented*
Integrated Curriculum
Freedom of Movement*
Evaluation*
PRE
Frequency Percent
14
.21
27 .40
29
.43
26
.41
POST
Frequency Percent
23 .34
19 .28
31 .46
30 .47
Teachers whose average negative answer was either (5) "Not
Usually a Part of My Teaching Style," (6) "Uncomfortable," or
(7) "Most Uncomfortable," for each of the four categories are found
below, on Table 7B.
TABLE 7B
AVERAGE NEGATIVE RESPONSES OF CASSIDY INSTRUMENT
PRE POST
Frequency Percent Frequency Percent
Learner-Oriented* 19 .28 13 .19
Integrated Curriculum 14 .21 26 .39
Freedom of Movement 16 .24 16 .24
Evaluation 24 .38 25 .40
Variables of Age, Teaching Assignment, Geographic
Location and Degrees
The same ranges for variables of age, teaching assignment
,
May be interpreted as showing some percentage of positive
awareness-heightening
.
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geographic location and degrees used in analyzing the Barth Instrument
were employed in analyzing pre- and post-test cross-tabulation of the
Cassidy Instrument.
Summary response scores of the four categories of the Cassidy
Instrument may be found on Tables 9A, 9B, 9C, and 9D in
Appendix N.
Learner-Oriented
Thirty-seven percent of sixty-eight teachers responding to
questions on the Cassidy Instrument under the learner-oriented
category increased their scores.
— Forty-four percent of the teachers in their thirties and
forties increased their scores.
Integrated Curriculum
This category showed the highest number and percent of
teachers desreasing their score from pre- to post-test. This fact
was evidenced in all four categories. Teachers in their twenties
who had shown notable increased scores in other categories showed
the largest number of decreased scores in this category.
— Two-thirds of the fifth, sixth, seventh, and eighth grade
teachers decreased their scores in the "Integrated Curriculum" cate-
gory.
— Geographic location and degree status seemed to make no dif-
ference in this category.
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Freedom of Movement
-- Thirty-four percent of sixty-eight teachers increased their
scores.
- Thirty-five percent of the teachers made no change in their
pre-post test scores.
~ Thirty-one percent of the teachers decreased their scores.
- Third and fourth grade teachers showed the greatest increase
of scores.
- Forty percent of the Inner City teachers increased their
scores in this category.
Forty-three percent of teachers with Master's degrees
increased their scores.
Evaluation
Twenty-eight percent of sixty-eight teachers increased their
scores in this category.
Thirty- two percent made no change in their pre-post test
scores.
Thirty-four percent of the teachers decreased their scores
in the Evaluation category.
Age and degree status seemed to make no difference in
responses.
t- Forty-four percent of the third and fourth grade teachers
increased their scores most in the Evaluation category.
— Fifty percent of Inner City teachers increased their scores
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in this category.
Analysis of the Informal Data
The first part of the chapt£r deals with the fotMi
from pre- and post-test results.
The second part, which follows> elaborates on thfi In£ormai ^
Of teacher reactions on the Log Sheets.
The Formal Data indicated no increased need for change on the
part of the respondents. The Informal Data, however, showed an open-
ness toward the process of change which indicated hope for the future
and further use of the concept of an exposure process.
Log Sheets
Information gathered from the Log Sheets was assorted under
'umbrella" areas for ease in reading and analyzing. In the context
that there were literally hundreds of comments, there is obviously
much "spill-over" from one area of comment to. another.
Necessarily, the number of comments presented here is limited.
Comments which indicated a level of confusion about change follow:
"We are prevented by administration from experiment-
ing in even small ways."
— Ml found this exercise very difficult. It is because
I believe in ideas I may not try. Example: Marks
are sent to the office to be censored. They must
be kept low for so many silly reasons."
—
"The material was confusing and paradoxical."
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"I find implementation of individualisation stag-
catalvst ^ |
S° Ck Che self~coniidence to be ay of learning in the classroom. I'vetried independent study and was disappointed
with the results."
The log sheets which invited comments also provided a vent to
those who very candidly disagreed with the notion of making their
classroom environment more learner-oriented. A sampling of those
ments follow:
} agree Wlth °Pen education (the teacher’s
#
.
ecause 1 feel a child wants guidance
and is happier in a structured situation."
Open classrooms were tried some years ago."
"I maintain one must abide by the rules of the
school."
— "Have had little success with this kind of approach
because of the cultural background of the students."
"Learner-oriented learning
—
great—but impossible
for first grade."
—
"It takes too much time."
Expecting children to choose their curriculum is
like playing a game with no rules."
— "The slow student cannot learn by himself."
— "I have given my students little projects to work on
but the majority play and the rest talk too much.
Very little accomplished. I'm 100% against 'open
classroom' unless there are about four teachers or
aides in the room."
— "Our teacher training has left us scarred and scared
to try new things in the classroom."
com-
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If these ideas were implemented, the state
syllabus would not be fulfilled."
It appears evident that the flavor of the reactions are informa-
tive and lend a sense of direction to what happened to the partici-
pants through their interactions with the six packaged processes.
There are statements to indicate that the experience did heighten the
participants' awareness to change as the following quotes depict:
—
’’Learner-oriented curriculum seems to be what teach-
ing is all about."
"I observe from my answers I am too traditional. I
don’t allow my children enough freedom of choice."
~~ Ihn reading explained several good approaches to
change in the classroom. I feel they are worth
trying."
I hated to start the exercise but was glad I com-
pleted it. It made me aware of my classroom
management characteristics."
— ”1 found I am too autocratic."
"it showed me that I actually do lean toward
individualization."
(
— ”1 liked this. It made me take a second look at
my values."
— "The packages were extremely helpful to me. They
gave me ideas to improve my teaching style and
better manage my classroom. Many of the practi-
cal suggestions I have been unable to find in my
outside reading or in the coursework in education,
psychology or communications. They were very
encouraging. They often gave me the courage to
continue when I was facing many discouragements
and opposition."
— "During the readings, I found myself thinking of
new ways to rearrange my classroom."
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"Gave me new ideas, thank you."
It was an eye-opening experience. It made onelook at the positive rather than the negative
side of teaching."
I am going to watch myself to see if I do what
I said or to see if I should change."
—
"I want to be more aware of integration of sub-jects in the future."
I see I am a bit too structured."
I believe I must be more conscious of developing
creativity in every subject."
—
"I wonder where I go wrong?"
— The exercise was very good. Self-analysis can
be a great teacher."
"The reading was an eye-opener. Enlightening."
—
"I am 56 years old and I'm not too old to learn
new ideas."
An inspection of the reactions reveals that the majority of par-
ticipants indicate they had been helped by the process. The positive
\
'
comments are more frequent than the negative reactions. A large seg-
«
ment of the positive reactions provide evidence that the process had
an unknown quantity of influence on the participants for the future.
The comments which follow are indicative that the teachers' future
classroom behavior may be affected as a result of the awareness
heightening experience:
—
"I like the idea of children evaluating themselves
and checking their own work. I want to try some of
the techniques in the Fall."
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ideaS in ReCOrd keeP in8 package. SomeI plan to use next September."
—
"Many of the ideas in reading will be good discus-on materials for faculties in Fall."
—
"I am keeping all of the papers for further study."
J
0t
^
time to use these arrangements butlook forward to trying some next Fall."
—
"Non-threatening ideas. I am not afraid to try afew in September." 7
Evaluation
As a postscript to the exposure process, each participant was
requested to indicate on an evaluative-type survey their feelings
about the entire project. They were provided a checklist of twelve
cues and asked to indicate those with which they were in agreement.
The cues offered leeway for the teachers to show either approval or
disapproval of the study. The participants’ reactions are divided
into "Postive Observations" and "Negative Observations," and are cen
tered around the main thrust of the study; i.e., to learn how the
i
teachers viewed the process as a technique for heightening their
awareness.
0-X The packages helped me to think seriously about changing
my teaching style. (Frequency: 31; Percent: 46)
(3) The materials have been somewhat helpful. (Frequency: 39;
Percent: 57)
C5) The process helped me take a different look at myself.
(Frequency: 45; Percent: 66)
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(6) The six packages serve as a reinforcement of my own
thoughts about teaching and children f-cg a . (Frequency: 38; Percent: 68)
(9) I had established a learner-oriented classroom prior to
receiving the packages. (Frequency: 25; Percent: 37)
The investigator was equally concerned with any negative feelings
relative to either the process or to the learner-oriented style and,
therefore, suggested the following clues to surface those responses.
(2) I found the materials to be of little help in my teaching.
(Frequency: 6; Percent: 8)
(4) The maintenance of good discipline in a classroom is a
mUSt
’ therefore, the teacher must be in complete control. (Frequency:
12; Percent: 18)
(7) The examples furnished in the packages were too idealistic.
(Frequency: 16; Percent 24)
(8) I would like to try some of the ideas but lack the neces-
sary encouragement from the administration. (Frequency: 3;
Percent: 4)
(10) I believe the basics cannot be successfully taught in an
atmosphere as described. (Frequency: 10; Percent: 15)
(11a) I may try some of the ideas in the future, but not at this
particular grade level. (Frequency: 8; Percent: 12)
(lib) I may try some in the future, but not with these particular
students. (Frequency: 9; Percent: 13)
This section of the analysis of the informal data was made
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possible by teachers who showed a strong commitment to their beliefs
Those who felt they had been helped in a variety of ways said so.
Likewise, and of equal importance to a study which hopes to prepare
the way for change, those teachers who harbored doubts or did not
share similar feelings to the investigator about learner-oriented
classrooms were equally candid in making their thoughts known. It is
the investigator's contention that a study with the potential for
providing a comfortable non-threatening forum for such an exchange
can make a contribution to the process of change in education.
The formal data revealed that no change resulted from exposure
to a process of learner-oriented teaching methods.
Several teacher participants registered positive reactions to
the study and indicated the practicality of its use in the future.
The informal data, though not measurable, does provide guidance
for using a similar process with teachers in the future, either in
correspondence, as was the case with the study, or by working directly
with teachers in pre- or in-service programs.
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CHAPTER V
To live is to change ....
Cardinal Newman
SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FURTHER RESEARCH
Summary
Purpose of the Study
The study, through an exposure process, is to help teachers "step
back" and look at traditional methods of teaching. While doing so,
teachers are helped to look at the individualized approach or learner-
oriented methods of teaching and compare the differences. It was
anticipated that when the teachers understood the dichotomy existing
between the two methods, they would consider changing their teaching
style. The result would benefit not only teachers themselves but, most
importantly, the children whose lives they touched.
The Sample
The study attempted to heighten the awareness of need for learner-
oriented methods of teaching for sixty-eight teachers from fifteen
parochial schools.
Sixty-eight out of eighty-eight elementary school teachers from
fifteen schools in four states completed the awareness heightening
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process including pre- and post-tests.
Instruments
TWO instruments were used. One created by Roland S. Barth and
another created by the investigator, Margaret L. Cassidy, served as
pre- and post-tests. Barth's Instrument, "Twenty-Nine Assumptions
About Learning and Knowledge," asks respondents to consider their
philosophy of education, specifically, areas of learning and knowl-
edge. The (untitled) Cassidy Instrument was designed to elicit
responses concerning more practical areas of classroom manage-
ment
.
Procedure
The procedure consisted of a six-week exposure process. Each
week participating teachers received a package via the mail, concen-
trating on a different theme of learner-oriented teaching methods.
Accompanying each package were Log Sheets completed by the partici-
pants and returned to the investigator. Before and after the exposure
process, the Barth and Cassidy Instruments were self—administered.
Instrument results were analyzed through the use of the University
SPSS computer program. Log Sheets were analyzed as informal data.
Major Research Question
Did teachers indicate a greater awareness for creating learner-
oriented classroom environments after the exposure process?
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Findings
1. The formal data revealed that no significant change resulted
from exposure to a process of learner-oriented teaching methods. This
finding was disconcerting to the investigator who had hypothesized
that teachers would become aware of their need for change after
exposure to learner-oriented methods of teaching. It must be noted,
however, that since a large percentage of respondents recorded "ceil-
ing" scores in the pre-test, it was impossible for them to register
"better" or increased score responses in the post-test. Thirty-seven
percent of the teachers said they "had established a learner-oriented
classroom prior to the exposure process."
2. Greater negative reactions were recorded by teachers respond-
ing to the Cassidy Instrument (practically-oriented) than to the more
philosophically-oriented Barth Instrument. Negative mean score
responses of the participants were 21.2 percent in the pre-test and
24.4 percent in the post-test for the Cassidy Instrument, i No negative
or strongly negative mean score responses wer*e recorded on either
Barth pre- or post-tests. The reasons for these negative reactions
could be many: the impersonal method of mailing may have been an
obstacle; an agent working with the teachers over a longer period of
time (inservice) may have been more effective. Another reason for a
negative response may be that teachers, like most people, are reluc-
tant to try the new and different, especially when they are comfortable
with what they presently have. The philosophy of learner-oriented
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education, though not new, has been given many labels-some positive
and some very negative. Perhaps some teachers confused some of the
negative labels with the process presented in the study. A learner-
oriented teacher ascribes to meet the needs of the individual
learners for whom he or she is an enabler or facilitator of learn-
ing.
3. Most of the 22.3 percent of the teachers who completed the
pre-test and "dropped out" during the process indicated negative
responses in the pre-test. Had these teachers been able to complete
the process, the percentage of increased scores may have been higher
when pre- and post-test scores were compared, since these teachers
had more "room" for awareness heightening.
The investigator is concerned with the professionals in class-
rooms comfortable with "tried and failed" teaching practices, and con-
tends that schools must examine their need for change, their reasons
for change, and the best way to change to meet the needs of individual
learners
.
Maslow exhorts: "We fail with the failures largely because we
do not attend to the needs of the growing child." He remembers two
teachers from his school days: Miss Doyle, "who went out of her way
to put me down," and Mr. Mann, "who praised me for a quick answer in
Latin class." "This," he recalls, "was the beginning of the happy
time." Mr. Mann had met his need for esteem. Perhaps this, of all
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things, is what teachers must learn to do.
1
learner oriented teacher does not abandon his or her leader-
Ship role, but is willing to have children pursue their own interests,
complete their activities unencumbered by rigid time schedules, and
meet with him or her to assess their progress and plan their future
work. Thus, he or she expects to involve children in making decisions
with him or her that in a traditional classroom he or she would almost
always make alone. Nault calls this "decentralized decision-
making.
4. Another finding of the study was that teachers with five
years or less experience in the classroom tended to express less nega-
tive attitudes toward learner-oriented environments than teachers with
more experience. This finding suggests that these teachers may be
subtly influenced by professional disparagement of certain aspects of
individualized learning as they acquire more experience in teaching.
Likewise it is true that the teachers with more experience may also
have experienced failure, or witnessed failure among peers who improp-
erly implemented the individualized approach in the classroom.
5. Inner-city teachers on the average were more positive in
their responses than were teachers in rural locations. In conjunction
Lawrence J. Dennis, "Maslow and Education," The Education Forum,
XL (November, 1975), p. 54.
2
Richard Nault, "Open Education—A Gradualist Approach," The
Elementary School Journal
,
LXXIII (November, 1972), pp. 107-llT]
-
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with that finding, on the average, inner-city teachers were also
younger than most teachers in rural schools.
6. The informal data indicated change of attitude on the part of
some individual teachers, while others participating in the study
indicated no change, or negative change. It seemed almost a "Convince
me, I dare you" attitude. They wanted to believe there is a better
way.
The investigator finds the literature supporting the belief
that teachers first need unthreatened options to their present prac-
tices and teaching methods; secondly, they need administrative support
and encouragement; and thirdly, they need room to try, to fail, and
to try again. They are tired of present methods and want to change,
but do not quite know how to go about it.
Elizabeth Noon quotes from a National Education Association
report that "at least 250,000 elementary teachers in this country are
unhappy about teaching. They are tired, weary, or let down about
their job. Male teachers have a slight edge over women; city teachers
are more affected than those in suburbs and small towns; and the
intensity of feelings varies from yuck to total disgust."
Throughout the process, the investigator reminded teachers that
"slowly," "gradually," and "moderately" were key words to remember.
3Elizabeth F. Noon, "Tired? Bored? Ready to Quit?: Give Your
Teaching a Face-Life," Instructor, LXXXV (February, 1976), pp. 53-58.
122-126.
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This, Of course, referred to what teachers do In their classroom.
The investigator concurs with the literature reviewed that before
classroom changes can occur, attitude changes must take precedence.
They are bored, tired, ready to quit. Attitude change often
happens when people are tired of what they have been doing.
"I'm tired of being with children. I want to work with adults."
"I love working in the classroom, but I give everything to my teaching
and feel drained and used up by the time I reach home. I have no
energy left for my personal life." "I'm tired of the classroom, but
I'm afraid to change jobs because I don't know where else I could use
my skills "I need a retread to help me focus my strengths into
retirement. I feel I'm failing myself."
All these teachers felt the need to make changes in their lives.
Many have separated their work from the areas of living where they
feel real personal growth.
Nash believes that first teachers must feel the need to make
change in their lives. They must identify and validate their primary
skills— the things they do with great inner satisfaction. From this
knowledge, they can then create circumstances in which they can build
these primary skills back into their lives, in order to begin growing
again. A healthy career is one which has a continuous development of
4personal skills.
^Katherine Nash, "Looking At Yourself," Teacher, LXXXXII (January,
1976), pp. 48-49.
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7. The majority of administrators encouraged the study and sup-
port change in their schools. The investigator believes the key to
receptive and open climates for change may well be in the hands of
the school administrator. While they cannot effect lasting change
by mandate, they can help initiate change or retard it. Principals
are indispensable in the process of change. "What we can do is create
the atmosphere for change, to help people to identify the fact that
the change is needed. It's not a sound procedure to order to change
the way they do things." 5
J. Lloyd Trump warns of the mythology of change, which he
describes as "the temptation of persons involved in the process to
claim more than what actually is happening. A bandwagon philosophy
causes some school administrators and teachers to introduce changes
that are little more than changes in name only." 6
Several teachers registered conflicting views of change. For as
many views as there are, there should be room for that same number of
teachers. Teachers seeking to change their teaching methods are ques^
tioned: "Will alternatives or options produce desirable change with-
out surrendering the best of what we have?" What many skeptical
^Harvey B. Scribner, "Leadership for Change: My First Year in
New York City as Chancellor of the Public School System," Journal of
Research and Development in Education
,
V (Spring, 1973), pp. 18-28.
6J . Lloyd Trump, "The Mythology of Reality of Change Viewed From
the Model Schools Project," The North Central Association Quarterly,
XLVIII (Winter, 1974), pp. 301-305.
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" holders-backM fail to see or to admit is that we are failing children
with the system we have now and know so well. Over
cent of American school-age youth drop out of school
twenty-five per-
• Ami this percent
continues to grow.
Fred Heckinger asks: "
told the idea that education
medicine?"^
Would the American people once again be
can be good only if it tastes like bitter
A fifty-four-year-old school teacher from tradition steeped
Freeport, Maine, is fondly remembered by old-timers as a stiff disci-
plinarian who used to keep students in line with slaps from a ruler.
Now she is asked: "You used to be such a good teacher, what hap-
pened? The statement covers a lot of years and a lot of pain. Joyce
Hopkins berates herself for the years she says she followed the
"rules" mindlessly. "I didn't think very much. I did what people
expected." "Then I attended a workshop for Headstart teachers. The
emphasis was individual choice. It began to break down my old patterns
of thought. I got the idea that maybe it was possible for me to change.
Today I would find a way to expand any classroom—no matter how tradi-
o
tional it was in the beginning of the school year."
Mario Fantini believes we are close to the crossroads and that
Fred M. Heckinger, "An Experiment With Teachers," Saturday Review,
11 (January 11, 1976), pp. 58-59.
g
Pe8gy Fisher, "The Transformation of a New England Schoolmarm,"
Learning
,
III (April, 1975), pp. 64-70.
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there is a "sense of urgency" in considering alternatives at this
We are close to the proverbial crossroads. One choice is a
systen leading to variety in education and to a concept o, growth in
Vhich each child is provided an environment that best supports his or
her learning style and personal development. The other choice is a
system that establishes one right wa*. „lth learners competlng ^ ^
tight to be considered
'winners' and the 'losers' relegated to an
underclass status. Which concept of personal growth and development
Will we support? The former should warrant the full mobilization of
our professional energies— as an antidote to the latter/’ 9
Barth contends that, "carefully examining our own classrooms,
determining what children need in order to learn, and then having the
confidence, imagination, and courage to provide what i? needed, is the
more difficult and promising way."^
Conclusions
On the basis of the findings of the study, the following conclu-
sions are drawn.
^ * Pre-service training programs designed for educators need to
provide more information pertinent to the learner—or iented educational
9Mario Fantini, "Alternative Educational Programs: Promise or
Problem?" Educational Leadership
.
XXXII (November, 1974), pp. 83-87.
Roland S. Barth, "Should We Forget About Open Education?"
The Education Digest
, XXXIX (February, 1974), pp. 25-27.
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process. It is recommended that pre-service and in-service programs
include more in-depth learning experiences relative to the strengths
and weaknesses of individualized learning, particularly providing for
on-site visits to classrooms where teachers have been successful in
implementing learner-oriented environments.
2. A. second conclusion is that teachers on the whole may not
possess the skills and competencies needed to facilitate effective
learner-oriented education in their classrooms. The informal data of
this study indicated that though teachers express positive attitudes
toward the philosophical necessity of child-centered learning, they
express negative or neutral attitudes toward specific or practical
areas of carrying out this philosophy. It is, therefore, recommended
that in-service education programs include thorough exposure to the
following components of learner-oriented education:
A. Patterns of instruction should change the
primary focus from teaching to learning.
B. Learner—oriented teachers should perceive
themselves as faciliators of learning.
C. Materials, including texts, should be
plentiful and varied to accommodate a
multi-sensory approach.
D. Objectives must be worked out with the
learner to guide him or her in his or her
work.
E. Long-range goals should be understood by
teachers, parents, and administrators.
F. Flexible scheduling must provide for
variations of activities and independent
study.
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G. Methods of evaluating and reportinglearner progress must be Individualized.
H. Careful assessment of each learner'sfence is necessary in order to choos
appropriate activities and materials
compe-
e
I. Whole group presentations should be minimal
Dut used when necessary.
j. Each child's learning style is given careful
consideration.
K. Students should be allowed to engage in
learning activities of their own choosing
within a range established by the teacher!
L. Children must be allowed to advance at their
own rate.
M. Frequent interaction between learner and
teacher is essential to know the learner
well enough to develop an individualized
program for him or her.
N. The learner must be allowed to work alone
when the need is indicated.
O. More responsibility for setting the direction
of his or her learning and evaluating his or
her results must be placed on the student.
Recommendations
A number of recommendations seem to be warranted as a result of
the study. Some of the recommendations are related to possible courses
of action, while other recommendations suggest the need for further
research.
1. The investigator maintains that this process of awareness
heightening has potential for possible use in teacher in-service
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programs. Small groups could work within larger facilities, or several
schools could work together using parts of the total process.
2. The process Is not necessarily limited to elementary school
teachers. Junior high teachers (seven did participate) and Secondary
teachers could profit from a modified version of this process.
3. Since the process was originally sent through the mail, it
could again be used in some kind of correspondence awareness heighten-
ing process for effecting teacher change.
4. The "process concept" for changing teacher attitudes could
be applied in other problem areas such as racism, "slow" learners, non-
English speaking children, mainstreaming, etc.
5. If the process is used again, it is recommended that some of
the activities in the "packages" be somewhat redesigned. Several par-
ticipants indicated that the time involved in completing the activities
and Log Sheets was uncomfortably lengthy.
6. It is recommended that the writer visit the participants in
his or her classroom to see to what extent (positive or negative) the
process affected their teaching practices.
The investigator, as coordinator to the schools participating in
the study, hopes to work with teachers with a desire to know more about
options to traditional teaching methods. Perhaps working with teachers
personally and in smaller groups will be more effective in bringing
about change in attitude than was possible "through the mails" of the
study.
Final Note
carl Rogers seems to best
_i z6 the Mediate need for chang
to learner-oriented classroom atmospheres-to benefit the child, and
society as a whole.
educatioi^where^the Joafofed^catio^if7 " Situatl°" lnis the facilitation of rV, n , i we are to survive,
who is educated is the man who
3
!!
aarnin8- The only man
the man who has fern d hL to ad^p ^d 6"?™ “Who has realized that no kLwfdgfL f ““ T"process of seeking knowledge gives a basis for ^cu^ity
knowledfe
eS
is thr^l^th”"
Pr°Cess rather than upon static
frir ,
S ’ S he only thing that makes any sense as a enalo education in the modern world. 1 ! 7 go
The study, which attempted to heighten teachers' attitudes rela-
tive to the process and goals as well as increase their awareness of
their need to move toward a more learner-oriented environment, will
furnish an increment of hope for reform. The study tes the potential
for changing the practices of schooling by beginning with the people
on the firing line—the teachers.
..
.,,
Carl Ro8 ers » Freedom To Learn (Columbus, Ohio:Merrill Publishing Company, 1969), p. 104.
Charles E.
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January 30, 1976
Sister Corinne Halcena, 0 S FProvincial SuperiorW21 Lower River Road
Stella Niagara, New York 14144
Dear Sister Corinne
1
1 hop, tti. Petto, fl*. the Buffalo
.into, hei^M to you .
*h^ the vork
e
o?°5 Coo™^Sr“ofEaStio„
t
rcl
l,'!i
'T
rr' lty of
““'“ehosettey Ur approval on the study I have planned.
1 “dually supportive, 1 need
in the transition
S
fron
d
traditional°teachi
0
“f
8**" the nf;eds of teachers
Jr
11™*6111
-
The process will b^tlilo^t °+ 2 learner-°rientedthrough sixth grade. Though this stJv^^°vteaChers in kindergarten
situation.
IT
toteB
-
°” th"
vm°°fi
8
rs
W
t
0
J0lUnteer t0 I^icipJte in the ^y0 twenty-onewill fi be requested to react* tn y * . T«acker participantsfollowing, teachers will be ev-oos-d to qu^s ',1^maire - For two xonthsupon then to sake certain dec^io-! Plnnr.ed process which calls
about the techniques and goal~of 'll
&,soUapt*0Ri3 Md value judgeaent-a
exposure processing will hopefully
e*vif>^ents. Thi.s
his or her needs for the iaproveJnt of °f
^administered^to^detemine^ha^effects
6 °ri
u
iral instru*ent will be
has made on the teacher's initial re<;r
°r C
£t
U1<?e the exP°6ure process
to evaluate aspects ^f the Tw ' ?he teacher *iH be *»ed
My hypothesis is Saf„ te££» Z ^ to then,
of learner-oriented environments so th*
eXp°Sed to the P^ess ard goals
creating such a learning envC^ — f~
please^f^vise^e*’ n °f the Concept » would 3™
a letter to IL ^LiSls of oir ^ J8 h8lpful ** >*ou *<^d writeR10X ?t21JSJS^ :?s fZSSTi&
I look forward to hearing from you
Sincerely yours,
Sister Margaret Cassidy, O.S.F,
Enel 1 1
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PROVINC1ALATE
I
SISTERS OF ST. FRANCIS
OF PENANCE AND CHRISTIAN CHARITY
Stella Niagara, N. Y. 14144
4421 LOWER RIVER ROAD
February 2, 1976
Dear Sister Margaret,
I heartily endorse your idea for the
proposal, and your using this questionnaire in our twenty
schools.
I look forward to hearing more about
your proposal and, of course, the results of the question
naire.
May your endeavor be one of growth for
you and for our educators and schools.
In St. Francis
,
Sister M. Corinne, O.S.F.
Enclosure
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D«*r Sister,
February 2, 1976
Sister Mcrp.aret Cassidy is finalizing her doctoral vork in
education. She has asked for help from you vhich will not only aid her,but her future vork vith our schools and teachers.
I «sk you to support her in this eagerly awaited and ouch needed
In St. Francis,
jlit/ui* 7*.. C*^**^***
Sister h. Corinnc, C.S.F.
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February 11, 1976 - Letter of Invitation to the Study
To the Principals
To the Teachers
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334 Lincoln Avenue
Amherst, Massachusetts 01002
February 11, 1976
Dear Principal
:
I hope this letter finds you and your school having a fine year.
As you^ know, I will be working cooperatively with you and your staff
next year. I am looking forward to the occasion with pleasure.
My ambitions for our future working relationships are that I
may be of service to both you and your staff. For me to best serve
your needs as Education Coordinator, I must find a way to learn what
they are. Since I am here at the University of Massachusetts and
have a dissertation to do, I would like to accomplish something
toward my coordinating role, and complete my dissertation at the same
time!
Principal, and author, Roland Barth, says, the "facilitative
principal gives teachers opportunities to make choices and to confer
with others, in the belief that the teacher who consciously and
deliberately decides what to do in his or her classroom, in light of
many alternatives, will be more likely to evolve a successful, con-
sistent, philosophy and style than will the teacher who has little
choice." I concur with Barth's contention, and will attempt in my
dissertation to present a process which will hopefully raise the
teacher's awareness to his or her desire to alter the teaching-
learning environment.
There are teachers who sense a dissatisfaction in their present
role and are open to ideas, attitudes, and techniques of a more
learner-oriented, child-centered environment in their classrooms.
Undoubtedly, you have teachers answering this description; it is to
them I address my study. Obviously, I hope that you and some or all
of your Kindergarten through sixth grade teachers (for this study)
will volunteer to join with me in this project.
Principal
Page 2
February 11, 1976
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or in small groups discuss and react; and (3) then the
teachers will again be asked to respond to the same instrument theyinitially completed, along with a short evaluation of the process.
Teacher participants are asked to keep a log of the sessions,
including comments, reactions, suggestions, etc. (Logs will be
provided.
)
The encounter should prove both interesting and provocative.
Information resulting from the study will be made available to you- — wv rww
and your teachers.
I have also written a letter of explanation to the Kindergarten
through sixth grade teachers in your school asking them to indicate
to you their interest in participating in the study. Please use
the postcard enclosed for your convenience, marking the number
(only) of teachers interested. If I could please hear from you
within the next ten days, I would greatly appreciate it. Please do
not hesitate to call or write any questions or concerns you may have
concerning the study.
Finally and of great importance, we will have entered into our
new era of working together—an experience I look forward to with
enthusiasm!
Sincerely
,
Sister Margaret Cassidy, O.S.F.
Telephone
:
Home: 413-253-7750
Office: 413-545-2764
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Postcard accompanying February 11, 1*76 letter to Principals:
Sister Tlargaret:
Date
K-6 teachers in
School are
interested in oarticipating in the study.
princinal
\
334 Lincoln Avenue
Amherst, Massachusetts 01002
February 11, 1976
Dear Kindergarten Through Sixth Grade Teachers:
I hope this finds the school year going well for you and for
your students. As you know, I will be working cooperatively with
you next year. I am looking forward to the occasion with pleasure.
My ambitions for our future working relationships are that I
may be of service to you. For me to best serve your needs as
Education Coordinator, I must find a way to learn what they are.
Since I am here at the University of Massachusetts and have a dis-
sertation to do, I would like to accomplish something toward my
coordinating role, and complete my dissertation at the same time!
For my dissertation I am trying to develop a process whereby
teachers on a volunteer basis can heighten their awareness and
interest in the techniques of a more learner oriented environment.
The process will consist of (1) a questionnaire to be completed by
you; (2) a series of six to eight sessions of one to two hours in
length to which you will be invited individually or in small groups
to discuss and react; and (3) then you will be asked to respond to
the same instrument you initially completed, along with a short
evaluation of the process. Participants are asked to keep a log
of the sessions, including comments, reactions, suggestions, etc.
These logs will be provided for you. There will be no tests to
take, no trips to make, or materials to purchase.
I am also writing a letter of explanation to your principal.
Within ten days receipt of my letter, she will inform me of the
number of Kindergarten through sixth grade teachers interested in
participating in the study.
Please do not hesitate to call or write any questions or con-
cerns you may have concerning the study.
Kindergarten Through Sixth Grade Teachers
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The encounter should prove both interesting and provocative.
Information resulting from the study will be made available to you.
I hope you will want to participate! Of greatest interest, wehave entered into our new era of working together—an experience Ilook forward to with enthusiasm!
Sincerely yours,
Sister Margaret Cassidy, O.S.F.
Telephone
:
Home: 413-253-7750
Office: 413-545-2764
\
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February 29, 1976 Letter of Clarification to Principals and Teachers
PLEASE ROUTE AND POST
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February 29, 1976
Dear Principal and Teachers:
Responses to the February 11 letter to you have been positive. How-
ever, when one letter is directed to a large number of people, it is
expected that questions will arise. This letter will attempt to answer
those questions. Please feel free to ask (or call) for clarification at
any time.
First of all, when am I coming?
I would like very much to visit each of you. The desire
to*visit and the fact that I may do so is not in connection
with. the project in which I am asking you to participate.,
.
The purpose of my dissertation is to test the hypothesis that
teachers will self-improve on a voluntary basis if provided
with a self-motivating and self-directing process. The six
sessions to follow the questionnaire are planned in that con-
text. You can easily understand my reluctance to interfere
in the self-directing aspect of the project.
Must the sessions be at specified meeting times?
Ideally this would be best, but no school or teacher
will be excluded from the study if only one teacher is
interested, or if one teacher finds it impossible to meet
when the others do. The "packaged sessions" (six in all) may
be read and reacted to alone or in any size discussion group.
The logs to be used are for teacher reaction to the readings
and the discussions.
• Examples of the six process areas are as fol-
lows :
1. Understanding the philosophy of learner-
oriented environments;
2. The changing role of the teacher;
3. Organizing a learner-oriented classroom;
Principals and Teachers
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integration of disciplines;
5. Physical aspects of the classroom;
6 . Evaluation and recordkeeping.
The discussion or processing in each of the above six areas
self-directing by those involved. I will furnish
materials plus any case studies or motivating questions
needed to move the process along. It will be kept practical,
purposeful and hopefully not more than sixty minutes for each
of the Six settings. A good time allotment is one to two
weeks between each session. All six sessions should be com-
pleted by the end of May.
May Junior High teachers participate?
Happily all teachers who are interested may participate.
He or she need only indicate the grade level (or ’’subject")
for which he/she is responsible. My committee initially sug-
gested K-6 involvement, but agreed not to
exclude any interested teacher.
I can understand the apprehension some of you may have about taking
on another responsibility. Please understand, however, that every effort
will be made to protect your time and to make your effort both practical
for you and the children you serve. Furthermore, the process will provide
an opportunity for you to utilize the many good practices and experiences
in which you are currently involved.
I will be in communication with you again soon.
Sincerely,
Sister Margaret Cassidy, O.S.F.
APPENDIX E
March 15, 1976 — Pre-Test
— Letter to Principals
Letter to Teachers
— Demographic Information Sheet
— Barth Instrument
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334 Lincoln Avenue
Amherst, Massachusetts 01002
March 15, 1976
Dear Principal:
Enclosed is the fi^st "Kat-rV," ,
teering to participate in the study 7*! f
or y°ur teachers volun-
teachers is and will continue ' V ! ! ° f everythi"E sent to the
material is for you t “ n s c k
the prlnciPal - They t
-p u le s otherwise stipulated.
Please distribute the materials ,
Since the amount of time neccssarv m „
teachers as soon as possible,
very time-consuming could vou nlL
CCTT1PlGte the questionnaire is not
them the same daJ so that rW I T the teache« to complete
stamped, addressed envelope is enclosed
''^rned to me in a day or two? A
teacher prefers to send h^r™ / ^“ca^thi
' fl' ,If more o.uestionnaires are needed, please
way!
T
i
a
Sok°fo^ard°^
t0 *«iUtate the study which is now undcr-y. l ok o. w d to our work together and hope to hear from you soon.
Sincerely yours.
Sister Margaret Cassidy, O.S.F.
I
(Please detach and return with questionnaires.)
Numuer of teachers per grade in your school.
N ECE K 12345678
Number of students per grade in your school.
N ECE K 12345678
334 Lincoln Avenue
Amherst, Massachusetts 01002
March 15, 1976
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’
Dear Teacher
:
will
Thank you for volunteering to participate in the study,be a beneficial educational opportunity for both of us.
I hope it
Your principal has given some material to you which should be
returned to me as soon as possible. A large envelope has been sent for
singlb return mailing. Should you prefer to return the material to meyourself, please feel free to do so. Do let your principal know if you
return yours separately not to delay the other returns.
You will be receiving soon material for the first area of study.
All materials sent to you are yours to keep unless otherwise stipulated.
Logs will be used to record your reactions to the readings and discus-
sions. These will be sent to you and will be returned to me at the end
of the study.
With this letter our study is launched! Know that it is possible
because you have volunteered your help, your opinion, and your time. You
be hearing from me again soon. Please contact me if a question
arises, or if I can be of assistance to you.
Sincerely yours,
Sister Margaret Cassidy, O.S.F.
Telephone
:
413-253-7750 (Home)
413-545-2764 (Office)
•NAME
:
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ASSUMPTIONS ABOUT LEARNING Afro KNOWLEDGE
By Roland S. Barth
INSTRUCTIONS: Make a mark somewhere along each line which beat repreoentoyour own feelings about each statement.
esent*,
Exampie: School serves the wishes and needs of adults better than itdoes the wishes and needs of children.
etrongly
agree
agree no strong
feeling
disagree strongly
disagree
I. ASSUMPTIONS ABOUT CHILDREN'S LEARNING
MOTIVATION
Assumption 1: Children are innately curious and will explore their environ-
ment without adult intervention.
etrongly
agree
agree no strong disagree
feeling
strongly
disagree
Assumption 2: Exploratory behavior is self-perpetuating.
etrongly
agree
agree no strong disagree
feeling
strongly
disagree
CONDITIONS FOR LEARNING
Aeeunption 3: The child will
not threatened.
display natural exploratory behavior if he is
etrongly
agree
agree no strong
,
disagree
feeling
strongly
disagree
Assumption 4: Confidence in self is highly related to caoacity
and for making important choices affecting one's
for learning
learning.
etrongly
agree
agree no strong disagree
feeling
strongly
disagree
Assumption 3: Active exploration in a rich environment, offering a wide array
of manipulative materials, will facilitate children's learning.
etrongly
agree
agree no strong disagree
feeling
strongly
disagree
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*“U"Ptl°° 6: P1
/f not dLtih*t,iSh.d fro„ „ork saof learning in early childhood. ** predominant node
Btrongly
agree
Assuoytioo 7: Children ha,, both th. .
-
•
— !»- --
no strong
feeling
disagree
strongly
disagree
<«>»ption 8= Children will be
.
' eh°i« ^ th.
..lection of ttl'mlrSli T«Wd m the choice of que-tio™ ^ ! hey W18h to woric *itJ
to those materials.
° ney *ash to with respeci
Btrongly
agree
. di
"* °° *’
*
Btrongly
agree
~ die^U0“ 101
*£ -— - .th an
no strong
feeling
disagree strongl
disagre
atrongly agree
•£ree
SOCIAL LEARjfZiiG
*anmpti°° U:
v"8 «•—collaborate in some way. ’ 7 U °ften choosa to
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INTELLECTUAL DEVELOPMENT
Assumption 13s Concept formation oroceeds very slowly.
strongly
agree
aSree no strong disagree atrongly
feeling disagree
Assumption 14: Children learn and develop intellectually not only at their
own rate but in their own style.
Strongly
agree
agree no strong disagree strongly
feeling
^
disagree
Assumption 15: Children pass through similar stages of intellectual develop-
ment, each in his own way and at his own rate and in his own
time.
strongly
agree
agree no strong disagree strongly
feeling disagree
Assumption 16: Intellectual growth and development take place through a
sequence of concrete experiences followed by abstractions.
strongly
agree
agree no strong disagree strongly
feeling disagree
Assumption 17: Verbal abstractions should follow direct experience with
objects and ideas, not precede them or substitute for them.
strongly
agree
evaluation
agree no strong disagree strongly
feeling disagree
’
"
i
-
Assumption 18: The preferred source of verification for a child's solution to
a problem comes througn the materials he is working with.
strongly
agree
agree no strong disagree strongly
feeling disagree
Assumption 19: Errors are necessarily a part of the learning process; they are
to be expected and even dedred, for they contain information
essential for further learning.
strongly
agree
agree no strong
feeling
disagree strongly
disagree
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Assumption 20: Those qualities of a person's learning which can be care-
fully measured are not necessarily the most important.
strongly
agree
a«r«® no strong disagree strongly
feeling disagree
Assumption 21: Objective measures of performance may have a negative effect
upon learning.
strongly
agree
ee uo strong disagree strongly
feeling disagree
Assumption 22: Learning is best assessed intuitively, by direct observation.
6trongly
agree
agree no strong disagree strongly
feeling disagree
Assumption 23: The best way of evaluating the effect of the school experi-
ence on the child is to observe him over a long period of
time.
strongly
agree
agree no strong disagree strongly
feeling disagree
Assumption 24: The best measure of a child's work is his work.
strongly
agree
asr®e no strong disagree strongly
feeling disagree
II. ASSUMPTIONS ABOUT KNOWLEDGE
Assumption 25: The quality of being is more important than the quality of
knowing; knowledge is a means of education, not its end.
The final test of an education is what a man is, not what he
knows.
strongly
agree
agree no strong disagree strongly
feeling disagree
Assumption 26: Knowledge is a function of one's personal integration of
experience and therefore does not fall into neatly separate
categories or "disciplines."
strongly
agree
agree no strong disagree strongly
feeling disagree
Assumption 27: The structure of knowledge is personal and idiosyncratic; it
is a function of the snythesis of each individual's experience
with the world.
strongly
agree
agree no strong disagree strongly
feeling disagree
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Assumption 28 : Little or no knowledge exists which it is essential for
everyone to acquire.
strongly
agree
a6re6 no strong disagree strongly
feeling disagree
Assumption 29: It is possible, even likely, that an individual may learn and
V
possess knowledge of a phenomenon and yet be unable to disday
it publicly. Knowledge resides with the xnower, not in its
public expression.
strongly
agree
agree no strong disagree strongly
feeling disagree
;
Cassidy Instrument
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E«cl. of the eight situations below has two
urider each, the place which best describes your
corresponding description. Example:
,
descriptions. Please Indicate on the continuum
general feeling, by marking "A" and "B" for the
—i- J»
2 3 4 l 6 7 *
A
1.
Large group instruction; all students
using same text, moving together chap-
ter by chapter.
B
Student teams and Individual learning experi-
ences; minimum whole class Instruction.
Host
Comfortable
Not
Usual ly Usually
a Part of No a Part of
My Teach- Strong My Teach- MostComfortable lng Style Peeling ing Style Uncomfortable Uncomfortable
3 4 5 6 7 1
A
2.
Set schedule; one subject follows
mother; time allotted for each.
B
Variety of activities progressing simulta-
neously; children engage In activities for
varying periods of time.
Not
Usually Usually
a Part of No a Part of
Most My Teach- Strong My Teach-
Comfortable
1 ;
Comfortable lng Style Feeling lng Style
1 1 2 3 4 5
Uncomfortable
6
Moat
Uncomfortable
A
3.
Children assigned places; are
expected to seek permission to walk
•bout, converse, work together, and
seek help from one another.
B
Freedom for children to move about, converse,
work together, and seek help from ona
another.
Most
Comfortable
I
Comfortable
Usually
a Part of
My Teach-
ing Style
No
Strong
Feeling
Not
Usually
a Part of
My Teach-
ing Style Uncomfortable
Moat
Uncomfortable
1
* 1 2 3 6 5 6 7 1
A
4.
Prescribed curriculum by teacher/
principal or local school officials;
few provisions for Integration of
curriculum and for students to investi-
gate mat ters of concern to them.
B
Integration of curriculum eliminating teach-
ing of Isolated subjects; students make
decisions about their work and develop
responsibilities for setting and meeting
educational goals.
Usually
a Part of No
Host My Teach- Strong
Comfortable
1
Comfortable lng Style Feeling
1
1
2 3 4
Not
Usually
a Part of
Hv Teach- Most
lng Style Uncomfortable Uncomfortable
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Children taught respect tor authority-
rules and regulations are spelled out|
offenders are disciplined.
Pervading atmosphere of trust and accep-
rhn!'
t'8Cher " resP'« diversity of each
c ild; attention to Individual Intellec-tual. emotional
,
physical and social need,is paramount.
Most
Comfortable Comfortable
Usually
a Part of
Mv Teach-
ing Style
No
Strong
Feeling
Not
Usually
a Part of
My Teach-
ing Style Uncomfortable
Most
Uncomfortable
Art, music and other extras may be
Included in school day but should not
interfere with basic teaching.
Creative activities are valued as part of
the curriculum.
Most
Comfortable Comfortable
Usually
a Part of
My Teach-
ing Style
No
Strong
Feeling
Not
Usually
a Part of
My Teach-
ing Style Uncomfortable
Most
Uncomfortable
A
Weekly end unit testing for grades pro-
vides pertinent and evaluative informa-
tion to keep parents Informed of student
achievement via report cards.
B
Minimum use of grading and marking. Other
evaluative (reporting) techniques used for
parents and records.
Most
Comfortable
»—
7
Usually
a Part of
My Teach-
Comfor table lng Style
Not
Usually
No a Part of
Strong My Teach- Host
Feeling lng Style Uncomfortable Uncomfortable
« 5 6 7 I
A
Students and parents understand teacher's
position of authority in the classroom.
B
Teacher plays dovn authority role; emphasizes
Importance of honest and open relationships
between teacher and student
,
and between stu-
dent and student.
Most
Comfortable Comfortable
Usually
a Part of
My Teach-
ing Style
Not
Usually
No a Part of
Strong My Teach-
Feellng lng Style
3 5
Most
Uncomfortable Uncomfortable
6 7
by: Margaret L. Caasldy, O.S.F.
University of Massachusetts/Aaherst
March, 1976
appendix f
April 7, 1976 — First Exposure Process
— Letter
Theme: Understanding the Philosophy of
Learner-Oriented Environments
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April 7 , 1976
Dear Principal and Participating Teacher,
Enclosed is the first "packaged process" j Understanding the
Philosophy of Learner-Oriented Environments
.
I hope that you will
find it thought provoking ar.a stimulating.
You are encouraged to complete the process in a discussion
group (pairs, small or large groups). However, it is important
that you do complete it, so please choose the way which best
satisfies your needs and circumstances.
Again, a stamped return envelope has been enclosed for your
convenience. However, teachers please feel free to return your
response separately if that suits you best, (Only those pages
narked LOG SHEET #1 LOG SHEET #2 and LOG SHEET #3 should be re-
turned.)
You will receive a "process" approximately every week for
the next five weeks. (Six in all.) It is best for you and for
ne not to let them "pile up" in the schools. Please try to
complete them as soon after they arrive as possible. It may be
helpful to principal and teachers if participants in each school
would decide on a method for collecting and return of the logs,
I hope to be hearing from you Boon*.
Thank you once more for your generosity and time.
Sincerely,
Sister Margaret Cassidy, O.S.F,
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Understand lng tho Fhllosophy of Learner-Oriented Environments
The six-year-old In your classroom today will be thirty years old at the dawn of
the twenty-first century. This child, growing up now in a changing world, will
livo as an adult in a tine when nany of our cherished concepts may prove to be
incorrect or irrelevant! and where uncertainties will probably proliferate.
Vhat kind of educational program should we provide for the elementary school child
today that he or she can be helped to meet the problems and challenges of such
a complicated future? Will (s)he need to learn to read and express his or her
feolingj on paper? Will (s)hs need skill in handwriting? What should (s)he know
about >he p'loplos of the world? What should (s)ho know about his or her relation-
ship to the environment? Should he or she spend more time or less time in school?
Is it important that (s)he know how to learn, rather than what to learn? Is there
really a set body of knowledge that (s)he must cover to be able to cope with life
in tho year 2000?
For a long time, educators in this country have been searching for viable con-
cepts of the curriculum. Ultimately, the search for a relevant curriculum for
children centers around two major points t 1) how to provide an acceptable range
or scope of learning experiences! and 2) how to determine a proper order or sequence
of leamig activities from which children can acquire basic understanding about
their world.
In nany instances, scope and sequence have been determined by agencies outside
tho school. Today, textbook publishers provide schools with basic systems in
reading, mathematics, social studies, science, health, music, and the language
arts. Publishers claim that these texts are intended to meet the needs of a
wide range of children! that they usually fail to do so is a well-known fact to
experienced teachers. The instructional sequence of one basic reading series is
not necessarily the learning sequence of the child using itj tho sonss "meant to
bo taught to all third-graders" are not those a particular group of third-
graders is especially interested in singing.
In contrast to dependence on a single text, many schools seek to better meet the
needs of children by adopting or encouraging a milti-text approach. This is a
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decided improvement, but teachers etill worry about "covering the materials,"
and about not being able to match individual interests and abilities to the available
texts.
Within the past few years, educators have inlisted the help of technology in an
attempt to offer the schoolchild a learning scope and sequence. We have seen the
introduction into the school of all types of hardware, software, multi-media kits,
programmed learning, and computer-assisted instruction. This ray bo seen as a
management-oriented approach to leamirg in which a range and sequence of activities
are designed to move children toward measurable educational objectives. The
approach is often based on adult notions of learning patterns that are much more
idealized than real. Just as the textbook sequence will not fit each child, the
programmed sequence will not fit each child. At its worst, this mode of instruction
pays little attention to principles of child development j at its best, it directs
its energies to the realization of an achievement goal without taking into account
many other vital interests and attitudes of the child, and without proper concern
f<Jr the many individualized way3 of learning.
Underlying the concept of a fixed scope and sequence in curriculum are assumptions
that all children must be exposed to a set body of knowledge, that there is a basic
amount of information to cover, that there are required skills which must be taught
in a certain order, and that all children should learn the sane things in the same
way, and often in the same amount of time. But are these assumptions vaild? Does
rot the concept of a fixed scope and sequence serve as an obstacle to helping
children? Surely, we must examine a concept of curriculum that not only emphasizes
the acquisition of basic skills but at the same tine stresses the grovth of
independent thinking, a sense of responsibility, and a humanistic view of tho
world. Tho learner-oriented curriculum gives us important leads to a view of what
4 relevant educational program should be for each child.
Learner-oriented education, unlike the curriculum reform of the past
decade is
raising questions about the nature of childhood, learning, and
the quality of per-
sonal relationships among teachers and children. It challenges
many assumptions
about the organization and purpose of schooling. Advocates of
a learner-oriented
curriculum argue, for example, that learning is a personal
natter that varies for
different children, proceeds at many different rates, developed
best when children
are actively engaged in their own learning, and takes place
in a variety of settings
in and out of school.
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The learner-oriented curriculum explores the more integrative qualities of knowledge,
skills, appreciation, and understanding, rather than maintaining the division of
knowledge and skills into various kinds of subject matter, that is reading, mathema-
tics, social studies, music and art. Integration of learning, its wholeness, is
6een as an essential base for personalizing the educational process. Such a view
does not negate the need for basic skills. These skills are fundamental, but never
in isolation from other learning experiences.
A learner-oriented curriculum has many historical roots. In fact many of the basic
attitudes arc consistent withiho rhetoric that fills the literature of education
such as the philosophies of Pestalozzi, Maria Kontessori, Friederich Froebel, and
John Dewey, as well as more contemporary works of Jean Piaget, Jerome Bruner, John
Holt, Joseph Featherstone, Herb Kohl, George Dennison and Janes Herndon.
While some teachers may think of learner-oriented education as too different to
identify with, large numbers of people view it as a return to the educational prac-
tice of the "little red schoolhouse" The New York Times Magazine (5/30/71) featured
*an article entitled "A Daring Educational Experiment! The One Room Schoolhouse,"
v»c •
which described openness,^brighter children assisting those less bright, indepen-
dent 6tudy, children progressing at their own rate, extensive use of the out-of-
doors environment, child-initiated activity, integrated curriculum, and the teacher
functioning as a guide and facilitator or learning.
Exercise One
Our philosophy of education emanates from vhat we value as teachers. In making
decisions, even in the case of instantaneous reflexive action, our values play a
crucial role in determining the behavior we consider appropriate for a given moment.
Values are one of tho strongest influences on behavior. Yet how little we stop to
think about which values are the most important in teaching, and hew much less we
consider how our behavior reflects our highest value priorities.
While it is difficult to act in accordance with our beliefs, we can be con-
tinually working toward a healthy integration of the two. The healthiest teacher is
the one who is very close to having his or her behavior express his or her values.
The following activity is a beginning toward identifying your value priorities and
seeing how these priorities are reflected in your teaching.
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Objectives
1. To list in order of importance the personal values that could influence your
Classroom,
2. To examine the lint in terms of your observable classroom behavior,
3. To compare your values and behavior.
Directions
Below are twenty-two values that might be displayed in various ways in a classroom.
In the ideal classroom, how would you rank then? Place a 1 next to tho quality
you value moot in your classroom, a 2 next to the second most important, and so on
through 22, which will represent tho quality you value leant.
Freedom Dogmatism
Rigidity Orderliness
Self-direction Favoritism
Disorder Creativity
Quiet Alienation
# Chaos Respect
Laughter Privacy
_Passivity
^Concentration
_Fear
Purposefulness
_Equality
_Doninance
_Faimcss
Love
On LOG SHEET 71 list tho values you ranked in tho top three positions.
For each value lint three classroom indicators that demonstrate tho presence of that
value in a classroom. Then list the values you ranked in tho bottom three positions,
and list for each one three classroom indicators that reflect that value in a class-
room. For example, if freedom is on your list, you might select tho following as
classroom indicators
i
1. Students have an open reading list and read books on their own.
2. Students interact with one another without stimulus from the teacher.
3. Teacher does not give fcsts or grades.
If dognati cm is on your list, you might select tho following as classroom indicators!
1. Teacher gives only one choice of course readings,
2 g Teacher asks for no student input into course curricul
um.
3. Students do not initiate any classroom activities.
INDICATORS may BE REAL OR HYPOTHETICAL.
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Values Ranked In Top Three Positions LOG SHKP.T * 1
1
.
(value)
clas6roora indicator!
classroom indicator!
classroom indicator!
2
.
classroom indicator!
classroon indicator!
,
classroon indicator!
3 .
classroom indicator!
classroon indicator!
classroon indicator!
Values Ranked in Bottom Three Positions
1.
v —
classroon indicator!
classroon indicator!
classroon indicator!
2
.
_
—
classroom indicator!
classroon indicator!
classroon indicator i %
3 .
classroom indicator!
classroom indicator!
classroom indicator!
Kane
School City.
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Questions (Answer on Log Sheet #2 )
1. Vhat specifically can you do to insure that the nine classroom indicators .
that represent your three highest-ranked values (listed on top half of LOG SHEET #1
are incorporated into your classroom daily?
2. Vhat can you do to insure that the nine classroon indicators of your three
lowest ranked values (listed on bottom half of Loj She.«.^i) are not introduced, or
are eliminated from your classroom?
3. Vhat values, other than those listed, are important to you? You might wish
to add a number of your values to the previous list of twenty-two, rank them again,
and compare the results with your earlier ranking.
4. Vhat values on the list are too important for compromise? Which would you try
to preserve at the cost of your job?
Follow-Up (Optional)
Give an observer your two lists with the nine positive indicators and the nine
negative indicators. Have the observer watch you teach a variety of lessons and
write down every instance of one of your eighteen indicators. Try to act as naturally
as possible with the observer present. If you change your classroom actions because
of tho presence of the observer, the activity will be less helpful.
After you have completed a variety of lessons, examine the data collected by the
observer and compare the collected data with your answers to the questions above.
If your actions were not congruent with your stated values, then reevaluate
your
• value priorities or change your behavior in relation to your stated values.
This
follow-up can be done in various times throughout Ihe year for constant
feedback.
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Answers to Questions
1
.
3 .
4
.
City
Name
School
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* LOG SHEET #3
Bead 1 on to tho reading on tho flrct two and ono half pages.
Reaction to Exercise Ono on pages 3 and 4.
Briefly Explain how you choose to complete the exercise (alone, small group, large
group), and toll approximately how much tine you spent in completing the process.
Thank youj
Namo
School City
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Theme: The Changing Role of the Teacher
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April 14
,
1976
Dear Principal and Participating Teacher,
Enclosed i3 the second "packaged process": The Changing
Role of the Teacher
.
Again, a return envelope is included ior
convenience in returning the Log Sheets.
By now, most of you will have the Worksheet and Log Sheets
from Process One in the rail back to me. Please move them
along.
You may be interested to know that you are one of eighty-
five teachers from seventeen elementary scnools, in four states
participating in the study. Your enthusiasm has been great*.
Thank you again.
Yours sincerely,
Sister Margaret L, Cassidy, O.S.F.
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The Changing Role of the Teacher
On a brief trip to England, a nan ordered a suit from a British tailor. The suit
needed alterations, so he left it overnight and returned for it the next day. When
he went into the shop, he wan handed a box that he didn’t bother to open, an he had
barely enough time to catch a train. That night when he went to bed, he threw his
old suit out the train window. The next morning he opened the box and discovered
he had been given the wrong suit. The one in the box was a child’s size ten.
/
This story is an example of problems involved when the old is "thrown out" before
wo are sure we have something better to put in its place J
In a way, learner-oriented educators are reinventing the wheel crafted by Plato,
Socrates, St. Augustine, Froebel, Dewey and others, in their attempt to make school,
educational practice and the role of the teacher harmonize with their beliefs about
children, learning, and knowledge.
•
Educational practices in the United States today tend to be uniform and homogene-
gub as if a centralized authority existed. The predominant feature and the organiz-
ing principle characteristic of most 6choolB and most teachers is cloBe to this
•trar.cndssion-of-knovledge model" symbolized an j .
K —— —— C —— —
A
^ S
The transmisBion-of-knowledge model posits the existence of an accumulated body
of knowledge (K) usually encoded in written language. The business of education
is to transmit as much of this knowledge as possible to students. The function
©f students is to assimilate as much of this knowledge as possible. A student is
evaluated according to how much K (s)he has acquired. This model assumes the
primacy of the teaching function and directs cany teacher's actions from day-to-
day.
Because all of accumulated knowledge is too vast to be conveyed to students, educa-
tors select what they consider most crucial and appropriate for children of differ-
ent \ges to "know" i the explorers in the fifth grade, algebra in eighth, and so on.
Once this selection has been made (curriculum or C. ), it is transmitted to an
•gent A, usually the teacher, who in turn transmits it to the students S, The
concept of learner-oriented education challenges the transmiss ion-of-knowledge
model with another i Ch ^-— ———4 V\,/
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Leamiiig is seen as a consequence of the interaction between the child (Ch) and
the world (V). The teacher (T) is to provide the conditions which will take the
child *
b
active exploration of the world likely and fruitful. Thus, there 1b a
mutual interchange between the child, the world, and the teacher. Tho adult who
works with the child is important, but the nature of the work (s)ho does is differ-
ent from that in the transraission-of-knowledge model. (S)He becomes an enabler and
a facilitator of learning. The child is the principal agent of his/her own leara-
ia«.
The Teacher as Person
Students, parents, teachers, society hold to a quite specific stereotype of what a
teacher ist (s)he loves and treats his/her charges eouallyt everything (s)he does
is for his/her students rather than for him/herself j (s)he is calm, thoughtful,
impartial} (s)he possesses immense knowledge which (s)he imparts to children.
Teachers should be not only permitted but encouraged to be themselves s to bo honest,
angry, loving, up3et, tired, happy. One does not play the role of a teacher at the
expense of being oneself t one is. oneself and thereby a teacher. Children can also
learn to respect, expect, and handle the wide range of behavior which they find in
others and acknowledge and accept it in themselves, *
The Teacher as Kr.ower
A teacher who i6 learner oriented is not a transmitter of knowledge, not a dispenser
Of "pearls of wisdom" from the past. (s)He does not believe there is a "right"
knowledge which everyone must have. The climate in his/her classroom is on how one
cones to know and that one can cone to know, rather than on what is to b« known and
knowing it. This kind of classroom is child-centered in a very basic sense.
The teacher is a "generalist," who has a facility with many domains of knowledge,
has one or two areas of particular interest, experience and competence and is cap-
able of growing in any area as the need and interest of the children dictate,
• 4
,
The Teacher as Facilitator of Learning
Below aro listed seven important ar.d interrelated activities of the teacher. Since
these functions are simultaneous, tho order in which they are presented here is of
little oigrificance. The facilitator of learnings
1. Respects children as individuals
•
.. 2, Manages the environment
2
,
Provides materials
,
Consolidates cnildxen’s experience through language
5, Provides direct instruction
6, Encourages children's activities
7 # Encourages children's independence and self-reliance
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1.
Ihe Teacher Respects Children as Individuals:
Although nost teachers acknowledge the importance of respecting children as indivi-
duals, the transois6ion-of-knowledge model prevont3 them from acting as if they re-
spected children as individuals. There is a conflict between the authority of the
aterial to be learned and the learner. The teacher is caught in too middle and much
of his/her efforts go into finding a resolution, usually imperfect, to this con-
flict, In schools where subject matter is the organizing principle which governs
tho relationship between teacher and student, the teacher can be assured of its
conveyance to the children only by setting similar goals and expectations for the
entire class, by lecturing, and/or by requiring the same activities of each child,
teaming experiences are grouu experiences, tied to group norms. Teachers relate
to students, and students relate to other students as members of a large group—
hut seldom as individuals. Respect for children a^s individuals exists only with
difficulty under these conditions.
Should we not consider carefully the teacher who respects children as individuals
and who stresses the quality of the relationship between adult and child and among
children, rather than the frequency or quantity? Is individual contact between in-
dividuals not more important for learning than continual group exposures?
2, Ihe Teacher Manages the Environment'.
(This subject will be discussed in length at anothor session.)
3, The Teacher Provides Materials:
Itoese criteria may help to guide the teacher's selection of materials.
—Whenever possible encourage children to supply their own materials,
—Whenever possible encourage children to explore the world outside the class-
rhon and outside the school,
—The best materials for children cay be common ones, inexpensive, familiar, and
easily available.
—Multiprogramr.ed materials which suggest to the child a 'wide number of possible
paths of exploration are preferred.
—Select materials which have a likelihood of initiating, sustaining, and extend-
ing exploration.
(This subject will be discussed further at anothor session.)
A. The Teacher Expands and Consolidates Children's Experience Through Language:
Civen personal encouragement from the teacher and an environment that 1b rich in
manipulative (not necessarily "bought") materials, a child is likely to engage in
a variety of rewarding activities. Because learning can be refined and extended
through tho conversion of experience into language, the teacher can exercise a
delicate, yet powerful function: (s)he can encourage the child to verbalize his
discoveries, provide the child with a word for a concept or an idea, and help the
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chilc^ssociate a useful symbol with a concrete experience. In those ways the teach-
er can help the child to translate his experience, which in private, into language,
which is public.
5. The Teacher Provides Direct Instruction; * •
Proponents of learner-oriented education bolieve that there are timeB when it is
appropriate and essential for tho teacher to be directive — yes, even a trane-
aitter of knowledge. These circumstances axe when the children ore unlikely to
discover for themselves skills or information needed to pursue activities | and when
it is likely that - a child's exploration will result in significant danger to hin/her-
eelf or others or to the equipment (s)he is using,
6. The Teacher Encourages Activity;
A central question in all schools is who decides what the child is going to do.
Does & child write a composition, for example, because he/she wants to, or because
the adult decides that he/she must? What if the child decides not to engage in the
activity? '."hat if he is given a battery and a bulb, and he decides to watch the
fish in the aquarium? What axe the consequences? Axe choices given? Alternatives?
Could the teacher's role vary from child to child? For some children (s)he may be
very directive! for others the teacher nay merely supply materials j for yet others,
(s)he may provide only the time and space in which children may explore with their
own materials,
7,
Tho Teacher Encourages Children's Independence and Self-Reliance;
It is more important for the child to learn to rely upon his own powers in the long
run than to accept adult direction in the short run. Unfortunately, many adults
depend upon children's depending upon then. More than a few teachers find meaning
in their children asking what to do, permission to move about, the correct answers,
and "Is it all right if...?" The child cannot become independent of the teacher
until the teacher learns that being needed is different from being superfluous.
Tho teacher must phase him/herself out of the dependent relationship which has
dominated tho learning of the child since birth. This is a particularly selfless
Job, for not only must tho teacher resist the constant comfortable position
of
•imparting knowledge", but ho/she cust alBO resist the temptation to have child-
ren "do as I say."
Loamer-oriented educators stress the present, not the future » living, not prepar-
ing for life | learning now, not anticipating the future. But in
the sense that
development of self-reliance and independence on the part of the child will
bo
the best assurance that ho will be equipped for whatever may come,
learner-oriented
.education becomes a preparation for the future.
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Teacher As fcm.^r of Children '
The phrase "nankin* children” may appear to contradict much of the foregoing. It
n«ed not. A certain amount of management of children by adults, a certain amount
of inposed order, structure and control is a necessary ^condition for indepen-
dent exploration and learning Reasonable, consistent restrictions on children's
behavior ultimately enable then to be more free and productive.
In summary, the teacher today must be, above all, a secure person. Being secure,
he or she has the ability to restrain him/herself from prematurely closing in on
a child's learning by "giving the answer." (s)He doesn't need to solicit the
attention, admiration, aid respect of his/her students. (s)Ke finds joy, excit-
sent, and meaning in observing children discover ideas for themselves aj*i takes
pride in how little she/he needs to do to help initiate and sustain a child's
learning.
Exercise Two
Whether you teach in a traditional setting or in another variation of teaching style
you "manage" that environment in one way or another. This activity is to help you
become better aware of how you manage your classroom.
Objectives
1. To be aware of the management techniques you use in your classroom.
2. To effectively examine your management style and compare it with others.
3. To determine the possible effects on students of various Btylss,
s
Directions
Cut the forty-oix statements about management practices into "cards". Then with the
Sorting Board before you, sort the cards into the seven categories it illustrates.
The number of cards put into the seven categories follows thi3 order — 1, 4, 9,
18
, 9 , 4 , and 1 — ranging from the nost cliaracteristic of your behavior (one card)
In category A to least characteristic of your behavior (also one card) in category
G, When you finish you will have a general ranking of the statements, those in
categories A and B describing your most characteristic behaviors, those in categor-
ies F and G describing behaviors that are least characteristic of you. The remain-
der will be arranged somewhere between these extremes.
If you have difficulty ranking some behaviors, you might add the element of
Importance to your ranking. Then you will rank the behavior that is aore signifi-
cant for you higher than the one that is less significant. It may be that you would
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prefer to place three or five behaviors in category A or in category G, instead
of one. At that point you will have to force yourself to decide vhich one of
those three or five is of greatest importance and concern to you. The state-
ments must be grouped according to the group sices indicated t 1, 4, 9, 18, 9,
4, 1. To facilitate arrangement, place each card on the board an you read it,
then rearrange the card3 an you work. It is considerably easier to rearrange on
the board than try to organize all forty-six cards before placing then.
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Follow-Up (Optional)
If you have the opportunity to work with a support group, you might use the group
to discuss and compare your individual styles of classroom management. After shar-
ing the paragraphs you will write following the sorting activity, discussion
night focus on the following questions.
1, In what ways are your various styles of classroom
management similar? Are
your similarities based on a common belief, on habit, or on some
other factor?
2. In what ways do your styles differ? Are your
differences important? Do you
need to work them out? If not, why not? If so, why?
•
3,
What are students likely to learn about each of you as a result
of the way you
manage your classroom? Are you pleased about what they
cay be learning?
4
.
Have you identified any behavior that you would like to
change? If so,
•hare your concerns with the other group members and
elicit their help in design-
ing a plan that will help you change.
REMEMBER CHARGE THAT BRIHGS ABOUT GROWTH IS GRADUAL
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1 1. Desks in my
I classroom axe
1 usually arranged
I in rows.
). I usually 1
rollow and t
complete my j
Lesson plans. c
1
l
1. I often 1
hreaten a
unishment of b
me kind or f
mother for
lisbehavior.
6
.
My students T.
nd I sometimes s
it on the w
loor, d
d
a
L. I encourage
tudents to
ork indepen-
ently in Belf-
ixected
ctivities.
1 2. I encourage 1
l Btudents to
}
I speak spontane- (
1 ously, without
1 necessarily
I raising their
1 hands,
p
7. Students in
my class are
expected to
ask permission
to leave the
room.
12. I frequently!
contact parents.
17. Students
often remove
their shoes
in my class.
22
• The students!
in my class
make decisions
about class-
room manage-
ment.
1 3 . Ky students
1 call me by my
| first name
.
8. I allow
students to go
to the bathroom
at just about !
any tine.
13, I do’ not
tolerate swear-
ing or other
unacceptable
language in
my classroom.
18. I believe
in reasonable
dress codes
for students
and teachers.
23
.
I often
denart from or
discard my
lesson plans.
14
.
Papers being
1 turned in
1 follow a
I standard format
jin cy
I classroom.
1 9, My students
1 may chew gun
I most of the
1 tine.
14. 'when I am
nonitar, the
students are
quiet or well
behaved.
^‘Students
probably
consider me
traditional,
—
1 SO-iC u
i
keep students !
after school
when they
misbehave
.
I5. The bulletin
[boards in my
[classroom are
[usually decorat
[by me, rather
[than by the
[studonts.
1 10. My student
1 usually sit in
1 assigned placet
edl
,s 15 . I often
stand or sit
3
,
behind a lectu.
or desk when
teaching.
20
.
My princips
probably
rr. considers me
traditional.
1. 25 . I tell ny
students a
great deal
about myself.
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I 26. Students*
ij questions
I sometimes
1 frighten me.
31 . I am likely
to be asked
by students
to attend or
chaperone
their parties.
36
.
I usually
reprimand
6tudent3 who
are tardy.
4l, I expect
respect from
students.
46, I often
sit on the
desk.
I 27
.
I find it
I difficult to
1 Bay "I don’t
|
know."
52 , I am likely
J
to be advising 1
student groups, 1
formally or
informally.
37. I get
tense
when my
principal
comes into
my room.
42. I have
carefully read
my students'
cumulative
records.
1 28. I often ask
| Btudents for
I feedback
I concerning my
1 teaching.
33. I laugh
a
lot
in
clasB,
38. I probably
let students
j
take advantage
of me.
43. I feel and
act differently
with students
outside of
class.
I 29. I an likely
I to be asked
I to keep my
|
students
I quieter.
34. I enjoy
team-teaching.
39. I enjoy
being friends
with my
students.
j
44. I sometimes
send students
to see the
principal,
vice-principal,
or counselor
when they
misbehave.
0
I 30 . Kjf class-
J
roon would
J probably be
1 classified
I as teacher-
|
oriented.
35. I am
careful
about
checking
attendance.
40. I frequentl
touch students.
45 . I sometimes
* use sarcasm
to win a point
with a student.
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SORTING BOARD
A B
•
Hoot ideal
Host characteristic)
• 1 card 4 cards
9 cards
' D
18 cards 9 cards
P G . .
Least ideal
(Least characteristic)
4 cards 1 card
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LOG SHEET #4
(Please return this page)
1.
Vhat makes the statement in A bo characteristic of you?
2,
Do the statements in B have anything in common vith one another? If so, what?
3.
Hok are the statements in A and B similar for you?
4.
Do the statements in C have anything in common vith one another? If so,
vhat?
5.
Hov are the statements in C similar to or different from
those in A and B?
6.
As a result of your examination of the Btatements
in A, B, and C, vrite five
etatements vith this beginning i "I manage—."
City.
Marne
School
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&-X
LOG SHEET #5
(Fleaso return this page)
7.
Vhat makes the statenent in G bo uncharacteristic of you?
8.
Do the statements in F have anything in common vith one another? If so, vhat?
9.
Hov are the statements in F and G similar for you?
10,
Do the statements in E have anything in ©mmon vith one another? If so, vhat?
11,
How are the statements in E similar to or different from those in F and G?
‘
•
*
. |
•
12,
As a result of your examination of the statements in E, F, and G,wxite five
statements with this beginning! "I generally do not—."
Kama
School city
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• LOG SHEET # 6
Reaction to the reading on pages one through half of page five, (Please return
this page.)
Reaction to Exercise Two on pagesfive and six.
Please circle the letter which best describes how you chose to complete this "package".
A, By ayself B. Discussion with
another person
C, Snail group
discussion
D. Large group
discussion
E, Part alone, part
with others as inBCD.
I spent approximately (time) completing this Process.
THAKK YOU'
city
Kama
School
appendix h
21, 1976 Third Exposure Process
— Letter
Theme: Organizing a Learner-Oriented
Environment
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April 21, 1976
Dear Principal send Participating Teacher,
Happy Easter'.
Here is the third "package" or Process Three: Organizing a
Learner-Oriented Environment,
I realize this week is vacation for most of the schools, but
am continuing to send a package per week. I would rather have you
send them- as you complete the LOGSHEETS (#7 and #8 this week)
—
you may wish to do more than one per week—rather than extend the
time for sending packages to you beyond the end of May.
Principals are invited to, but are not expected to complete and
return the LOGSHEETS, unless the principal is a K-6 teacher also, and
has volunteered to participate in th£ study. ALL principals receive
all information on a "for your information" basis,
I am aware of the time you teachers are spending. I am grateful
to you, but I am not unaware of your busy days, I will try in the
future to reduce the time you will have to spend on the processes.
My present state of time and finances does not look encouraging
as far as my traveling to visit you in the near future. I will come
to all of your schools next year'. In the meantime if I can be of any
assistance please contact me: 413-253“7750 home; 4l3-545-276"+ office.
Please remember the ideas presented in these papers are no panacea
for all classroom problems, (Hy fourteen years teaching tell me tnat*)
But please be open to the ideas. If you think any of them may help you—
fine'. If they bring about an understanding of various innovative methods
to facilitate learning in a classroom—great’.
Remember "slowly", "gradually", and "moderately" are key words.
Until next time — Happy Spring'.
Sincerely,
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Organising a. Learner-Oriented Environment
Educatora strive to organise classes consistent with their perceptions of
education, development, and learning.
childhood,
There Is no single "beat"
educate, nor even a best
verities ^optional extras.
classroom. In fact, there is no Bingle "best" way to
vay to define education. There are basic
.odels with wide
A Learner-Oriented environment might be defined as an approach to education that is
open to change, to new ideas to curriculum, to scheduling, to use of space, to honest
expressions of feeling between teacher and pupil and between pupil and pupil, and open
to children’s participation in significant decision-making in the classroom.
Decisions in the Classroom
Some teachers have experienced success in classrooms where children move about freely.
They work in different areas, frequently conversing about their work. A number of
activities may be occuring simultaneously, the whole class not paying attemfclea to
any one of them. For example, two children may sit together in one corner, taking
turns reading passages aloud from a book. In another comer children may be practic-
ing a play
,
while elsewhere a group may be trying to lift a heavy pile ef books with
a pulley. Some children may be writing a story, others binding books, and still
others constructing a "wheat farm"
.
The teacher may be working with a group on the
use of Cuisinaire rods in addition of fractions. When the childron who axe reading
together finish their story, they may decide to join the group building the farm.
They do not require permission to change their eeatB or to Join a new activity.
This type of "openness" in a classroom involves rules. They are established with the
participation of tho children and grow out of mutual assessment of the moot effective
use and maintenance of the environment. Children’s contributions are appreciated
and they share responsibility for decisions affecting their daily routines.
Decisions About Work
Tho more significant area of children’s responsibility is that involving decisions
about the work of the class. Rather than viewing these decisions us a whole, the
teacher will find it useful to analyze necessary decisions of this type. as well as
the range of choices available to each.
There are actually seven ke£ decisions about the initiation and execution of work
that *U3t be made by a class. 1.) Initiation of the subject. Which subject is to bo
studied i reading, mathematics, science. 2.) Designation of the specific task. What
specific work is to be accomplished in the chooed snbjecti the particular etory to
be read, the workbook page to be completed, the experiment to be performed, etc..
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3.) Scheduling of the period. When the work is to be accomplished! the day or the tine
of day. **.) Duration of task. How long the pupil must devote himself to the task arai
the points at which he must continue or abondon it. 5.) Determination of procedures
and materials to be used. How the task is to be accomplished. 6.) Choice of partici-
pants. With whom the pupil sits, works, or shares materials in executing a particular
task. 7.) Evaluation of work. Who evaluates the work.
There arc three possible ways to reach each of these key decisions! The teacher, the
pupil, or both can decide. This will usually be determined by the nature of the task.
It may vary for each key decision and from activity to activity. For example, the
teacher ray make some decisions about a task and pupils cay assume responsibility
for other aspects. Joint responsibility is exercised either through consultation or
through the teacher's designation of alternatives from which the students may choose.
The following chart illustrates the different patterns of organizing work in a class
depending on where the responsibility of each key decision lies.
Type of Decision Teacher Pesronsibility Joint Pesronsibility Puril Pesronsibility
Initiation of
subject
subject assigned
compulsory for student
pupil's choice of
work in a few areas
work on subject
voluntary
Designation of
specific task
specific task
assigned by teacher
pupil's choice of
some tasks
pupil's decision about
aspect of subject
to pursue
Scheduling of
period
pupil required to
complete task by
specified time
pupil's freedom to
complete task at any
time during specifiec
morning or afternoon
pupil's engagement in
activity when he
chooses
Duration of
task
pupil required to
work on subject
for specified
length of time
pupil' s choice of
how long he will
stay with activity,
perhaps with a
minimum performance
specified
no limits on time
spent on particular
activity
Determination of
procedures and
materials to
be used
how task is to bo
accomplished spelled
out by teacher
pupil's options to
decide how to
complete assigned
task
determination by
pupil of how to
proceed and what
materials to use,
possibly after consul-
tation with teacher
Choice of
participants
group assigned
by teacher
pupil's choice of
established
rrouns
pupil' s decision as to
whom to sit, work, or
share materials with
Evaluation of
vork
work checked by
teacher
joint evaluation by
teacher and pupil
work checked by
pupil himself
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Tho idea of encouraging the child to take responsibility for specific decisions in
the classroom is different from that in the traditional classroom in which teachers
make most of the decisions. In a typical classroom no key decisions are made by
students.
Sharing Responsibility for Key Decisions
In no classroom axe all decisions made by the students. Child responsibility does
not mean abdication of teacher responsibility . Varying patterns of responsibility
for different activities will continue to exist. Within this context, the degree
to >dilch the teacher shifts responsibilities to pupils depends upon the readiness of
the class. It may be necessary to start slowly
,
to permit only choices of scheduling
or among a number of activities in a designated period. Happily, responsibility is
contagious. As children learn to schedule their work and to choose their own activi-
ties, they find it easier to decide how long to spend on a subject, with whom to
work, how long to use materials. Finally, they can identify how best to learn.
Contemplating Change
Much of human behavior is governed by habit—ways of responding to stimuli that are
60 well established that they have become automatic and are seldom questioned.
These habits serve an important function, enabling people to act without having to
stop and think about every move. But they may also act as barriers to change. Al-
though some individuals welcome breaks in their familiar routines, others become up-
set when their patterns are disrupted.
Classrooms are also frequently ruled by established traditions and habits that are
rarely questioned. Changes in them may also be disturbing. If reading has always
been scheduled early in the morning, a suggestion that the day be started with
science may cither arouse new interest in the science lesson or disturb
teacher and
pupils alike. Teachers who wish to make changes in their classrooms
must confront
this factor. They must be prepared to accept change and to help
their students to
dOfiD.
One of the first prerequisites for making changes from a
traditional classroom is
for the teacher to examine critically the current
habits of the classroom, almost
as an anthropologist surveys another society. She
must askt "What are tie mores,
the »ut ines, of this class? Which routines
support learning? V.’hich tend to inhibit
it? Vfhich routines sene a present function?
Which have merely been retained from
habit or lack of knowledge of alternatives?" She
must also examine classroom
procedures, asking:" Is it necessai? that children refrain
from talking or from
changing their scats while working? Is it essential
that all children work on the
same subject at the same time? Are whole-class lessons
effective? To what extent
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are they reaching all the children? Are the children learning? Is there evidence
that they can apple their knowledge? Are new interests developing? Are they excited
about their work—intellectually curious? How effective are the procedures for cop-
ing with the discipline problems? Are the children developing self-discipline?
V/hat happens when the teacher steps out of the iroon? How about groups? Do they tend
to remain static? Are children grouped by ability because they really learn better
that way? Are the self-cor.cepts of children in the low-ability groups affected by
their placenent? What is the emotional tone of the class? How nuch time is spent in
enforcing rules?"
As teachers analyze their classes along these lines, they identify those areas in
which change is most desirable. In the process they also ascertain the extent to
which they are committed to the philosophy of truly learner-oriented education, i.e.
child centered. Many traditional classrooms provide good education for their students.
A teacher should not discard an approach that work without carefully considering
what 6he plane to substitute. For this reason, the pace at which changes are adopt-
ed will vary from class to class. Steps toward "opening1 ' a classroom can be taken
at the beginning of the school year or during its course. There cm be changes in a
few areas at a time or in all areas at once. Several factors will influence the
rate of change.
Start SI only
There are basically two ways of moving slowly toward making changes in a classroom t
"opening" one subject at a time and establishing one open activity period per week.
The Subject Approach A subject in which options can be offered to the students
should be selected. Social studies and science lend themselves readily to the subject
approach. The teacher, instead of choosing a topic to be studied by the whole class,
offers number of alternative units. For exanple, she may select three science units
like electricity, space and simple machines. The students may choose to work on any
one of them during the coming month. An individual student ray also be allowed to
substitute a different unit if he chooses.
There should be a number of science books, both textbooks and general publications
available to help children to make their choices. Some newer curriculum units may
bo used. They have kits on different topics for use by individuals or small groups
of children, and encourage children to work independently. Whatever resources are
used, it will be necessary for the teacher to discuss some of the different ways of
investigating a science topic. For example, students may simple explore materials,
or they may do written research, perform a series of experiments ana record their
observations, or build a model innustrating the scientific principles involved.
They may visit related places (like a planetarium), interview people, write for
information, or preiare film strips and tapes. They ray use several of these meth-
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od8 or choose others.
Students may be permitted to decide whether they wish to work independently or in
groups, and in the latter instance to choose group members. At first the teacher
*111 specify a particular time for children to work on their science projects. As
they become more interested, the pupils may start reading and writing in conjunction
with their topics, and the teacher may permit them to engage in science study in
preference to some other work,
The aim of the teacher who 'opens* her class for one subject is slowly to encourage
thediildren to assume more and more responsibility for this subject* Chooseirg a topic
and determining how to investigate it, when to work on it, with whom to work, and
finally how to present it. This process will be gradual. Initially the children
may need more specific directions in pursuing their investigations and the teacher
may have to make resource information available for each topic. Textbooks and
curriculum guides can be used by the children.
Vhon the teacher's written plan is used as a starting point, it should offer a choice
of activities and permit each child to complete them in a way that interests him.
But plans devised or chosen by the teacher should be viewed as temporary expedients.
The goal is for the child to participate in planning his own work and eventually to
write some of his own proposals.
There are some techniques for aiding students to plan their own investigations into
topics One rather structured technique was used by a teacher to help children who
needed guidance in designing a study. She designed several activities related to •
science topics and assigned a different point value to each. Some activities were
worth five points each, others one or two. She suggested that students somplete
at least ten points of activities for each topic. This system enabled children to
decide whether they wished to engage in several easy tasks or a few more difficult
ones. Children were also permitted to suggest their own activities and to assign
appropriate points to 'them. The limitations of such approaches must be appreciated.
They are reported here because they can be helpful to students who have had no
experience in planning their own work, but they do reflect the teacher's concep-
tion of an area of study, rather than those of the children. A child working in
an open environment could conceivably take a one-point activity and extend it in
unforeseen directions, A point system would tend to inhibit this development.
Another technique for assisting students to devise their own investigations of
science topics is to maintain a science-resource index file in the classroom. The
box can be divided into topics like space, air, and electricity. For each topic,
there can be the following subheadings: Questions about the Topic/ Activities
Suggested Experiments/ Outside Resources
Available Research Material
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Tho file is available as a ready resource for children vho are planning to work
on particular science topics. They ray draw up their plans by choosing from among
questions, activities, and other procedures suggested and by adding othors of their
own. The rsource box offers tho child who needs it a sense of the scope of the topic
and ideas for initial proceedings, while permitting him to choose thise investigations
that appeal to him. One requirement for such a Hie is that both teacher and children
contribute information for each heading and questions a^bout atopic. The teacher's
questions should be open-ended rather than specifics "Which of these will a magnet
attract—wood, metal, paper, plastic?' is less useful than "How many objects can you
find that a magnet will or will not attract?' Can you find anything that these objects
have in common?' The children should be urged to file questions for themselves and
others to explore.
Some teachers fear that when pupils are permitted to pose their own questions they
may pose superficial ones or questions that do not lend themselves to classroom
investigation. Teachers will have to address themselves to this, to help children
to formulate significant questions that can be investigated at their levels of develop-
ment, This process is in itself an important learning experience for youngsters,
Cxadually, as children become more responsible in one subject, the open approach
may be extended to other areas of the curriculum, and similar options may be offered
in many areas of work. It may be necessary to proceed slowly. Months of step-by-step
change may be required before children are ready to accept more responsibility for
their work.
The Activity Approach Another method of 6lowly establishing change in a classroom
is to start with one period each week. This period may be designated for children
to choose from a number of alternative activities. An entire afternoon or morning
is suggested, though I caution against choosing Friday afternoon, rather than "prime"
time,
,
•
'
With the children's help a number of activities can be planned for that period.
These activities may be grouped around a common subject like mathematics, or arts
and crafts, or they can be centered around a theme. For example, if the theme is
Latin America, activities may include weaving; basket making; pottery; modeling
•archaeological finds" in clay; cooking; making felt serapes; constructing musical
instruments like tambourines, maracas, and castanete; learning Spanish dances; Span-
ish language lessons; building a store using Spanish currency made by students, and
Baking a pimata, A series of unrelated activities may also be adopted i designing
puppets, film-strip art, painting pictures on light-sensitive paper, bookbinding,
rock constructions, and games.
S2iZ. 2: few activities should be initiated at one time . Each should be conducted in
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& different fomer of the room, and each child should be pornitted to choose one.
Activities that axe popular and oversubscribed can be repeated later. Before pro-
ceeding, a few simple requirements should be reviewed by the class:
1. Each group is responsible for its own housekeeping and packing away unused
naterial,
2. No one is to interfere with any one else's work,
3. Children are expected to stay with the activities that they have chosen for
the entire period.
The activity period also affords an opportunity for the teacher to invite a parent
or an older child to the class to demonstrate a particular skill: sewing, needlework,
tie dying, Morse code, macramc' or the like. " ..
During the period the teacher should act as a consultant, prepared to show the students
how to use materials but not exactly what to construct. The teacher should observe
the class, analyzing which activities appear to fit: which stimulate children, which
engage them, which quickly bore them. Much can be garnered from this observation for
planning future work.
At the end of the period the class should evaluate the results of their activities.
How were the materials handled? What was produced? Which activities should be re-
peated? Which discarded? Which extended? What new ones can be suggested? As the
weekly activity period is continued, the teacher may find that the children axe using
6ome mathematics for measurement, reading amd writing on their project topics, ar.d
beginning to integrate some of their other school work into ihe activity periods.
This advance may lead to the next step, which is "moving moderately" to institute
change
.
Moving Moderately
The moderate route toward "opening*' begins with an approximately even division be-
tween formal and informal work. Often mornings are scheduled for reading, mathematics,
and language arts. The afternoons are reserved for freer work on science, social
studies, class projects, and various other activities.
Children should know what is expected of them during the informal periods. For
example, they my complete science or social studios projects, work on a play or
plan a bulletin board or display. There should be provisions forscording their
plans for this work, as well as for the Jesuits,
A s the class bee ones more experienced in scheduling its own day, in engaging in
diverse activities simultaneously, in employing an "activity approach in mathe-
matics and language arts, the teacher may find that the can no longer maintain a
distinction between formal and informal work.
The teacher is the catalyst, striving to spark learning in his or her
students, to
inspire questions, activities, and thoughts, and they themselves
learning in the
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process. Teachers acknowledge that their primary responsibility is to pronote
children’s learning. No matter how hunanc the environment that they have established,
no natter how aesthetically pleasing it is, they recognize that if the students in
their classes are not learning they are failing them. They do not 6imply ignore the
slow learner as long as he is happy and the fa3t learner as long as he is busy.
They do not confuse neglect with encouragement for a child to assume an active part
in his own education. They meet with tho child regularly, assessing his progress,
diagnosing his needs, and identifying his strengths in order to help him function
productively,
• (Note : The gender "she" has been used to represent teacher and "he" for student
throughout this reading.)
Exercise Three
The way a teacher moves about the class-froom has a profound effect on the messages
she conveys to students, cn the ways in which she relates to students, and ultimately
on the learning that occurs. Her movement demonstrates how she feels about students,
at the sane time it has a determining effect on her relationships with students,
For example a teacher who alvays sits or stands behind a desk may be putting a physi-
cal barrier between herself and her students. If she remains behind the cfesk because
6he feels uncomfortable relating to students, the students may perceive her as being
emotionally as well as physically distant.
Here is another example: If a generally active teacher who coves throughout the class-
room consistently avoids one corner, it may be because a student in that comer makes
the teacher uncomfortable, (It may also be because there is traffic noise outside the
window in that corner or on that side of the room, over vhich the teacher cannot be
heard’.) But perhaps it is because of a student, by avoiding that comer the teacher
conveniently avoids the student, while at the same time creating even greater distance
from that student. Until the teacher becomes aware of her pattern of movement, she
is unlikely to confront and change her feelings of discomfort.
Objectives
1, To help you monitor your movement in a classroom.
2, To help you identify the possible effects of your classroom movement
on students.
3, To assist you in making your physical movement contribute to
your goals.
Directions
For a specified period of time (perhaps for one period or one hour)
a colleague can
map your movement about the classroom, (See WORKSHEET #7)
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The observer can use the following directions:
1. Using the space provided on I/jCSHEET #7 draw a map of the classroom, including
the furniture arrangement, (See sample on sar.e worksheet.)
2. Cha^rt with a pencil the teacher's location at the beginning of class, and
follow her movement throughout the agreed-upon time period,
3. Consecutively number spots at which the teacher stops.
4. Draw concentric circles around the spots where the teacher remains for a signi-
ficant tine period; one circle for every three minutes.
Questions (The following questions are for your own personal use.)
1, In which areas of your classroom did you spend most of your time?
2, Did you neglect any area(s)?
3, Did the students' activities determine your movemehts in any way? How?
4, What effect did the seating arratigenent have on your movements?
5, What effect might your movement have had on students?
6, Do you want to make ary changes, based on the information you now have? Why or
why not?
«
Follow-Up (Optional)
A teacher's movement in the classroom can have a significant effect on the learning
that occurs. If follows, then, that becoming aware of your movement, analyzing its
possible effects, and planning for and carrying through movements that facilitate
your goals should become part of your planning process. Your lessons may determine
some or all of your movements in the classroom, If you consistently include refer-
ences to a map in your plans, or if you consistently use the chalkboard, your move-
ments will be somewhat limited. If you wish to spend less tine at the map or at the
board, you could instead provide maps or other materials to distribute to iudents,
thus freeing yourself to move in different ways. The lessons you plan should allow
you as many options for movement as possible and should free, rather than restrict,
your movement in the classroom.
Use the information that you giin by having your movement monitored and rapped to
devise a plan of movement for a lesson you will use in the next few days. Be
as
specific in your plan as is appropriate for the lesson. Use the following
questions
to assist in your planning: 1. Does the lesson itself dictate
your movement in any
way? For example, do you have to remain in one place in order to use
audio-visual
aids? Specify those elements of your lesson that tquire you to move in
specific ways.
2. What effect might the movements you cited above have on the
learning that occurs?
3. How elso can you plan the lesson so that you can
have the greater choice of your
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novement in the classroom?
Following the lesson for which you planned your movement, evaluate for yourself
afterward how your movements night have effected the learning that occured.
Bibliography
There are no additions to the Bibliographies submitted for Process One and Process Two
(April 7) (April 14)'
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Reaction to the reading on pages one through the
(Please return thic page.)
top of page eight.
LOr.SHEET <18
Reaction to Exercise Three on pages eight and nine.
Please circle the letter which best describes how you chose to complete Process Three.
A. By myself. B. Discussion with one C. Engaged in small group
other person. discussion.
D. Large group
discussion
E. Partly alone, partly
with others; BCD
I spent approximately (time) completing this Process.
THANK YOU'.
Name
School City
APPENDIX I
April 28, 1976 — Fourth Exposure Proces
— Letter
Theme: Integration of the Disciplines
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April 28, 1076
Dear Principal and Participating Teacher:
Enclosed is Process Four: Intestine the Disciplines
.
your cooperation?
'““***^ nlCelV ‘ ^
Sincerely,
Sister Margaret L. Cassidy, O.S.F.
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April 28, 1976
Integration of the Disciplines
;••••• ....
are not opposite but complementary!"
^ “d play
The Plowden Report
At a commencement from an undergraduate school ceremony, a speaker
recently said, in effect, if you are capable of studying on your own,
we here have indeed done our job.
While working at the graduate level, we were told that we were being
prepared to conduct research projects and how to communicate our findings
accurately.
Does it not seem obvious, when reflecting upon these goals, that
much of his elementary and high school years of study could well be
wasted? Motivation stemming from a pleasure in learning seems to be
crucial as an added factor before such goals as those stated above are
worth the effort. How to make learning an exciting quest becomes, there-
fore, a driving ambition because as a goal it makes just as much sense
for elementary school youngsters to have the fun of learning independently
as college graduates.
In the educational system with which most of us are familiar, the
rate of learning becomes as important as learning itself, since group
instruction is necessary in most classes. But if the rate of learning
(as opposed to learning itself) is eliminated as an ultimate criterion,
then the child who learns slowly is no longer retarded.
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Through changes in the structure of the school, it is possible to
establish programs that can accomodate a wide range of individual dif-
ferences. When curriculum is individualized, each child can learn at his
own rate. When a child is successfully involved in learning important
skills, he may be too busy to become a behavior problem. Many disci-
pline problems stem from placing a child under too much stress. Programs
that are learner-oriented lessen the amount of stress children face in
classrooms
.
Individualization of learning allows the child a voice in determin-
ing the consequences of his own actions. Power and control assume less
important roles than learning. Learner-oriented programs can do a great
deal for potential special-education children, as they allow these chil-
dren to remain in the mainstream of education. There is less need to
establish special classes, since every child is considered exceptional
or in need of special instruction.
Most of us are familiar with the "neatly wrapped packages" of
subjects, common to most traditional classrooms. Proponents' of a learner-
oriented classroom argue that learning cannot always be neatly wrapped
and marked "mathematics," "reading," "science," and the like. Many
activities involve a variety of subjects. Mathematics can sometimes be
more easily learned while designing a toy building, and reading while in
pursuit of scientific information.
Integrated Curriculum and Integrated Day
Ihis fourth process will ask you to think about integrated curricu-
lum, in which subject boundaries are less distinct. The work of the
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class is
subjects.
organized around broad, unified themes, which encompass many
Skills are studied as they are required by the activity and
are practiced in the course of significant tasks
isolation.
rather than simply in
As the child works through the integrated day (a day in which there
are minimum fixed periods)
,
he is free to follow to choose among a range
of choices agreed upon earlier in the day between himself and the
teacher. These choices and decisions can occur in the early part of the
day at a class meeting, mid-day, after a recess period, or whenever the
teacher decides to call the class together.
Neither "integrated curriculum" nor "integrated day" is to be
interpreted rigidly or construed as eliminating the need for occasional
separate teaching of individual subjects or the scheduling of class work
by the teacher. For example, it is probably impossible to introduce all
the necessary math skills as part of an integrated curriculum.
In practice, the degree of integration of the discipline varies.
Some subjects, like spelling, grammar, and social studies, lend them-
i
selves more readily to this approach. Teachers recognize that all sub-
jects can be learned more easily when they are approached through stimu-
lating activities, but they remain conscious of certain skills appropri-
ate to the age levels of the youngsters and include training in them.
Similarly, teachers encourage each child to plan his day and to choose
his activities responsibly; they hesitate to interrupt a child who is
profitably engaged in a task, yet they strive to ensure a variety of
work within a period of time. If a child consistently shies away from an
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-. ^ may be because he lachs con-
fidence in his ability i„ the neglected area and requires further instruc-
The sensitive teacher will find means of exposing children
to many activities, in order to help them to become
.ore competent to
choose for themselves.
Topics and Projects
A unique characteristic of the curriculum of learner-oriented educa-
tion is its emphasis on topics and projects, which may supplant many of
the traditional subjects or serve as means of integrating them. Topics
and projects also provide a primary medium for permitting children to
0
explore their own interests.
Several terms are used for projects in elementary schools: "themes,"
units, centers of interest," "environmental studies," "topics,"
projects." Although distinctions have at times been made among these
terms, these distinctions tend to become blurred in practice. For this
reason, we shall use only the terms "topics" and "projects" for the kinds
of activities generally included under all these headings in open class-
rooms. Topics and projects will be distinguished from each other here:
A topic is a unit of work pursued by an individual child or small group;
it is usually more limited in scope than is a project, which encompasses
a longer unit of work for a larger group, the entire class, or in some
instances the entire school.
Most teachers have at times included topics and projects in the con-
ventional curriculum. Children have done research on topics or con-
structed objects in conjunction with science or social studies units.
Topics and projects constitute ^ £ssentia] ^ ^ ^
their execution may involve work in every elementary subject.
Topics
m addition to his other work, each child is expected to inventi-
ve at least one topic on his own. The time devoted to such a topic
will vary.
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Toplcs should b£ freely chQsen ^ the chiidpen
to reflect their own interests. At first, children may require sug-
gestions for topics. The teacher may help to compile a list of possi-
bilities, but the students should be permitted to make the final choice.
King on a Topic. Topic work is generally performed individually,
but there are times when small groups may wish to work together. The
methods of exploring a topic vary with its nature and the maturity of
the children. Most children keep topic notebooks in which they record
research about their topics and include pictures or original illustra-
tions. Others make constructions or displays, either in addition to their
notebooks or as primary means of presenting their findings. Some may
choose to paint murals, prepare sculptures, produce film strips, write
skits, or combine several of these activities.
The emphasis placed on topic work in a particular class varies. In
some classes teachers will insist that the children work on their topics
regularly and may even set aside periods for such work. In others topics
are pursued more sporadically. The degree of involvement depends upon
the individual child.
The chief function of topics is to teach students how to learn.
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Fro, experience gained while pur5ulng an area of lnterest> chnd
will develop a staple but logical method of systematically seeking,
absorbing, organizing and recording knowledge.
Teachers must be available as consultants and
resource persons for work on topics, ready to help children as they
proceed. They should be careful not to direct the actual course of the
investigations. To the greatest extent possible, children should deter-
mine how they wish to pursue their studies, deciding for themselves "how
to learn." Teachers will have several other responsibilities connected
with topics. They should be aware of the choice of topics made by each
Child, }n order to ensure that his choice is consistent with his level
of maturity. Some children tend to narrow their choices to areas with
which they are familiar. In such instances, teachers must determine
whether the child's failure to diversify his choices results from
insecurity or from absorbing interest in the chosen field. Their reac-
tions will depend upon this assessment.
It is also sometimes necessary for teachers to stimulate and even
to suggest new avenues of exploration to children as they work on their
topics. They will wish to make certain that each child’s interest in
a topic is maintained. When interest wanes, the child may be ready to
complete his study, or he may be stymied in his investigation. In the
latter instance, the teacher may have to suggest new directions for study
or additional resources. The decision to consider a topic completed
should be made jointly by teacher and child. It is unwise to suggest
that a child stay with a topic in which he has lost interest, but it is
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com-
important that he be encouraged to explore his topic In a depth
mensurate with his ability, rather than superficially. Fluently a
child is not aware of the ramifications of his topic.
^EMriEia^^Elc. When work on a topic has been completed, the
child should have an opportunity to share some of his new Information
with the class. This presentation serves the dual purpose of enabling
him to display his own work and of stimulating new interests In other
members of the class. Such sharing need not take the form of reports to
the entire class. Children may list their topics on the bulletin board
and Invite Interested members to participate In discussions about them
or to view displays at particular hours. In some instances, the work
will deserve a larger audience. Work on topics can be shared through
school assemblies, class meetings, or school exhibits. Not every child
will, however, wish to report to others on his topic. Some children
will prefer not to share a particular piece of work; once they have
satisfied their own interest in certain subjects, they may not want to
discuss them further. \
Displays should always be appropriately labeled with the name of
the "authors." It is also advisable to maintain a class index file,
including the title of each topic and the child who investigated it.
This file serves as a "resource list" of children who are "authorities"
in different fields. If a child wishes to study a particular subject,
he may find that another child has already done so and can be used as a
source of advice.
Advantages of Topic Work
.
There are many advantages to work on
topics
.
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1. It permits each child to pursue an individual interest
within the curriculum.
2. It enhances the acquisition of research skills, teaching
a child how to investigate a subject.
3. It encourages initiative, enabling a child to plan an
important part of his own work.
4. It eliminates artificial barriers among subjects and
provides a means by which a child can integrate and use
what he has learned.
5. It leads to greater knowledge of many areas.
6. It stimulates new interests.
Possible topics are literally unlimited. Here are some examples:
Famous people, chosen Women's Liberation Moviesby profession or race movement Medic ine
Fictional characters Civil rights Pets
Sports (statistics, Presidents of the Flowers
origins of games, United States Elections
athletes) State capitals Birds
Authors Radio Insects
Musical Instruments Television Holidays
Witches Codes Stamps
Astrology Puzzles Coins
Printing Toys or games . Unusual customs
The school States Myths
The community
Cooking
Foreign countries
Dress
Superstitions
also titles listed under "Projects" later in this reading)
Projects
There is often no clear-cut distinction between topics and projects.
A subject that begins as an individual topic may come to interest a larger
group and may develop into a class project. The suggested topics listed
may well be the themes of projects also.
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Each class generally has a project on whlch ^ ^^ ^ ^
group. Thls project may suppl£ment wQrk ^ ^
classrooms, social studies and science are frequently taught through
class projects. For example, in one open classroom in New York City
the children became intrigued by Ancient Greece and a project developed.
They set up an Athenian senate, which they used as an actual governing
body. They studied Greek history, staged several skits and an "Olympics,"
constructed a model of the Greek marketplace and a section of the
Parthenon. Another group became interested in Greek art, visited the
Metropolitan Museum, and made pottery modeled after Ancient Greek vases.
The project continued for months.
The length of time spent on a project will vary with its nature and
the interest that it engenders. One class spent an entire semester on a
project on vocations. The children surveyed and graphed the vocations
of their parents, did research on different careers, invited speakers,
and visited factories and businesses; then each member of the class
chose to study a specific vocation in depth. The information became part
of a really worthwhile book of careers, which contained valuable data
used later for a unit on vocational education in other classes in the
school.
Choosing a Project . Interest in a project can be sparked in many
ways: It can begin with a topic that one child has been exploring: a
television broadcast, a newspaper item, a book read to the class, a dis-
cussion, school visitors, a collection lent to the school by a museum or
parent, current events, and field trips. For example, a visit by one
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child's father, who was a stockbroker, led one class to engage in an
extensive project on the stock market; it included "purchasing" a group
of stocks, following their daily ups and downs, studying the operation of
the market, and exploring the responsibilities of stockholders in a
corporation. In another class, a parent who was a lawyer inspired
interest in law and the American system of justice. The parent arranged
a class visit to a local court and the participation of the class in pre-
paring a bill for introduction to the state legislature.
During the world chess-championship matches, one class undertook
to study the history of the game and the biographies of world champions.
Some members of the class built chess sets and organized a tournament.
The Olympics intrigued another class and led to many related projects.
Sometimes a project can be stimulated by a piece of material. The
teacher or a child may bring in an old clock, a rock, a shell, a bird's
nest, a bottle, or an old pair of shoes. A project can develop through
the preparation of a flow chart based on such an object. The title is
written on the blackboard or a large sheet of paper. The children dis-
cuss all the various possibilities for exploration that come to mind,
each suggestion leading to others in a process called brainstorming
.
The
children then decide which areas they wish to pursue.
A few grains of sand in one pocket led to an extensive project on
sand. The teacher posed three questions: (1) "Where is it found?";
(2) "What is it used for?"; and (3) "What can we do with it?" The class
constructed a flow chart on sand in response to these questions.
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They then divided into groups, each group undertook a major area of
investigation from those suggested on the chart. The children also used
sand in creative projects. The results were impressive.
An old pair of shoes led to some particularly imaginative studies.
Stories were written about the people who had worn the shoes, materials
for making shoes were investigated, research was conducted on kinds of
shoes and where they are worn, other shoes were sprayed to create pop
art, and one group examined things that come in pairs.
A class of six- and seven-year-olds decided to study the color blue
They explored why the sky is blue, the primary colors, paintings from
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Pablo Picasso’s Blue Period; they noted the number of children in the
Class with blue eyes, made Venn diagrams showing the ratio of blue eyes
to the total number of boys and eirls In iy a g i the class, wrote mood poems
entitled "When I Feel Blue " anri r ^ j
,
d worked on a variety of blue artistic
creations: mosaics made of hits of blue paper, eggshells dyed blue,
paintings, sculpture of blue clay, and collages. They also made a dis-
play of different blue obiects minro ™ ,J . Colors make convenient themes for class
projects.
This same class was so intrigued by the idea of developing a project
around a single common dimension that it then decided to collect objects
that are round. This project also led to a number of studies, from the
discoveries of Copernicus to an imaginative examination of the environ-
ment based on the proposition "What if everything in the world were
round?"
Environmental studies are the impetus for many class projects. Chil
dren may visit the seashore and decide to investigate the sea; a nature
preserve may interest them in facets of plant and animal life; they can
look into the background of a historical landmark; or they may undertake
study of a particular neighborhood. The last approach is popular in
England. A group studies the history of the neighborhood, its residents,
the architecture of its buildings, its shops, its trees, and so on.
Usually this type of study is limited to a small area of a few blocks.
The group often constructs a model of the area.
One class became interested in early man and investigated some
significant archaeological finds. They decided to organize a "dig." They
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contacted the mayor and the local historical society and finally secured
permission to work at a nearby site. They Invited an archaeologist from
the local university to discuss procedures with them and ran a white-
elephant sale to raise funds for equipment. Finally they began work.
First they surveyed the land and planted markers. Then they began to dig.
Photographs were taken as the work progressed, the area was mapped, and
notes were taken of all artifacts discovered. The group has a collection
of bricks, a piece of bottle, bits of pottery, a door hinge, and a tool.
There was one other offshoot of this project: The discovery of the bot-
tle fragment aroused interest in bottle collecting, decorating bottles,
and classifying them.
Environmental studies are frequently linked with ecological investi-
gations-for example, study of pollution in the environment. As a
result, many classes have become interested in recycling waste products,
and many projects have developed around the use of njunk."
Although initially some projects may be inspired by the teacher, it
is essential that pupils participate in choosing class projects, which
are important avenues for expanding children’s ‘interests. Frequently,
class meetings provide a forum for deciding on a new project. Sometimes
one child who is more verbal than the rest may quickly offer a suggestion
for a project and then the rest of the class may simply go along, so that
the teacher mistakes the child's choice for that of the whole class.
Planning the Work
. Once the theme of the project has been chosen,
the class will still need help in determining which aspects to explore.
Constructing a flow chart has been mentioned as one approach. The teacher
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-y nake addltional suggestlons for research or
^
the subject. Sometimes a group of children may agree to shore responsi-
bility for developing ideas for the project. They may screen the litera-
ture and then meet with the teacher to draw up a U8t of posslble avenues
of exploration. Lists of resources may have to be compiled. They may
include books, reference works, films, displays, people who can be
to the class, field trips. Some of them may be attended to before
work actually commences; that is, a speaker can be invited or a field
trip scheduled. This prior planning serves both as a means of stimulat-
ing further interest in the project and of indicating its dimensions.
In. some instances, a work plan is prepared before the project is
begun. Even when a project is carefully planned in advance, however,
there must be provision for exploration of facets not originally
included. For example, one class studying Japan became aware that the
Japanese are baseball fans. A group of ten-year-old boys then extended
their original plans to include research on baseball in Japan. The
result was a productive investigation in which the Japanese consulate
and American athletes who had played in Japan were consulted for informa-
tion.
Gr°up s in Project Work . Although groups are not essential, chil-
dren generally do work on projects in groups. These groups are usually
based on the interests of class members. There will be times when a
teacher may wish to balance the composition of a group in terms of the
members talents or to place a particular child with one group for social
or other reasons. Nevertheless, groups established by the teacher should
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Illy t,wulli iti d-iu_ing with whom they will work.
A group member should be designated as the leader by the students
-d there should be some provision for rotating leadership responsibili-
ti6S “ th£ C0UrSe ° £ the ^ • Each sroup should be expected to
Plan its work and to make a tentative schedule for completing it. The
leader will be expected to keep an up-to-date record of the plans and
the work that is being done. This record enables the teacher to check
with the leader regularly to ensure that the project is not bogging down.
Space may have to be allotted to each group for work in progress; provi-
sion should also be made for storage of materials used by the group.
Culminating the Projec t
. A project should not be allowed simply to
fade away. The entire class should be able to survey the work that has
been accomplished, so that each group sees more than only the aspects on
which it has concentrated. There are many methods for accomplishing this
goal. There may be individual group presentations, or the whole class
may cooperate on a presentation summarizing all' the different facets.
Reading of long written group reports to the class should be avoided.
A group may make a film or tape material, so that individual children can
look or listen. Children may perform an experiment, prepare a bulletin
board, work on a mural, duplicate their results for distribution to the
class, or write and bind a book. Sometimes an entire class will coop-
erate on a book summarizing all the findings; photographs of displays or
models and other illustrations will enhance such a book.
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Advantage of Project Work. Many of the values attributed to projects
are similar to those associated with work on topics. Projects
important functions in open classrooms:
1.
They help to integrate the curriculum around unify-
serve
ing themes
.
2.
They permit study of subjects in a manner that has
meaning for children, stimulating varied avenues of
exploration.
3. They allow pursuit of individual interests.
4. They enhance ability to use varied means of investi-
gating a subject.
5. They help to develop social skills connected with
working in a group.
6. They encourage student leadership.
7. They foster student initiative.
8. They lead to increased knowledge about many subjects
that are not usually part of the curriculum.
9. They stimulate new interests.
Because of the advantages of topic and project approaches in the
classroom, many teachers have attempted to organize their entire curricula
in this manner. Although there are undoubtedly projects that can become
all-encompassing and there may be periods of time when they will replace
individual subjects, the teacher must still make provision for teaching
certain skills not included in work on the project. It is possible, for
example, to exaggerate the mathematical skills developed in connection
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with a project. Measurement may be required for a construction, for
example, but measurement is only one aspect of mathematics. It is
unlikely that work on the "three Rs" can be completely replaced by
project work. Other subjects, however, do lend themselves to teaching
through projects. Social studies and science have been mentioned in this
connection. Spelling, grammar, art, and music are others.
In discussing projects, we have emphasized an integrated approach.
A further note of caution is in order: It may not always be desirable
to try to integrate all areas of the curriculum around a project or
theme. If attempts to include many different subjects in the develop-
ment of a project become labored, the project may seem contrived. There
is an additional factor: Concentration on one project as the central
work of the class may be valuable for a certain period of time while the
class is really interested, but if it continues too long it may offer
too narrow a focus. A class deserves a rich curriculum, and the teacher
who concentrates on one project should be certain that it meets this
criterion. r
Many of the subjects mentioned as possible individual topics may
also be appropriate for class projects. Here are suggestions for other
possible projects:
Animals
Reptiles
Fish
Flight
Colors
Historical events
Periods of history
Farms
Architecture
Time
Careers
Transportation
Space
Films
Art and artists
Boats
Automobiles
Food
Seasons
Communities
Sound
Minorities
Environmental
studies
Pollution
Government
Law
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Archaeology
Scientists
The human body
Symbols
Times of day
(morning, after-
noon, evening)
United Nations
Foreign countries
Post office
Light
Pantomime
Cybernetics
Beaches
Senior citizens
Public health
Communication
Homes
The sea
Trees
Considerations of age or cradp i oiroi v.8 g e level have purposely been excluded from
this list. The same theme can be used for projects on many different
levels. For example, a first-year class and a sixth-year class can each
investigate boats. In the first year, children may cut out pictures of
different boats and ships, make models, and write short pieces. Older
children may pursue this subject by studying the history of commerce,
different kinds of ships, products shipped from a particular harbor and
their dollar value, maritime laws, the shipping industry, unions, fish-
ing laws, territorial limits, and waterways.
Summary
What possibilities are there for beginning a truly learner-oriented
philosophy and learning style in your school? In your classroom? If
the conditions summarized below could be met, such a learning program
in your school is a good possibility.
1* ^ belief that students are people, individuals and
can be trusted.
2. A student can be given the opportunity to make his
own assignments as part of his regular school programs.
3. The student will be able to make decisions concerning
evaluation of his work and progress. This is more
than just assigning a grade.
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4. A school and teachers that will tolerate the "rough
beginning period."
5. Teachers who will be willing to try thl, neM
teacher role.
If the foregoing qualifications are met
to happen to students:
you can expect these things
1. They take responsibility for their learning.
2. They become more self-reliant.
3. A better self-image is developed.
4. Continuous learning can be expected after formal
schooling is completed.
5. Responsible leadership will be evidenced.
6. Academic achievement will be as high, if not higher,
than before.
7. Attitudes toward learning will be improved.
How often do we educators ask ourselves what we can do to improve
that experience to which children are subjected for a major portion of
their early life? Do we look at the resources available in our own
school and civic community? Perhaps a careful and realistic appraisal
of their resources will show that the major resources is the children.
This is true not only in terms of quantity but also quality. Children
are what education is all about. Let us examine and be open to possible
changes for increasing the quality of education. We agree that children
are different and unequal in their abilities, aptitudes, personalities
and characteristics. Children do not progress in all school subjects at
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equal rates, children entering school at chronological age six may
et as much as four or five years in mental age. Purthermore. as
children advance through schnni i-i,ool, the spread of achievement widens.
Education must, therefore, be a matter of individual student considera-
n within a structure that recognizes and capitalizes upon the
individuality of each consumer. The school must allow individual stu-
dents to pursue their studies at r*t- Q oates commensurate with their individual
abilities. It must provide each tudent with an opportunity to succeed,
or at least to avoid failure in
’
n reaching these personal achievement
levels
.
Exercise Four
(Please see LOGSHEET #9.)
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LOGSHEET <19
(Please return this page.)
Designation of
Specific Task
Scheduling of
Period
Duration of
Task
Subject assigned com-
pulsory for student
f.
Specific task
assigned by teacher
1
Pupil required to
complete task by
specified time
16
.
Pupil required to
work on subject for
specified length of
time
Pupil's choice of
work in a few area s
Pupil's choice of
some tasks
17
Pupil's freedom to
complete task at any
time during speci-
fied morning or
afternoon
n.
Pupil's choice of
how long he will
stay with activity,
perhaps with a
minimum performance
specified
Work on subject
voluntary
Pupil’s decision
about aspect of sub-
ject to pursue
9.
Pupil's engagement
in activity when he
chooses
U.
No limits on time
spent on particular
activity
Determination of
Procedures and
Material Be
Used
Choice of Par-
ticipants
Evaluation of
Work
1}
How task is to be
accomplished spelled
out by teacher
to.
Group assigned by
teacher
/?.
Work checked by
teacher
Pupil's options to
decide how to com-
plete assigned task
n.
Pupil's choice of
established groups
t\C.
Joint evaluation by
-
teacher and pupil
o'.
Determination by
pupil of how to pro-
ceed and what mate-
rials to use, pos-
sibly after consul-
tatlon with teacher
//.
Pupil's decision as
to whom to sit,
work, or share mate-
rials with
a.
Work checked by
pupil himself
In each of the boxes on the chart above (marked 1-21), mark the letter which best
represents your general feeling and practice about decisions that are made in your
classroom. J
A. Most Comfortable
B. Comfortable
C. Usually a Part of My Teaching Style
D. No Strong Feeling
E. Not Usually a Part of My Teaching Style
F. Uncomfortable
G. Most Uncomfortable
Name
: _
School
:
City:
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LOGSHEET //10
(.Please return this page.)
Reaction to the reading on pages one through twenty.
Reaction to Exercise Four on LOGSHEET #9.
Process
C
Three.
the WhlCh b6St describes how 5™ to complete
(A) By myself
(D) Large group
discussion
(B) Discussion with one
other person
(E) Partly alone, partly
with others:BCD
(C) Engaged in small
group discussion
I spent approximately (time) completing this Process.
THANK YOU!
Name
:
School
:
City:
APPENDIX J
May 5, 1976 Fifth Exposure Process
— Letter
Theme: Physical Aspects of a Learner-
Oriented Environment
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May 5, 1976
Dear Principal and Participating Teacher:
Physical Aspects of a Learner-Oriented
Enclosed is Process Five
Environment
.
Numbe^lfare^ncluded in^hls'pacLge? —« 11 -
and Recordkeeping!" ^Mav'wth °f
"
"f ?
Pr°C6SS Slx:
be sent, which is the ENdI Ple^ 1 ^^fin^ »uto me by Memorial Day weekend. returns i the mail
Thanks very much.
Sincerely, •
T
Sister Margaret L. Cassidy, O.S.F.
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Environment-
A learner-oriented environs in a classroom provides an organized
"eanS °£ lndlVldUaliZinS learnln® '<* children. Specifically, a "learn-
ing area" or "learning center" is an organizational arranges that
houses curricula, with behavioral objectives, materials and media. Mate-
rials are related to a specific teaching unit in a specified area of the
classroom. The teacher may have separate areas or small centers for
social studies, mathematics, reading, drama and so on.
The learning area or center houses all materials needed to accomplish
these assignments, such as paper, pencils, books, tapes, recorders, film-
strips and viewers, crayons, and paint brushes. The students can use
these resources themselves. Just as they now use textbooks. Learning
centers do not require a specific classroom arrangement, nor do they imply
changes in architectural structure. They can be adapted to any environ-
ment. Teachers can "redesign" the classroom to buffer noise if necessary.
Some classrooms have carpets and acoustical ceilings, but lacking these,
small rugs or carpeted areas will help. Putting cloth over bare surfaces
and the use of pillows in some areas is very effective. Drapes also
serve as noise softeners. Portable bulletin boards made of textured wall-
board can be used to separate the centers and is effective in reducing
noise.
When starting learning centers, teachers can have the children
rehearse moving from one center to another. Contingencies can be applied
to facilitate children’s learning these routines.
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Materials in the centers should make learning
.otivating and
interesting. The children can work as a team or individually, however
placed at each station for students. The student determines what the
directions mean, what is to be done, and how to best complete the assign-
ment. The assigned tasks may be specific nr a iiy , o allow a number of options,
or can be open-ended.
Before proceeding
the teacher will have
with the actual physical arrangements of the room
to decide which specific learning area to include.
>
It is desirable at first to keep them at a minimum. It is better to
initial an activity in response to children’s developing interests than
to improve it. The teacher should strive to keep activities "fresh,"
to discontinue activities in which children appear to have lost interest,
and to add new ones that will extend or spur interests. Sometimes
interest in an activity can be reawakened by addition of new pieces of
material or by the posing of stimulating questions. For example, a
teacher had written beside a feather, "How does a baby swan keep its
feathers dry?" Encyclopedias and science reference works are good
sources for such questions.
In the first few weeks after the room is organized, some teachers
prefer to supervise the children's schedules closely in order to ensure
that each child has a chance to explore each center and remains in it for
a period of time. This approach has a number of advantages: Exposing
the children to all the centers makes it possible for them to make
intelligent choices about where they wish to work when they are later
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expected to make such decisions for themselves.
It establishes the premise that children are to stay in each center
long enough to become involved with the materials, not just to visit and
leave. Familiarity with all the materials in the room may enable a child
to plan his work more effectively and to coordinate his activities in
various centers.
Diagrams of room layouts featuring activity corners are included
below and on the following page. It should be added that some rooms,
because of their sizes or shapes, do not readily lend themselves to
individual activity corners in which children can work.
Examples of Room Arrangements
Science
Center
Language Arts
and
Listening Center
Math
Center
Shelves
Drama
-
Reading
Center Art
Center
Wood
Working
-1 1
0©
ra
o
dr.
TJ
c
cl
E
o
o
TO
o
u
WINDOWS
WATFR PLAY
PAINTING
HOME
CORNER
PUPPET
CORNER
CRAFTS
CLASS
STORE
MATH
WORK TABLES
STORAGE DISPLAY
READING
WRITING
DOOR
READING
O'
WRITING
BOOKBINDING
MATH
WINDOWS
RESEARCH
(LANGUAGE
TRAVEL
CENTER)
oo
Z
ARTS AND
o
z
HZ o
CRAFTS <£L
l
I COOKING
PROJECT
WORK
SCIENCE
TEACHER'S
TABLE
STORAGE
DOOR
STORAGE
DRAMA
MUSIC
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Some teachers therefore prefer to distribute materials among dif-
ferent corners of the room, permitting children to work on them wherever
convenient. Only a few items remain stationary. Children can thus sit
together while working on different activities. A child who is weaving
on a small loom, may join a child who is weighing objects, for example.
Attention to housekeeping becomes particularly important in this kind of
room, to ensure that supplies are returned to their proper places, and
that there is a general overall neatness about the room.
Many teachers organize their learning centers according to purpose.
These centers incorporate as much selection as the class is able to
handle. Centers may utilize schemes such as the following:
1. Stations may be developed around traditional subject
matter, such as mathematics, reading, sciences, spell-
ing, social studies, and music.
2. Learning centers may be constructed around one subject,
with stations subdivided according to different
aspects of this subject. For example, a learning
center for English could have different stations for
creative writing, grammar, English usage, spelling,
storytelling, story writing, poetry, and report
writing.
3. Special stations, such as a bonus station, can be
provided by the teacher for students who have com-
pleted work or earned extra bonus points. A bonus
station can be a place where a child may go to
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select a project with great Interest tor him. The
bonus station Is also used as a reward for children
who have done work well and their reward. Instead of
material rewards, is the privilege of choosing an
activity at the bonus station.
4. In a conference station, the teacher conducts evalua-
tive conferences with students. Students can also
use this station to hold a conference with another
student, to work with a teacher, or just talk on a
one— to—one basis with the teacher.
5. A help station is where children can come for specific
help on any one of their assignments. The assistance
may come from another student or from the teacher.
It is best to organize a room in such a manner that
at least part of the assistance provided in the help
station will be from peers,
6. A thought station is where a child goes to read a
book, or to study alone. The thought station is
seen by some teachers as another form of bonus
station that provides a child with a quiet reflec-
tive place he/she can go.
There are certain disadvantages to the use of learning centers.
They require a great deal of teacher planning if they are to be more
than depositories of gimmicky materials, and curriculum objectives must
be made explicit. But the advantages can far outweigh the disadvantages.
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Specifically, teachers can better facilitate learni„g by „orklng wUh th.
students in individualised programs whfch can evolve slo„ly rather ^
having a class nove from one form of instruction to another, m addi-
tion, there can be many more curriculum options open to students who
then have the opportunity to explore many interests.
Activity Five
The arrangement of any room, especially a classroom, has a signifi-
cant impact on the interaction that occurs in that room. Your teaching
style and beliefs about learning are reflected in the arrangement that you
select and use. No one arrangement is best in all situations. An arrange-
ment that excludes the teacher from the students will have a different
effect on student-teacher interaction than an arrangement that places the
teacher in more intimate contact with the students. Likewise, a student's
placement in relation to other students has a significant effect on the
interaction between students. Often we have not carefully examined the
effects of the arrangements we use or attempted to relate them to our
goals. We simply adopted those we knew as students or have seen used by
colleagues
.
The following activity is for the purpose of encouraging you to con-
sider different classroom arrangements and their possible effects on the
human interaction that occurs. The most important aspect of this activity
is not to eliminate any classroom arrangement, but to expand the number of
arrangements that are available for your choice. You must be careful not
to prejudge and close your mind to the many possibilities that exist for
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you. Each arrangement can serve you when used with an understanding of
the consequences.
Objectives
1. To consider different classroom arrangements as alternatives
for use in your room.
2. To expand the possible choices of classroom arrangement.
3. To determine wnich classroom arrangements can best serve your
teaching purposes.
Directions
Study the different types of classroom arrangements described on
Logsheet #11 and Logsheet #12. Note that "0" represents the students'
location and X the teacher's location. During the study portion of
this activity, defer judgment on any arrangement. Remember that at any
time during your teaching you may wish to use different arrangements.
By keeping each of the alternatives open and understanding how teaching
effectiveness is related to each arrangement, you will be better able to
move smoothly from one alternative to another. Try to imagine what each
arrangement looks like in an actual classroom. Imagine what kinds of
activities are facilitated by each arrangement, and what kinds of
activities are hindered. On the Logsheets, list under each arrangement
the kinds of activities that are best-suited to the arrangement and
those that are ill-suited. The next time you draw up your lesson plans
or do activity planning, you might think of how the arrangement can play
a facilitating role in the lesson.
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5HS£tlcns (These questions are for your personal use.)
1. Which of the seven arrangements have you experienced as a
student?
2. In which of these arrangements are you most comfortable as
a student? Why? As a teacher? Why?
3. In which are you least comfortable as a student? As a
teacher? Why?
4. Which arrangements have you observed in classrooms you have
visited? What is your overall impression of the environment
created by each as you have experienced or seen it?
5. Which arrangement is primarily used in the classroom you are
now working in? What effect does this arrangement have on
the atmosphere or tone of the classroom?
6. What other arrangements can you think of as alternatives to
the seven on the worksheets?
Bibliography
There are no additions to the bibliographies submitted for
Processes One through Four.
Follow-Up (Optional)
Now that you have considered different classroom arrangements, it's
time to experiment with them. Try each arrangement as both teacher (with
your class on varying days) and as student (possibly through the use of
role-playing). Were your perceptions and conclusions about each arrange-
ment accurate? Change any information on the worksheets that is disproven
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through actual practice. You can get addltlonal feedback from^ ^denta by glvlng each of them
. workshaet ^^ ^ ^^^
are most and least comfortable for them rt . Compare their worksheets with
yours. In your journal keep a remrri uP co d of each arrangement that you can
use in your teaching (or those you observed . u) and note how the arrangement
may have affected the process of the lesson.
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LOCSHEKT II 11
(Please return this page.)
EXERCISE FIVE
Setting One
Facilitates Hinders
Setting Two
x
cooooo
oooooo
ooocoo
oooooo
Facilitates Hinders
Setting Three Setting Four
Facilitates Hinders
I
Setting Five
fTtPVPS frri-lyl
cp 8
<b6> °°OO—
X
% x Cb
Facilitates
8
Hinders
Setting Six
OOOOOO
OxOOOO
OOOOOO
OOOCOO
Facilitates Hinders
Student location
Name
:
Teacher loc .tion School
:
City:
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LOGSHEET // 12(Please return this page.)
R-eaetion to reading from pages one through ten.
^action to Exercise Five on Logsheet #11.
£lrcle the letter which best describes how
package.
"
Please
this "
(A) By myself
(D) Large group
discussion
I spent approximately
(B) Discussion with
another person
(E) Partly alone,
partly with others:BCD
you chose to complete
(D) Small group
discussion
Process Five.(time) completing
Name
:
School
:
City:
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May 12, 1976
Dear Principal and Participating Teacher:
Enclosed is the Sixth and last Exposure Process: Evaluation
and Recordkeeping.
Mav I encourage vou to keep the Log Sheets moving alon*?
Thank vou.
The last mailing will he the post-test which will be sent
to you on *tay 19.
Thank you for vour continued cooperation throughout the
study.
Sister Ttargaret Cassidv, O.S.E.
appendix k
May 12, 1976 — Sixth Exposure Process
— Letter
Theme: Evaluation and Recordkeeping
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May 12, 1976
PROCESS SIX: EVALUATION AND RECORDKEEPING
Scope and Purpose of Recordkeepin
g
Teachers need the following information about their students: work
engaged in, choices made, interests, needs, strengths, talents, and progress.
For this purpose, they seek details of how a child schedules his time, to what
he* devotes his energies, what he can accomplish, and the quality of his work.
. They determine whether or not the child’s work is consistent with his abili-
ties. They note the activities the child engages in when he is permitted free
choice and whether or not the tasks that the child sets for himself tend to be
too easy or too difficult, with the result that he is either unchallenged or
frustrated.
In observing a child's interest, teachers seek to extend interests and to
encourage formation of new ones. They also look at the child's needs, in order
to determine what specific assignment or lessons should be scheduled and how
the child's developing skills can be reinforced. Information about a child's
strengths helps the teacher to decide what learning style seems most effective
for the child, what resources he can offer other children, and how his talents
can best be used in the class.
Finally, teachers record the child's academic, emotional, and social
progress, to reflect whether or not he is developing competence in areas like
*In this reading, the pronoun "she" has been used to designate teacher,
and the pronoun "he," to designate student.
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t
oral and written communications, reading, and mathematics. Is the child grow-
me into a
.alf-diaoipllned individual, motivatsd to leatn and inquisitive,
‘bl* “ 0,r8a” 1Z' hlS ”°tk
'
t0
and to enjoy hia creative
The teacher’s evaluations in these respects are guided by many con-
siderations. Is the practice of grading a child according to a single standard
for the whole class rather than assessing his perforce in the context of hi,
pattern of growth really fair to the child! Evaluation is not simply a
search for error, in a child’s work. Children should have the freedom to msk.
mistakes and are encouraged to attempt tasks that nay appear difficult. Hany
teachers are avoiding evaluation that implies comparison of one child with
other, in favor of evaluation for the purpose of diagnosis.
Such diagnosis is not limited to the teachers themselves. The child must
learn to evaluate his work and keep records, so that he can plan experiences
for himself.
There are two kinds of records that teachers are likely to be expected to
maintain. One kind includes records for the school, i.e.
,
attendance sheets
and cumulative folders of data on a child's entire career in school; the second
includes recording the child's daily experiences in a single class. Sugges-
tions for each of these types of records are offered here. Teachers will
undoubtedly wish to adapt ideas to their own purposes and preferences. To a
large c-xtent, recordkeeping may be viewed as a personal endeavor.
School Records
There are classrooms in which the required morning records, particularly
when combined with other morning choices (announcements, distributing papers,
etc.) may occupy a good portion of time. Many teachers have organized more
efficient ways of handling these administrative matters.
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ReCOrdS
- In Classr where there are no assigned seats,
teachers have delegated to the child the responsibility for recording their own
presence. There are many possible procedures. One teacher of a five and six-
year-old group mounted a photograph of each child on a piece of cardboard and
wrote his name on the back. The picture hung on the wall with the name showing.
Each morning as the child arrived, he turned his picture around so that his
face showed. The names of those absent could then be easily listed. In this
instance, the teacher wrote down the names of absentees. In a group of older
youngsters, a child can be assigned this responsibility. At the end of the day,
one child reversed all the pictures in readiness for the next day.
Lunch and Milk Counts
. In many classes, teachers are expected to count
the number of children who will be buying lunch or ordering milk from the
school cafeteria. This procedure can be coordinated with that for keeping
attendance. Children may be asked to hang a colored dish on the hook with his
picture (or name tag) to signify that he wishes to order lunch or milk. It is
then easy for one class member to total the number of orders.
Two teachers working as a team with fifty fourth-year students have devised
a method of recording administrative details. They divided the class into six
administrative units, each led by a unit chairperson (a rotating post). Each
unit is assigned for one month to one of the six permanent interest centers in
the room—reading, math, science, social studies, writing, or arts and crafts.
The unit is responsible for taking its own attendance, the lunch and milk
count, returning papers, reading announcements, and keeping its particular
interest center in order. Each unit chairperson lists the absentees from his
group and gives the lunch order to a class secretary, who is elected monthly.
In all these schemes, responsibility is shifted to the child, fostering
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his growth as a self
-directed individual. These methods subtly represent the
classroom. A list of absentees that is available to all indicates the coopera-
tive nature of the class and a general interest about who is absent on a par-
ticular day. This attitude is appropriate for several reasons-for children
working together on a project, and for others who may wish to take the time to
send a note or card to a child who is ill.
Cumulative Recqrds. The school maintains cumulative records of basic
information on each child: his birth date, number of siblings, information on
parents and home, previous schools attended, attendance record, comments about
physical development, results of achievement and intelligence tests. Such
records can help a teacher in working with a child. In writing them, teachers
should be guided by the question, "What is important for the child's succeeding
teachers to know?" It is of little consequence that he committed a minor
infraction and of doubtful value that one teacher found him difficult to live
with. Children change and relate differently with different adults.
If a particular test score does not seem valid, it may be mentioned in
the anecdotal report. For example, "John's I.Q. of 90 seems low from my
knowledge of him."
Internal Class Records
Each teacher maintains records of the overall work of the class and
records of individual children's work. Examples of these kinds of records are
presented here.
Records of Overall Work of the Class. Teachers in learner-oriented or
individualized classrooms use the method of notebooks, frequently in conjunc-
tion with photographs, in place of the traditional planbooks.
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“
-
eacher ' ^Notebooks
. A loose-leaf notebook may be used to plan
work, chronicle events, and summarize the overall work of the class. There are
separate pages for subjects, projects, various activities as well as weekly
summary sheets. It is not intended as a complete review of the work of the
class or of each child. Rather, its purpose is to help the teacher to focus on
each subject, project and activity weekly; to evaluate each in relation to the
overall work of the class; and to assess whether or not certain experiences
should be planned, additional materials provided for a center, some activities
abandoned, or others introduced.
~
' Photographs
. Color slides (35mm) make excellent permanent records.
When several teachers in a school photograph their classes' activities, slides
may provide a ready means by which they can exchange ideas.
Records of Individual Children's V.'ork
. There are various methods of pro-
viding the teacher with a visual means of quickly noting the work a child has
engaged in during a given period.
— Pegboards . The teacher puts the names of the students on a piece
of pegboard, plywood or bulletin board. Each curriculum area is color-coded;
for example, red for reading, blue for math, yellow for writing, green for
project work. As a child completes work in one of these areas, he places an
appropriately colored peg or tack next to his name. The teacher can see at a
glance who still has work to accomplish in one of these areas.
— Graphs
.
The names of the students be listed on a large sheet of
graph paper. Each subject or project is designated by a different color; stu-
dents fill in the squares with the appropriate colored pencil when they have
completed work in certain areas.
— Sign-Up Sheets. Some teachers who wish to ensure that her
students had completed certain duties,
complete the activities.
post a sheet for than to sign as they
Have you worked on these today?
Reading Writing Mathematics
Sample of Dally Sign-Up Sheet
The categories change as the teacher designates.
-- Baskets. In some classes there are baskets in' each activity
center in which students place written work that they conpleted in that center.
— Folders. Some teachers prefer to use individualized folders fox-
each child.
— Mailboxes
. A popular method of facilitating the flow of written
communications between teacher and student is the use of individual "mailboxes.
They can be made from quart or half-gallon milk containers with the tops
removed. They can be placed side by side and taped or stapled together. There
can be boxes for incoming mail and outgoing "mail."
— The Notebook
. Children may complete written work in a notebook(s)
Notebooks are reviewed regularly by the teacher and returned with appropriate
comments or suggestions for specific tasks.
— Index Cards . Index cards can be filed on a rotary wheel. There
is a group of cards for each child, separated by colored tabs. The cards
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contain Information about each area of a child's work and constitute his basic
record. They provide . comprehenalve plcrore for the reech.r of e.ch child',
work.
.
“ The_Lo£. some teachers ask children to keep daily or weekly
lose, eimllar to contract, children
.rite for overall
.ork. The child log, the
»ork that he ha, collated dally and/or
.eekly and In ,o„e Inatance,, the aooent
of time he apent on each ta,k. Again, the purpoae of a log 1, to Indicate to
both teacher and child whether the child 1, engaged In a balanced program
A sample log is included below.
WEEKLY LOG
Name n„.
Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday
• •
F
0
F
f
F
8
F
•
F
•
F
0
F
0.
r
0
F
•
F
•
F
0
F
t
r
8
•
F
t
F
0 t
F
8
F
•
F
S
F
0
F
t
F
8
F
0
F
0
F
0
F
8
F
8
F
•
F
0
F
0 0
F
8
F
Note Lunch 12:00-1:00
Special subjects: 1:15-2:00 daily
Key S: Time started
F: Time finished
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A danger to be avoided in using these methods of recording work is
that they may become too cumbersome and time-consuming for the children or too
difficult to keep accurately. The same criteria should be applied to records
kept by pupils as to all others. They should provide only essential that is
not readily available elsewhere. Most teachers in learner-oriented classrooms
find more detailed records important in the early stages of organization, as an
aid to children in budgeting their time and planning their work.
Checklists
. Checklists are one of the most popular and probably
the easiest means of recording work. Some teachers build their entire record-
keeping system on checklists. There are general checklists to ensure that cer-
tain assignments have been completed and specific checklists of skills that
children are expected to acquire. Various items can be recorded on class
lists (alphabetical lists of pupils in the class). In one class, students
were asked to note the dates of the following: When you have completed a
writing assignment; When you have finished your science contract; When you
have started a new spelling unit; When you have taken a math mastery test; When
you have chosen a new topic. Checklists can serve as a record of which activity
cards a child has completed; a class list or notebook can be posted near the
cards, and the number of each activity card can be entered (as shown on the
following page). As the child finishes a card, he enters the date on which
the activity was completed.
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RECORD OF EXPERIENCES WITH FRACTIONS
Students
Date Completed
1 2
Actlv
3
til/ Ca
4
d Numbers
5 I 6 7 8
J. Athens Mf1 %
A. Barrow
Vn
C. Charles "*
D. Christie yt %5
L. Daniels
CHECK LIST FOR THE STUDY OF FRACTIONS
Skills
NAME
Concept
of
a
Whole
Equal
Parts
of
a
Whole
Equal
Parts
of
a
Croup
Numerator
Denominator
s0
1
U*
>
£
Addition
of
Like
Parts
Subtraction
of
Like
Partj
Mixed
and
Improper
Fractions
Application
to
Problem
Solving
1
F. Johnson
1
L. Jones
B. Holmes
D. Swanson
Sample Check List for Acquisition of Concepts Related to Fractions
,
Grade Books for Recordkeeping
. Many teachers use grade books as
the basic record. It does, however, lend itself to recording the work of
individual children, and can be used to record a variety of information about
a child's works—for example, topics chosen; dates of initiation and comple-
tion; comments on the outcome of the work. Test scores are recorded as are
comments about the kinds of errors made. The other children with whom a
specific child chooses to work are noted. A grade book used in this manner.
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together „l,h e child's „crh folder, My eo„.tit„te edequete recording of rhe
work of individual children.
“ Anecdotal Records. Some teachers choose to keep anecdotal records
on each child, considering them more descriptive of the kind of work done in
an individualized classroom atmosphere. An entry is made when a child com-
pletes a significant piece of work and also at stated intervals, at least once
each month. These records include notes on each child's social and emotional
development his ability to accept responsibility and to make significant
choices, his interests, his relations with other children, his initiative.
his powers of concentration, his use of materials.
One problem with anecdotal records is that, when teachers are enter-
ing comments about twenty-five children, they tend to make only general state-
ments. It may therefore be better to space the work through the month or do
it after conferences with individual children.
""
-
he Chlld ’ s Genera l Work Folder
. In most classes, folders are
compiled for the children's work. They may contain most of the work the child
has completed in a certain period of time, or they may contain only selected
pieces. All entries should be dated. In addition to samples of a child's
work, the folder may contain details, of a child's activities. His weekly logs
or a list of activity cards completed or of activities explored in various
areas can be included.
The general work folder is an important component of the records in
a classroom. It is most useful in conferences between teachers and parents.
““ Conferring With Individual Children
. Other primary means of
ascertaining the progress of each child are conferences. The daily conference
with a child may last only a few minutes. If a child requires more time or
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help, the teacher schedules an appointment with him for later in the day.
A longer conference is held with each child at least once a week.
At this conference, the teacher and child review the child's work folder. If
a prolonged teaching time is necessary, it will be scheduled for a different
period—as part of a group instruction whenever possible. The weekly con-
ference is primarily diagnostic and evaluative. Together with the child, the
teacher evaluates what has been accomplished and discusses future plans. The
following are sample forms for reading records for student and teacher:
STUDENTS READING RECORD 1
Dale Same of Book
and Pages Read
Reading Conferences
Other Reading Activities Comments Date Assignments
Teacher's Record or Conterences
Date
Book or Pages
Discussed
Oral
Reading Comprehension Vocabulary Observations and Follow-Up
Reporting to Parents
If a child is encouraged to work through learning steps at his own rate,
then should he be compared to the rest of the class by a letter grade? What
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teacher hasn’t agonized over a child who has worked hard to make progress but
is still doing "D" work when compared to others?
Those who argue against grades contend that parents feel their self-
lmge is tied to their childrens’ grades exert pressure that ranges from pay-
ment for or punishment for not getting good grades. This in turn causes some
children to resort to cheating. Grades have become the end; students are
marked, identified, and pigeonholed for life by the grades they make in
school.
Many educators would do away with grades altogether were it not for
parental pressure. In many communities parents, especially parents of stu-
dents who earn "A's" and ’Vs,’’ still want to see how their children rank in
relation to others and are not satisfied with a progress report. They argue
that grades are an incentive for excellence.
Educators are searching for a way to effectively communicate a child's
progress to parents without damaging his self-concept. Some schools compromise
by giving a letter grade when parents ask for it, and a report of progress when
they do not.
Use of the child's performance as criteria for evaluation is increasing.
\
An example of a section of a report form in mathematics may state:
Knows arithmetic facts
Addition Subtraction
__
Multiplication Division
Shows satisfactory speed and accuracy in computation
Understands basic concepts that have been presented
_
Solves problems correctly
_
Solves problems consistently
_
Uses reasoning in solving problems
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A parent-student-teacher conference, together with a reporting form, is
individual and relevant reporting. The child is included. If he helps
establish his goals and participates in evaluating his achievements, he can see
whether or not he has made progress*
One school handles the problem of parents not attending the conferences,
by holding the reports until the parents come to the conference. This is a
bold move, but the school reports over a ninety percent response.
Another school uses a simple form: It tells parents their child is doing
well in
—
. The staff thinks he can do better in
.
You can help by
,
Another school notes the date a child enters and leaves each math and
reading level and where he stands at conference time.
Parent and teacher input in making report forms relevant to a school is
important. A faculty in one school meets annually to evaluate the report form.
The consider parents and teacher input and try to come up with improvement for
the following year. Samples of parent reporting, goal cards, conference
sheets, confidential referral forms, and other evaluation forms follow:
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Several kinds of records for evaluation have been described in this read-
ing. Those that the teacher chooses to maintain will have value only to the
extent that they are consistently kept. For this reason, it is essential that
teachers decide what records are necessary for the efficient functioning of
their classes, keep them in the simplest and clearest fashion possible, and do
not impose unnecessary recording on either themselves or their students.
Reporting to parents must be periodic and ongoing. It focuses not only
on problems but on the positive aspects of the child's work.
Exercise Six
Part One
. Below are listed forty-six statements reflecting teacher atti-
tudes on student evaluation. Circle the numbers of ten (10) which come closest
to identifying your own method of evaluation. Mark the numbers of your choices
on LOGSHEET 013.
1. It's best to consider and take into account a student's
intelligence when evaluating his work.
2. Final exams or unit tests demonstrate competence and
should contribute significantly to a student's evaluation.
3. The amount of effort a student expends should be
reflected in his evaluation.
4. A student's progress during a specified marking period
is measured well by a single major performance criterion,
usually a test of some kind.
5. A student's ability to relate to others is an important
factor and should be considered when evaluating him.
6. A student's willingness to contribute to class discussion
and activity should be considered when evaluating him.
7. The feelings evoked in the teacher by a student are
significant measures of the student's competency and
should be considered in the teacher's evaluation.
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8.
9 .
10
.
11
.
12
.
13 .
14 .
15 .
16
.
17 .
18 .
19 .
20.
^i!d^t,!/lllin8neSS and ablll ty ^ follow theer s directions are important measures of his
eval
P
u!tion.
and b* COnSidered the teacher’s
teacher J.
Sh°Uld ** dlSc0ura8 ed from taking issue with
stidents
Standard CUrVe 18 the fairest way t0 evaluate
A student's ability to be creative is
measure of his competency, so creative
should be evaluated.
an important
activities
The ability to communicate clearly in writing is ofgreat importance, so the way a student writes should be
considered more important than what he writes.
Students generally achieve more if they are faced with
challenges, so it is best not to give too many A's or
superior evaluations.
Students need positive reinforcement in order to go
beyond where they are, so it is best not to fail stu-
dents .
Because students often are not motivated to work outside
the classroom, it is a good idea to suggest that they
will be quizzed on homework assignments.
Student opinion and interpretation are significant means
and indications of learning and should be emphasized in
tests and other methods of evaluation.
i
Students will not be able to apply knowledge until they
have mastered the basics, so tests and, other means of
evaluation should emphasize the acquisition of factual
material
.
Because what a student knows is more important than how
well he is able to communicate it in writing, content
rather than style or grammar should be emphasized in
students' writing.
Because it is important for students to learn to spell
well, students should be penalized for spelling errors.
Good spelling is an asset and therefore should be
encouraged by giving students extra points on tests and
papers for perfect spelling.
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21 .
22
.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.
Quizzes and tests that are unannounced are better
measures of actual learning than those that are
announced in advance.
Neatness should be encouraged by giving it
when evaluating student work.
consideration
Low grades and poor evaluations usually create incen-
tives for students to work harder.
It is often helpful to solicit the opinions of other
teachers about the students and to consider these
opinions when evaluating the students.
High grades and good evaluations usually create incentive
for students to work harder.
Students will work harder if they feel their work is
appreciated, so it is helpful to openly appreciate what
they do.
Because students should know where they stand in rela-
tion to other students, all grades should be public.
To de-emphasize grades, it is good practice not to tell
a student what his grades are until the end of the term,
when the school administration insists that they be
shared
.
Promptness should be encouraged by penalizing students
for tardiness.
It is significant learning experiences for students to
be allowed and encouraged to negotiate their evaluations
with teachers.
1
1
Students contracting with teachers for grades prior to a
unit of work is a meaningful, fair, and positive way to
handle evaluation.
It is best to give many more positive than negative evalua-
tions.
33. It is better to consistently criticize work than. to con-
sistently praise it.
34. The last day of the week is a good time to evaluate stu-
dents' progress for that week.
35. In order that students not lose ground over vacation
periods, it is a good idea to assign homework then.
36.
Jif«Je“s!
r Sh0Ul ‘‘ b' tox the perforce „£
37. Tests should be used diagnostically rather than evaluatively
.
38.
8e"e,:ally **
39. Alternatives to standard grading procedures should be
explored and tried.
40. The parents of students who are not doing well should be
not lr ied.
41. All parents should be notified of their children’s progressin school. &
42. Teachers should be concerned about cheating.
43. Students who miss tests should be required to complete moredifficult makeup work.
44. Students should be allowed and encouraged to evaluate them-
selves
.
45. Students should be allowed and encouraged to evaluate one
another.
46. A student's sex should be considered in evaluating his work.
Part Two. Below are listed forty-six statements reflecting teacher prac
tlces and beliefs about student evaluation. Circle the number of ten (10) wi
which you find yourself agreeing and identifying. Mark the numbers in the
space provided on LOGSHEET 013.
1. I grade slower students differently from bright ones.
2. I weigh final exams and unit tests heavily, using them for
fifty percent or more of a student's grade.
3. I give better evaluations to those who try harder.
4. I usually give one major test or other measure of evalua-
tion each marking period.
5 . I have been influenced in my evaluation of a student by
how well he gets along with his peers.
6. Students who participate actively in class receive betterevaluations from me than those who do not.
7. I trust my personal feelings for students and frequently
use them to evaluate students. 4 y
8
’
^
haVG ®ra
^
ed studen ts who agree with me differently fromthose who do not. J
9.
I have encouraged my students to disagree with me in
class.
10. I use a standard grading curve in assigning grades.
11. I have used letter- or number-grades in evaluating crea-
tive activities.
12. I have given considerable weight to the grammatical cor-
rectness of student papers.
13. I did not give very many A's or superior evaluations last
term.
14. I did not fail anyone last term.
15. I have used the threat of unannounced quizzes to motivate
students to do homework.
16. Most of my tests rely on subjective questions that allow
student opinion and interpretation.
17. Most of my test questions are objective, requiring stu-
dents to respond with factual material.
18. In evaluating student work, I consider content more
heavily than style or the correctness of usage.
19. I usually take points off a paper that contains numerous
misspelled words.
20. I have given extra points to papers with no spelling errors.
21. I have given surprise quizzes.
22. I have lowered the evaluation of a paper because it was
messy.
23. I have sometimes given students lower evaluations than I
might have in order to motivate them to work harder.
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24
.
25 .
26
.
27 .
28
.
29
.
30 .
31 .
32 .
33 .
34 .
35 .
36 .
37 .
38 .
39 .
40 .
41
.
I have sought out and listened to my colleagues' 0Dinlon,about students when determining how to evaluate them.
I have given students
order to motivate them
higher grades than I might have in
to work harder.
i nave personally thanked or otherwise express*
tion to students who have done excellent work.
I have posted or publicly announced student evaluations.
I have kept all grades and evaluations secretdents until the end of the marking period.
from stu-
I have lowered the evaluation of a student paper orproject for being turned in late.
I have negotiated with students for their evaluations, and
oth student and teacher have been satisfied with the finaldecision.
I have written grading contracts with students prior to a
unit of work and have honored the contracts.
My students probably consider me an easy grader.
My students probably consider me a hard grader.
I frequently give exams or other means of evaluation on
Fridays.
I have never assigned homework over a vacation period.
I have felt personally responsible for the poor performance
of a student of mine.
,
I have used tests diagnostically; I haye given tests before
the end of a term, and without grading them, have used them
to plan for future activities.
I have used other than standard grading procedures and
have worked in my school to make them acceptable.
I have looked for and considered alternate grading systems
to the generally accepted ones.
I have sent progress reports to parents of students doing
poorly
.
I have sent progress reports to parents of all students.
42
. I have taken specific measures to prevent cheating in my
ClaS S6S
•
43 . I have given makeup tests that have been
difficult than the original.
purposely more
44.
I have allowed students to grade themselves on a project
or for a term.
45.
I have allowed students to grade one another on a
project or for a term.
46.
I have at times been influenced by the sex of my stu-
dents in determining their evaluations.
Questions (for your personal use)
1. Compare the selected ten attitude statements with the selected
ten beliefs statements.
a) Are there similarities, differences, contradictions?
b) Do you see any patterns evolving which would be
helpful to you?
2. Would you be willing to reconsider any of your stated beliefs?
If so, which?
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indicate on LOGSHEET II 13 if you wish this additional material.]
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(Please return this page.)
—
-
?tl°n t0 the readinS on pages one through twenty-four.
Reaction to Exercise Six on
Part One
1
.
2 .
3.
4.
5.
6 .
7.
8 .
9.
10 .
LOGSHEET 013.
Part Two
1
.
2
.
3.
4.
5.
6 .
7.
8
.
9.
10 .
Please circle the letter which best describes how you chose to complete
Process Six.
(A) By myself (B) Discussion with one (C) Engaged in small
other person group discussion
(D) Large group (E) Partly alone, partly
discussion with others
:
B C D
1 spent approximately (time) completing this Process.
() I would like the listing of Resource Materials sent to me.
Name
: _
School
:
City:
_
Thank You!
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* /
May 19, 1976
Bear Principal and Participating Teacher,
, **
Enclosed is the post-test and evaluation which I mentioned in myletter of Kay 5, 1976. It is tho END*
The post-test and final evaluation marks tho completion of your
efforts in this project. I want you to know that I am truly gratefulto you for your patience, perscrverencc. candidness, and kindness, andfor the time and effort put forth in completion of the six packages,
I will now attempt (this summer) to assemble the "liarver.t" of
your effort. As scon as the data is in presentable order it will
bs shared with ycu. Information in the composite report (disserta-
tion) will fca anonymous, but the gleanings from tho process will
hopefully serve as a contribution to tho cause of education.
Again, my sincere thanks to all of you.
Enjoy a happy and restful summer*.
Very sincerely yours,
Sister Margaret L, Cassidy, O.S.F,
P.S, Tho enclosed return envelope is for your convenience in returning
the entire post-test and evaluation package from each of tho
participating teachers. Thanks very much.
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PLEASE RETURN THIS pAOE AND ALL THE FOLLOWING PAGES
. THANK von
Post-test ;
llio purpose of the six packages was to heighten the awareness of teachers to various
teaching methods, specifically the lcarncr-orientcd or individualized approach.
With this thought in mind, please comolcte the following two instrument!)
.
You will
find yourself familiar with the materials,
EVALUATION
I. In accordance with your own personal opinion please circle after each of the
process themes the ranking of priority you believe it to rate, I,e t| if you believe
The Changing Role of the Teacher was
If you believe it wa3 least helpful,
most beneficial to
rank it if6,
you, circle #1. However t
Process Ranking
Understanding the Philosophy of
Learner-Oriented Environments 1 2 3 4 5 6
The Changing Role of the Teacher 1 2 3 4 5 6
•Organizing a Learner-Oriented
Classroom
1 2 3 4 5 6
Integration of Disciplines 1 2 3 4 5 6
Physical Aspects of the Classroom 1 2 3 4 5 6
"Evaluation and Recordkeeping 1 2 3 4 5 6
II, Please check as many i tems as aooly concerning the readings, exercises and
naterials in the six packages.
1
.
2 ."
k
5 ..
6
..
7.
8.
9.
10
.,
n.
The packages have helped me think seriously about changing my teaching style,
I found the material to De of little help to. me and my teaching style.
The materials liave been somewhat helpiul.
Children to-day need discipline and can learn it best in classrooms '.here
.the teacher is in complete control. .
The materials helped me take a different look at nyself in the classroom.
The six rackages served as reinforcement of my own thoughts about teaching
and children.
Tlie examples nresented were too idealistic,
I would like to try some of the ideas but lack the necessary
encouragement
I had established a learner-oriented classroom prior to receiving
the packages
I believe the "basics" cannot be successfully taught in an
atmosphere as
described in the packages,
'
‘
,
.
..
„
, _
I r.«ay try some of the ideas in- the future, but not at this
particular grade
level i • with these particular students.
Ill, Please use space on the back of this page for your personal
remarks about
any part (s) of the process.
ADDENDUM Pleaso indicate (over) which aspect of the
role of Education Coordinator
" you believe to be most important,J Name j —
School City
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The Barth and Cassidv instruments were attain administered in
the Post-test. In the interest of preserving space please refer
them in Appendix E.
to
appendix m
TABLE 8A, 8B, 8C, 8D:
Cross-Tabulation Results of Pre- and Post-Test Result
of Barth’s Six Categories
CROSS-TABULATION
RESULTS
OF
PRE-
AND
POST-TEST
RESULTS
OF
BARTH'S
SIX
CATEGORIES
THE
AGE
VARIABLE
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APPENDIX N
TABLE 9A, 9B, 9C, 9D:
Cross-Tabulation Results of Pre- and Post-Test Results
of Cassidy's Four Categories
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